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i
AbstractThis thesis develops a theory of aspectual interpretation based on a representationof eventuality reference which is implicit in any sentence uttered in natural language.Language users categorise real world events into various types, termed aspectualclass, and these event types can be identied by diagnostic tests, which rely oninferences between sentences and co-occurrence with certain temporal adverbials andother aspectual forms. After the introductory Chapter 1, these tests are presentedin Chapter 2The thesis gives an analysis of aspectual verbs (such as start, nish and continue)within the aspectual theory, which provides an interpretation for various aspectualphenomena, such as aspectual class (represented in the form of event templates, alsopresented in Chapter 2), and perfective and imperfective aspect (termed viewpointaspect after Smith 1991). Examples are taken from English and Russian, and thenal representation gives an intermediate level of analysis which highlights equivalentinterpretations in the two languages for aspectual meanings which are expressed indierent ways syntactically and morphologically. The theory takes the approachesof Smith (1991) and Moens (1987) as a starting point, incorporating insights fromboth to motivate a set of event phases (such as initial bound, process, nal bound,culmination phase, etc) which are employed in various congurations to form theevent templates.Smith's two-component theory (comprising aspectual class and viewpoint aspect)forms the central core of the analysis, in which viewpoint aspect explicitly describespart of the event template, and is the main topic of Chapter 3. Aspectual verbs canbe analysed in a similar way, and this analysis is developed in Chapter 5. Chap-ter 4 develops a more detailed account of one of the aspectual classes, culminationexpressions, which is motivated by linguistic data, but also facilitates the theory ofaspectual verbs which follows in Chapter 5. Viewpoint aspect can also be applied toaspectual verbs, and in this sense they constitute a third-component of an aspectualtheory. The event templates are in part motivated by this fact, and the analysisunfolds so that viewpoint aspect can be applied to the interpretations of aspectualverbs. The nal analysis, therefore, shows how the various components of eventu-ality reference interact, oering a unied account of aspectual phenomena, with astraightforward analysis of aspectual verbs not oered by Smith or Moens.The feature-structure style framework which is developed and employed through-out the thesis follows in the spirit HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1994). The main coverageof HPSG is of syntactic issues with indications of how semantics could be incorpo-rated. This thesis shows how a semantic interpretation of aspect can be given withinthis framework. ii
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Chapter 1IntroductionIt is unclear what constitutes an event in the real world. A person's arrival to ahouse, the event of writing a letter, walking around town, or jumping for joy areall descriptions of happenings in the world which might be described as events.They might even be described as separate events in their own right, but which incombination are idealised in language as a single unit or event. For example, Johnarrived describes an event which might include getting out of a car, walking to thefront door and ringing a bell. And each of these event descriptions in turn can bebroken down and described with ner granularity: at another level of descriptionwalking can be seen as consisting of lifting a leg, putting it in front of the otherleg, lifting that leg, etc. The words of a language allow speakers to categorise theirexperiences of the world at any level of granularity.In classical descriptive grammars it is said that every verb describes an actionand these descriptions of actions reect how the language user perceives events inthe world. Natural languages consist of words and phrases which combine accordingto a set of rules to produce felicitous sentences. Phrases can be categorised in variousways, according to their syntactic or semantic function, and this thesis provides adetailed study of the semantic interpretation of event reference in natural language.The innite number of events in the world are idealised as units when they arereferred to in sentences, and each event reference belongs to a particular event type(or aspectual class). A description of an event in language corresponds to a particular(or postulated) event in the real world when it is uttered in a context in which thatevent can be identied.(1.1) John arrived.(1.2) John wrote the letter.(1.1) and (1.2) refer to events which are complex in the world, but presented asa single entity in the English language, ie an arrival, or an event of writing a letter.(1.1) is perceived as taking a relatively short length of time, while (1.2) has duration.Such characteristics of events can be identied by the way event descriptions are usedin language. It turns out that events (or, to include references to states, eventualities)can be categorised into four or ve dierent types, reecting the relative duration of3
an event, the type of end or conclusion it has, etc. These types have been classied inthe literature and termed aspectual class andAktionsart, with varied terminologyfor the types; I use Moens' terminology, identifying the following aspectual classes:culmination, process, culminated process, point and state. In the thesis, I focusmainly on the rst three categories. Linguistic tests to show this categorisation aregiven in Chapter 2.Events can also be referred to from dierent points of view. For example, (1.3)contrasts with (1.4) in that the former does not imply that the letter is nished,while the latter does. The focus on dierent parts of events is facilitated by variousaspectual categories, indicating whether an event is ongoing or complete (relatingto, eg, the imperfective and perfective aspects, or viewpoint aspect), whether ithas started or stopped (relating to aspectual verbs), etc.(1.3) John was writing the letter.(1.4) John wrote the letter.There is an extensive literature which discusses and theorises about aspectualclass and other aspectual categories. The main aim of this thesis is to evaluate anumber of approaches to analysing these natural language categories for referring toevents, independently motivate a set of event templates to represent the categories,and provide a framework to give a unied account of various aspectual phenomena,such as viewpoint aspect and aspectual verbs.The aim is to give an account which provides the correct interpretation for thefollowing data in English, and the corresponding data in Russian.1(1.5) John started to write the letter. Ivan nachal pisat' pis'mo.(1.6) John was writing the letter. Ivan pisal pis'mo.(1.7) John stopped writing the letter. Ivan perestal pisat' pis'mo.(1.8) John resumed writing the letter. Ivan prodolzhil pisat' pis'mo.(1.9) John continued writing the letter. Ivan prodolzhal pisat' pis'mo.(1.10) John nished writing the letter. Ivan konchil pisat' pis'mo.(1.11) John had written the letter. Ivan (uzhe) napisal pis'mo.(1.12) John wrote the letter. Ivan napisal pis'mo.1Here I give a rough Russian equivalent of the English in the right hand column, without givinga full gloss. Throughout the thesis complete glosses and translations are given for all Russianexamples. 4
Examples (1.6), (1.11) and (1.12) are, respectively, in the progressive, pastperfect and simple aspect (in the English examples), and the imperfective andperfective aspects (in the Russian examples). These categories are referred toas viewpoint aspect, after Smith (1991), rather than the traditional general term`aspect'. The other examples have aspectual verbs as the nite verb and are in thesimple aspect in English (and mostly perfective in the Russian examples). Each onerefers to a dierent part of the writing-event, and in this sense refers to the unfoldingof the event from a dierent point of view. An analysis is developed in this thesis toaccount for these two kinds of aspectual reference.For the aspectual verbs, depending on the aspectual class of the complementverb, certain of the aspectual verbs may not be available, for example, ?John nishedwalking in the park sounds odd,2 while John started/stopped walking in the park areokay. The make-up of the event templates for each of the aspectual classes reectsthese dierences in interpretation.Having developed an account for viewpoint aspect and aspectual verbs, I showthat certain inferences can be predicted to hold between pairs of sentences. Theinferences reect a temporal relationship between two of the example sentences. Forexample, where `!' indicates an inference:(1.13) John had started writing the letter. ! John was writing the letter.(at some point)(1.14) John had nished the letter. ! John has written the letter.(1.15) John stopped writing the letter. 6! John nished the letter.These inferences can be derived from the feature structure analysis, and arediscussed in Chapter 5.The starting point for the analysis are the theories of Smith (1991) and Moens(1987), who both provide a unied account of various aspectual phenomena. Smith'stwo-component theory of aspect identies the aspectual class of sentences (her situ-ation type), representing them as situation schema, and interprets aspect (her view-point aspect) as focusing on part of the situation schema. This analysis is reformu-lated slightly by motivating a more detailed representation of the situation schemain terms of event phases and event templates. This is motivated in part by thestructure of Moens' tripartite event nucleus.Outline of the chaptersIn Chapter 2, a battery of tests is introduced to identify the set of aspectualclasses which are represented in terms of event templates. The templates com-prise event phases, some of which are common to a number of event templates.These tests rely on intuitions on the interpretation of example sentences with certain2Unless he has a particular route marked out and has come to the end of this, but walking in apark is usually associated with a more aimless kind of wandering.5
temporal adverbials (eg, at 2 o'clock, for 2 hours, in 2 hours). A detailed analysis isnot given for temporal adverbials, since they provide the basis for the tests. However,the nature of the event phases (representing extended periods of time, or points oftime) would allow the interpretation of these adverbials within the framework.The event templates are cast in an HPSG-style framework (compare Pollard andSag 1994) using feature structures, which is extended in later chapters to allow therelationship between the semantic interpretation of aspect and the morpho-syntacticstructure of the sentences to be shown. Event templates are motivated for Englishand Russian, and it is shown that the same aspectual classes can be identied inboth languages.Viewpoint aspect is discussed in Chapter 3. Viewpoint aspect is interpretedas focusing on part of the event template. The interpretation of viewpoint aspect inEnglish and Russian is similar, and comparisons between the interpretations in thetwo languages are made. However, viewpoint aspect is expressed dierently in thetwo language on a syntactic and morphological level. The feature structure analysisprovides a framework in which to demonstrate that the same aspectual interpreta-tion for viewpoint aspect can be derived from dierent syntactic and morphologicalstructures. The analysis provides a basis with which to compare the categories inthe two languages.In the rst part of Chapter 3, the interpretations of viewpoint aspect in Englishand Russian are discussed. In English, interpretations for the simple, perfect andprogressive aspects are identied. The perfect is traditionally analysed as a tenseform, but following Moens, I show how it can be interpreted as a viewpoint aspect.In Russian, interpretations are discussed for the perfective and imperfective as-pects. All examples are given in the past tense, assuming a temporal interpretationwhereby events (or parts of events) take place prior to the time the sentences areuttered. Interpretations are discussed for examples referring to single occurrencesof events, and an indication is given as to how references to iterated events couldbe accounted for in the analysis. While there is not a one-to-one mapping of theinterpretation of viewpoint aspect in the the two languages, I show that for singleevent readings, the progressive and imperfective have equivalent interpretations. Therelationship between the simple and perfect in English with the perfective in Russianis slightly more complicated. Both the simple and perfect have some characteristicsof the perfective, but the detail of the event templates allows their interpretationsto be distinguished.Chapter 4 focuses on one of the aspectual classes: culminations. A moredetailed analysis is made to account for this event type. Culminations are usuallyconsidered to be punctual events, and this is reected in the structure of the eventphases introduced up to this point. However, in certain contexts culminations canbe perceived as having duration, and a secondary level of structure is proposed toreect this. This level of structure is derived from the same event phases used forother aspectual classes, which allows the analysis with viewpoint aspect to be carriedacross unchanged for culminations.The analysis in Chapter 4 also provides the last necessary detail of the ontology6
in order to extend the analysis to aspectual verbs in Chapter 5. Like viewpointaspect, aspectual verbs focus on part of the event referred to, explicitly describingcertain event phases of the template. The analysis is again derived from the individ-ual components of the sentence, showing the relationship between the syntactic ormorphological structure of the example sentences, and the semantic interpretationfor aspect. The incorporation of aspectual verbs into the framework completes theanalysis by showing how the aspectual theories of Smith and Moens can be extendedin a principled way to account for this aspectual phenomenon. Finally, the robust-ness of the analysis is tested by showing how inferences like those in (1.13){(1.15)can be derived from the representations for the individual sentences. This suggestshow the interpretations proposed in this thesis could be used to make judgementsabout the relationship between events described in separate sentences, and thereforemake judgements about the coherence of discourse.
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Chapter 2Aspectual Class and the Structureof Events2.1 IntroductionThe aim of this chapter is to determine a set of event types which are used in naturallanguage to refer to events in the real world. These event types have been referredto in the literature as aspectual classes, Aktionsarten and situation aspects, amongstother names.A set of aspectual classes will be motivated and used as the basis for the analysisof aspectual phenomena. The aim of this analysis is to provide a framework withinwhich to represent viewpoint aspect, aspectual verbs and various nuances of aspec-tual class. The discussion in this chapter will draw on a number of classications,highlighting their dierences and similarities and drawing them together to moti-vate the set of event templates proposed in section 2.4. These templates extend thenucleus proposed in Moens (1987) and makes more precise the schemata proposedin Smith (1991), bringing together concepts in each of the proposals to show howdierent parts of the templates are related to other parts. Smith's and Moens' ap-proaches are brought together to provide a more detailed ontology of event structure,leading into an analysis of viewpoint aspect with this ontology serving as the base,and paving the way to give a straightforward account of aspectual verbs.Vendler (1967) classied events (or aspectual class) into three categories andidentied a category of states, which Vendler associated with individual verbs. Thisclassication has been used in various guises, but most importantly, Dowty (1979)shows that the aspectual class of a verb phrase or sentence can dier from thatassociated with the verb. For example, the sentence with the transitive verb write(eg, John wrote the letter ) is an accomplishment, while the intransitive write (eg,John wrote, and wrote) indicates an activity. The plurality of subject and objectnoun phrase can also aect the aspectual class of a sentence. For example, John wroteletters is an activity expression, while John wrote the letter is an accomplishment.These dierences in aspectual class can be inuenced by various features, and there isan extensive literature on the derivation of the aspectual class from the components of8
a verb phrase. Verkuyl (1972), for example, oers a syntactic approach to composingthe aspectual class of a verb phrase; Dowty (1979) attempts to give a semanticinterpretation. Moens (1987) incorporates the derivation of the aspectual class intohis aspectual network, showing valid transitions between aspectual classes whichoperate as functions.In this chapter, I shall present some linguistic tests to identify each of the aspec-tual classes. The event templates will then be motivated from the dierent qualitiesidentied for each of the aspectual classes, indicating the nature of the start, endand internal structure of the events referred to. They are made up of event phases,which allow comparisons to be made between each of the aspectual classes, sincesome phases are common to more than one aspectual class. The additional featuresand structures proposed for my templates allow for a broader account of aspectualphenomena including, in particular, aspectual verbs, which Smith treats as a specialcase and Moens does not account for. The templates introduced in this chapterwill form the background for the analysis of viewpoint aspect in Chapter 3, a moredetailed analysis of culmination (or achievement) expressions in Chapter 4, and anaccount of aspectual verbs in Chapter 5.The set of aspectual classes highlights distinctions between events such as theirperceived length, giving distinctions regarding durativity of an event versus instan-taneity; whether the event can be said to have taken place throughout its duration,or whether it exists as a completed event only when it is ended. These classes areidentied by the behaviour of verb phrase expressions and other phrases (like goal-oriented prepositional phrases, for example) with certain temporal adverbials. Insection 2.2.1, the characteristics of event types are discussed for English. The dis-cussion on Russian event types is held back until section 2.2.3, when more technicaldetails are in place. In section 2.2.2, the event types are distinguished by a batteryof tests collated by Dowty. This motivates Vendler's classication, which forms thebasis of the set of aspectual classes which I use throughout the thesis. This set iscompared with Moens' classication (section 2.3.1) which builds on Vendler's andintroduces a complex entity (a tripartite event nucleus associated with the eventclassication). A critique is made of the details of this entity which is then extendedseparately for each of the aspectual classes, giving a separate template with each ofthe constituent parts motivated by the linguistic data. Smith's situation schemata,which also follow the Vendlerian tradition, are introduced (section 2.3.2) and com-pared with the proposed event templates (introduced in section 2.4). Having setup a classication for event reference in English, I turn to Russian, motivating aclassication for Russian sentences (section 2.2.3). This consists of a similar batteryof tests as that used for the classication of English event reference, and is comparedwith the English classication, aided in part by the template representation. To con-clude the chapter, I show how the proposed event templates for English and Russiancan be represented in a feature structure style framework (section 2.5), providinga basic event representation which can be used for an HPSG-style account of tenseand aspect. This provides a more formal representation of what has been discussedpreviously. 9
2.2 Dierent approaches to classifying aspectualclassDistinctions between dierent kinds of events in language have been observed sinceAristotle, and this has been developed with more relevance to linguistic investiga-tions in terms of tense and aspect since the middle of this century. For example, byRyle (1949) and Kenny (1963). Vendler's classication of event types or aspectualclass (Vendler 1967) grew out of this work. His terminology has been employed mostwidely in the literature, and he identied the four types of eventuality achievements,activities, accomplishments and states. Aspectual class, sometimes called Aktion-sart, can be broken down into conceptual parts in various ways, often given in termsof boolean features. Each feature carries a particular concept relating to the natureof the event structure. In section 2.2.1, I review some of these features and in sec-tion 2.2.2 I discuss how they are related to Vendler's classication of aspectual class.Following this, the battery of tests is presented to distinguish the classes as linguisticcategories, ie, the categories relate to the perception of event structure in linguisticuse, rather than the actual make-up of events in the real world, although there is aclose connection between the two.The attraction of the account is the way they break down the problem intointuitive parts (which I term event phases), motivated by linguistic data. Any furtherspecication of internal structure which I make will similarly be motivated by theclaim that the concept has an abstract realisation by the fact that it can be referredto linguistically.2.2.1 Distinguishing features of event typesThe oppositions given in Figure 2.1 (ie, state vs event, punctual vs durative, telicvs atelic) are oppositions which are often cited in the literature (eg, Comrie 1976,Bach 1986, etc), and they relate back to distinctions which Aristotle made. Theyare also fundamental distinctions recognisable in Vendler's categorisation, and whichcorrespond to certain event phases or combinations of these in the event templatesmotivated in section 2.4. The terminal nodes in Figure 2.1 correspond to Vendler'saspectual classes, which will be described in more detail in section 2.2.2, and adoptedas the basis of the event ontology in this thesis.2.2.1.1 Telic vs atelic eventsTelic events are directed towards a goal, and when the goal is reached, a changeof state occurs and the event is perceived as having reached its ultimate conclusionand is complete. This dierentiates examples like John wrote a letter from Johnplayed in the garden, the former nishes when the letter is complete: John nishedwriting the letter, whereas the latter has no particular end points and can stop at anytime: John stopped playing in the garden vs ??John nished playing in the garden.These categories related to the aspectual classes accomplishment and achievementrespectively (termed culminated process and process by Moens 1987, introduced in10
section 2.3.1). Both these events are durative. Smith also identies the punctualevent achievement (eg, John arrived ) as a telic event (Smith 1991: 30), and this isin contrast to an atelic punctual aspectual class of semelfactives (eg, John sneezed ).Telicity represents a change of state either into a durative event or into a new state.Achievements (or culminations in Moens' terminology) are argued to represent achange of state which have consequences, identied by Moens as those events whichare felicitous with the perfect: John had arrived is okay by ??John had sneezedsounds odd. Semelfactives (or point events in Moens' terminology) do not havenatural consequences and the perfect sounds odd, eg ??John had sneezed, unless theconsequences are inferred by a particular context, in which case the perfect soundsokay, as Sandstrom (1993) argues.2.2.1.2 Durative vs instantaneous eventsThe durative/instantaneous distinction reects a perception about the relative dura-tion of an event but is essentially a linguistic category which is identied by the co-occurrence of certain adverbials with a given event expression. Duration is relative,and can be of any temporal length specied, for example, by a temporal adverbial.John wrote the letter can, for instance, refer to an event taking ten minutes or tendays, depending on all sorts of world knowledge information about the length of timeit usually takes John to write a letter, how long the letter is, and whether or not thelength is specied in the context. This information is often provided in the contextby a temporal adverbial, or is inferred from the context. The durative/instantaneousdistinction therefore indicates relative length or shortness of time, contextual infor-mation providing the precise length of time (in terms of conventional measures oftime) for any given event.An event of arriving may take a couple of minutes, or a few seconds, but iscategorised as an instantaneous event for linguistic purposes. The tests in section2.2.2 will demonstrate this. An at-adverbial is felicitous with such event referenceswhich present the event as if it is instantaneous, eg John arrived at 2pm. Thisdistinction, which can be characterised as [durative], dierentiates achievementsand point events from accomplishment and activity events.2.2.1.3 States vs events: statics vs dynamicsThe nal branch of Figure 2.1 is that between events and states. This correspondsto Aristotle's energia/kinesis distinction, which is usually incorrectly ascribed tothe telic/atelic distinction (Mourelatos 19931). Intuitively, states obtain over time,holding regardless of surrounding events. They may stop and start, but in terms oflinguistics interpretation are usually perceived as holding before and after the timeat which they are explicitly described. For example, John loved Mary on Mondayholds during the described reference time (indicated by the temporal adverbial, onMonday). But there is an inference that he loved her before and after that time,1Thanks to Carlota Smith for alerting me to this paper.11
unlike an event reference such as John played in the garden on Monday, which isinferred as taking place at some time on that day, and being conned to some timewithin that temporal period. This distinction will also be drawn out by the testspresented in section 2.2.2.2.2.2 Vendler's classication and Dowty's battery of testsVendler (1967) proposes four conceptual classes of events in natural language, makingthe distinctions by showing what aspectual forms (such as progressive aspect, ortemporal adverbials like in- and for -adverbials) can co-occur with each of the classes,and by providing entailment relations as tests (for example, accomplishments aredistinguished from achievements by noting that if John was writing the letter it isnot necessarily true that John wrote the letter [accomplishment] in contrast to theobservation that if John was playing in the garden then it is true that John playedin the garden [activity]). The four types of event are: achievement, accomplishment,activity and state reecting the categories identied in Figure 2.1. Dowty (1979)presents a battery of tests which provides a reasonably comprehensive set of criteriafor distinguishing these aspectual classes. Dowty 1979: 54 gives examples of Vendler'sfour categories shown in Figure 2.2.I present Dowty's tests in the following sections, and use them as a means of dis-tinguishing the aspectual class of expressions, that is verb, verb phrase, and sentenceexpression. As was noted above, the aspectual class of an expression can change ac-cording to various features (such as transitivity, presence or absence of prepositionalphrases, plurality of the subject or object noun phrases). The tests are equally ap-plicable to Moens' classication (section 2.3.1), which corresponds to the Vendlerianclassication. His terminology diers from Vendler's and is more transparent in thatit is chosen to reect the internal structure of the events referred to. The sametests will also be used when I present examples from Russian to identify the set ofaspectual classes in that language (section 2.2.3), demonstrating that the categoriesidentied are valid not just for English. I take examples from English and Russian,but others have demonstrated the existence of these categories for other languages(eg, Smith 1991 presents data from these two languages plus French, Chinese andNavajo; Cochrane 1977 presents tests for Serbo-Croat).In the following sections, I use abbreviations to indicate the aspectual class ofthe examples. These are ach for achievements, act for activities, acc for accom-plishments, and sta for states.2.2.2.1 States and achievements vs activities and accomplishmentsStates and achievements are distinguished from activities and accomplishments bythe progressive test: the former do not permit the progressive:12
state/non-statestate eventpunctualachievement durativetelicaccomplishment atelicactivityFigure 2.1: Event hierarchy showing the relationship between aspectual classes
States Activities Accomplishments Achievementsknow run paint a picture recognisebelieve walk make a chair spotbehave swim deliver a sermon nddesire push a cart draw a circle loselove drive a car recover from illness reachFigure 2.2: Examples of Vendler's aspectual classes13
(2.1) a. *John was knowing the answer. (sta)b. *John was recognising the painting. (ach)c. John was running. (act)d. John was painting a picture. (acc)Dowty notes that not all achievements rule out the progressive (eg John wasreaching the top of the mountain is acceptable in certain contexts) and this obser-vation is used in Dowty (1986) to undermine the distinction between achievementsand accomplishments, which is not necessary in that paper since the eect of aspec-tual class on the temporal interpretation of discourse is at issue. However, there areother tests which distinguish between these two classes on a sentence level, and there-fore two separate classes for achievements and accomplishments are maintained. Atthis stage, I shall assume the progressive is not acceptable with achievements, butin Chapter 4, this will be challenged and the representation for achievements (orculmination expressions in Moens' terminology) will be modied.2.2.2.2 Activities and accomplishmentsActivities and accomplishments are distinguished by the kind of temporal adverbialthey accept, and the dierent entailments which follow from the presence of theadverbials. Activity verbs take a for -adverbial but do not take in-adverbials. Ac-complishment verbs take in-adverbials but only marginally take for -adverbials, if atall.(2.2) a. ?John painted a picture for an hour.b. John painted a picture in an hour. (acc)(2.3) a. John walked for an hour.b. *John walked in an hour. (act)The for -adverbial in (2.2a) is odd because the simple past implies the accom-plishment is complete, but a for -adverbial simply indicates a period of time withno commitment to the completion of the event referred to. Activities do not have aspecic point of completion, and the for -adverbial is therefore acceptable (2.3a).The in-adverbial refers to a time leading up to the completion of an event, andis therefore felicitous with accomplishments (2.2b). If the in-adverbial has any in-terpretation with the activity expressions (eg, 2.3b), then the extent of the timedescribed does not refer to the extent of the event, but to a period before that event:eg, An hour later John went out for a walk.The same distinction can be drawn with the following sentences:(2.4) a. John spent an hour painting a picture.b. It took John an hour to paint a picture. (acc)14
(2.5) a. John spent an hour walking.b. *It took John an hour to walk. (act)Activities and accomplishments can also be dierentiated by the kinds of entail-ments that can be drawn about the time during which the event takes place. Bothactivities and accomplishments are durative events, but the quality of this durationdiers.(2.6) a. For an activity sentence, , if x -ed for y time then there is anentailment that at any time during y, x -ed was true.b. For an accomplishment sentence, , if x -ed for y time then there isnot an entailment that x -ed was true during any time within y.This can be illustrated by the following examples:(2.7) a. John walked for an hour! At any time during the hour, John walkedb. John built a house for three days6! At any time within those three days, John built a houseBoth activities and accomplishments can appear as the complement of stop, butonly accomplishments can occur as the complement of nish:(2.8) a. John stopped painting the picture.b. John stopped walking.(2.9) a. John nished painting the picture.b. *John nished walking.The adverb almost has dierent readings with activities and accomplishments.(2.10) a. John almost painted a picture.b. John almost walked.(2.10b) entails that John did not walk at all, but (2.10a) has two readings; onein which he did not paint the picture at all and one in which he began to paint thepicture but never nished it.When the internal structure of events is considered, and dierent types of boundson events are distinguished, it will be possible to provide explanations for the dis-tinctions between activities and accomplishments in terms of possible references tothe internal structure of the events. 15
2.2.2.3 AchievementsExpressions of type achievement are acceptable with in-adverbials but not with for -adverbials.(2.11) a. John noticed the painting in a few minutes.b. *John noticed the painting for a few minutes. (ach)The time span of the in-adverbials with achievements is usually the period priorto occurrence of the event, whereas that for accomplishments is the time over whichthe event takes place. This corresponds to the durative/instantaneous distinction:since there is no durative span to the achievement, if the durative in-adverbial hasan interpretation, it has to span a time before the event.In the following set of examples, the rst is acceptable, the second marginal.(2.12) a. It took John a few minutes to notice the painting.b. ??John spent a few minutes noticing the painting.Again, the time period referred to in (2.12a) corresponds to a period prior to thenoticing-event, rather than the period of the event itself; this is because achieve-ments are instantaneous events. (2.12b) is unacceptable because it implies that thenoticing-event can be durative (with the time span for a few minutes).This distinction between accomplishments and achievements is brought out againwith the following entailment test:(2.13) a. If  is an accomplishment then x -ed in y time entails x was -ingduring y time.b. If  is an achievement then x -ed in y time does not entail x was-ing during y time.For example,(2.14) a. John wrote a letter in two hours! John was writing a letter during the two hours (acc)b. John noticed the painting in two hours6! John was noticing the painting in those two hours (ach)Most achievements are not felicitous as complements of start or nish. For ex-ample,(2.15) a. ??John started noticing the painting.b. *John nished noticing the painting. (ach)With the tests to distinguish the above classes, it is possible to postulate thetype of internal structure the events may have; for example, to distinguish betweenevents which have duration (accomplishments and activities) and those which areinstantaneous (achievements). Such internal structure is motivated in section 2.4.16
2.2.2.4 Points vs achievementsSmith distinguishes semelfactives (or point expressions) from achievements (or cul-mination expressions). Moens also distinguishes these categories (and uses the termi-nology given in brackets here). Both expressions are perceived as instantaneous, andthe distinctions between the two were described in section 2.2.1.1 where the maintest for distinguishing the two is their acceptability with the perfect in English. Theperfect is used as a test by Moens for whether an event has consequences associatedwith it: the perfect explicitly describes a state following the event which is called theconsequent state. Point expressions like sneeze and cough are usually not felicitouswith the perfect. Certain contexts are excepted; those in which consequences may beevoked by world knowledge): ??John had sneezed or ??John had coughed sound lessacceptable than culmination expressions in the perfect, eg John had arrived, Johnhad noticed the picture on the wall.2.2.3 The Russian tradition: aspectual classes of RussiansentencesHaving given tests for aspectual classes for English expressions, in this section I usesimilar tests to motivate a set for Russian. These tests are basically the same, andVendler's set of aspectual classes can be identied for Russian. Additionally, an extraaspectual class is identied (conatives), and this extra category can be representedwithin the underlying ontology proposed in the form of event templates (section2.4). This classication of Russian verbs is compared with a classication proposedby Maslov (1948), reviewed in Forsyth (1970), and I discuss the relationship betweenthe two.In this section I shall show how Vendler's aspectual classication can be usedto identify the same verb and sentence types as have been identied for English,and motivate this with tests like Dowty's applied to the Russian counterpart sen-tences. By establishing the same aspectual class classication, I can apply the sameevent templates (introduced in section 2.4) to Russian sentences to reect the inter-nal structure of the event referred to. This allows a comparison of event referencebetween the two languages, and is similar to Smith's temporal schemata (discussedin the next section). The event templates will be employed in subsequent chaptersto account for a variety of aspectual phenomena in both English and Russian. Al-though the syntactic and morphological structure of these aspectual phenomena varybetween English and Russian, the basic representation of aspectual class for the twolanguages is the same, giving a basis for comparing aspectual phenomena in the twolanguages.Having motivated Vendler's classication with Russian data2, I go on to comparethis approach with two classications of verbs in the Russian literature; one is a tra-ditional categorisation according to pairs of verbs in the perfective and imperfective2Thanks to Ivan Derzhanski, Natasha McGrath and Tanya Herries for help with the intuitions.17
aspect (verb pairing) and the other is according to various lexical meanings whichcertain perfective forms acquire (`procedural' forms, a term used by Forsyth 1970).The event templates reect the internal structure of event expressions and providethe framework to show how dierent phases of an event are related to others. Thisallows the relationship between perfective and imperfective aspect and the proceduralforms to be shown clearly. In fact, if each of these categorisations is treated as anaspectual category, and aspect is considered as focusing on varies parts of the eventtemplate, a unied account can be given for all these aspectual phenomena. Thisreects the general aim of this thesis.In the following sections, the ground work is carried out to show how event tem-plates can be applied to the Russian data. In section 2.2.3.1, the perfective/imperfectiveaspectual distinction in Russian is discussed, followed in section 2.2.3.2 by the appli-cation of Dowty's tests to Russian examples. The categorisation resulting from thisis compared with Forsyth's categories in section 2.2.3.3 (Forsyth 1970, after Maslov1948). In section 2.2.3.4, various procedural meanings of Russian are introduced.2.2.3.1 The imperfective/perfective distinction in RussianRussian expresses aspect in its verb morphology. A distinction is made between per-fective and imperfective aspect by prexation or suxation, and a pair of verbs canusually be identied which do not dier in their lexical meaning, but only by aspectwhich typically conveys the dierence (amongst others) between a completed action(perfective) and an ongoing action or an iterated action (imperfective). Many verbshave a variety of possible perfective forms, and from these a secondary imperfectivecan often be formed. These perfectives can add an additional meaning to the verb,referring to a totally dierent event, or explicitly describing a dierent part of theevent template (eg inceptives or terminatives); Forsyth (1970) terms these `procedu-ral' forms. One of the main motivations for event templates as they are presented inthe thesis is to show the relationship between these dierent forms of perfectives forRussian, and to highlight parallels in English where the same distinctions are oftenmade with dierent lexical items, such as the use of aspectual verbs.The distinction between perfective and imperfective forms can be illustrated byinferences similar to those suggested by Dowty for the simple and progressive as-pects in English. If sentences in the imperfective aspect explicitly describe an eventin progress (ongoing action, or imperfective aspect), then it is predicted that thiswill not entail a sentence describing the completed event (perfective aspect). Thisholds for many imperfective/perfective pairs in Russian (a pair is usually dened asconsisting of two verb which are synonymous apart from aspect), and correspondsloosely to the progressive/simple aspect distinction in English. Note, however, thatthe perfective aspect in Russian can correspond either to the simple aspect or per-fect aspect in English, depending on the context. This correspondence will becomeapparent in the analysis of viewpoint aspect in Chapter 3.(2.16) VadimVadim stroilbuilt(imp) domhouse 6! VadimVadim postroilbuilt(perf) dom.house18
`Vadim was building the house 6! Vadim built the house.'where the former is in the imperfective aspect (imp), and the latter is inthe perfective aspect (perf).This can be expressed slightly dierently:(2.17) Onhe stroilbuilt(imp) dom,house nobut nenot postroilbuilt(perf) ego.it`He was building the house, but didn't complete it.'Similar tests were given in section 2.2.2 for English. Smith also uses similar testsboth for English and Russian (Smith 1991: 310).In section 2.2.3.2, I shall apply Dowty's tests to Russian counterparts to identifyVendler's set of aspectual classes for Russian. Forsyth (1970) categorises accordingto aspectual pairs and `procedural nuance' which he describes by the German termAktionsart. He does not classify Russian verbs in terms of Vendlerian aspectualclass. This classication is discussed in section 2.2.3.3 and compared with Vendler'sclasses.2.2.3.2 Russian data, Vendler's aspectual classes and event templatesSmith (1991) assumes a Vendlerian categorisation for Russian sentences. She givesRussian examples to illustrate the categorisation, but does not motivate the cate-gories with contrasting examples. In this section, I shall use Dowty's tests of temporaladverbials (eg, the Russian equivalent of in-, for - and at-adverbials: za-, bare nounphrase, and v-adverbials respectively) to motivate the aspectual classes; for example,in-adverbials are ne with culminated process expressions but not with process ex-pressions, and in Russian the same holds for za-adverbials. I use Moens' terminologysince this relates more intuitively to the structure of the event templates, which arealso employed for Russian.Hoepelman (1981) devotes his work to Russian verb classication and workswithin Vendler's framework. However, he relies on English data to motivate the verbclasses. While using Dowty's tests for English, he does not apply them to Russianexamples, assuming the categories carry across from the English. He suggests thatVendler's aspectual classes exist in Russian because \the structure of events [is]independent of any particular language" (Hoepelman 1981: 5). With this universalisthypothesis he \often takes data from English which is as good as any other languageif we deal with verb classes which we assume to be universally present" (Hoepelman1981: 5). In this section I shall give Russian examples to demonstrate that this holds,at least for English and Russian.Hoepelman refers to what Forsyth terms procedural verbs as Aktionsarten, con-fusing them with Vendler's classes, but noting that some of Vendler's classes \referto dierent parts of the event" requiring an analysis \which identies the beginningof the action" (Hoepelman 1981: 119). The proposed event templates provide theontology which allow these dierent parts to be referred to, ie the i-bound-phase19
identies the beginning of an event, which can be described by certain prexes, egzagovarit' (`to start speaking') is contrasted with govarit' (`to speak') and pogovarit'(`to speak for a while').Cochrane (1977) identies Vendler's categories for Serbo-Croatian and refers tocompleted and ongoing actions. She also discusses the relationship between Forsyth'sand Vendler's classications. Her results for Serbo-Croatian are compatible withthe presentation made here. Cochrane does not, however, give explicit details ofthe internal structure of events. The introduction of event templates related toaspectual class is intended to provide this more detailed analysis and, in the process,demonstrate the relationship between dierent phases of events.Paducheva (1990) oers diagrams to reect Vendler's aspectual classes for Rus-sian, and these show the internal structure of the events referred to; the componentsare very similar to Smith's schemata, and the event phases that I introduce. Forexample, ti and tj correspond to the initial endpoint and natural nal endpoint re-spectively; achievements (ie culminations) are represented by ti and tj which arecotemporal.Turning to Dowty's tests in the context of Russian data, contrasting sentencetypes can be identied by noting the patterning of perfective and imperfective verbsforms with certain temporal adverbials. The perfective aspect is traditionally re-garded as referring to completed events, and it is therefore predicted that it willco-occur with za-phrases (corresponding to English in-phrases) which determine thetemporal duration of an event to its completion, but that it will be anomalous witha bare temporal noun phrase (English for -phrase) which does not explicitly describethe completion of an event. V -phrases (English At-phrases) typically refer to aninstantaneous event, explicitly describing the occurrence time.The imperfective aspect refers to incomplete events, and may therefore be com-pared with the progressive aspect in English. Its patterning with for -phrases, butnot in-phrases, reecting the correspondence of the Russian imperfective with theEnglish progressive. The Russian imperfective is also used to refer to iterated events.If a single event reading is not available with the imperfective (for example, with cul-mination expressions), then the sentence is often interpreted (where context allows)as describing a series of events of the type referred to. In the following examples, theRussian is given followed by a word-by-word gloss with the morphological aspect ofthe verb indicated by imp or perf; a translation follows the gloss using a tense inEnglish which best conveys the sense of the example.Culminated process expressionsData for sentences with pisat'/napisat' (`to write') reveal a patterning similar to thatfor the English to write, suggesting that sentences with pisat'/napisat'are culminatedprocess expressions.(2.18) a. VadimVadim zain 1010 minutminutes napisalwrote(perf) pis'mo.letter20
`Vadim wrote the letter in 10 minutes.'b. * VadimVadim zain 1010 minutminutes pisalwrote(imp) pis'mo.letter* `Vadim was writing the letter in 10 minutes.'but an iterative reading is okay:`(Every day) Vadim wrote a letter in 10 minutes.'The perfective is acceptable with za 10 minut: the completion of a durative eventis explicitly described by the adverbial which includes a culmination phase. This con-trasts with the imperfective equivalent, which does not explicitly describe the com-pletion of the letter-writing-event since this conicts with the completion requiredby the adverbial (and can be further tested with examples like 2.16 above). Theseexamples contrast with process expressions which do not allow the co-occurrence ofthe perfective aspect with za-adverbials (2.24) since the event does not end with aculmination phase.(2.19) a. * VadimVadim 1010 minutminutes napisalwrote(perf) pis'mo.letter* `Vadim wrote the letter for 10 minutes.'b. VadimVadim 1010 minutminutes pisalwrote(imp) pis'mo.letter`Vadim was writing the letter for 10 minutes.'A bare temporal noun phrase in Russian is equivalent to an English for -adverbial,and does not combine with culminated process expressions in the perfective (com-pare, however, process expressions, exemplied in 2.25a). It is ne with the imper-fective which does not explicitly describe the culmination point.(2.20) a. ?? Vat 22 chasahour VadimVadim napisalwrote(perf) pis'mo.letter`At 2 o'clock Vadim wrote the letter.'`At 2 o'clock Vadim had written the letter.'b. Vat 22 chasahour VadimVadim pisalwrote(imp) pis'mo.letter`At 2 o'clock Vadim was writing the letter.'(ie in process of writing)V 2 chasa (`At 2 o'clock'), like the English punctual adverbial, refers to a specicpoint in time. With the imperfective aspect it picks out an arbitrary point duringthe process of the event behaving in the same way as the English progressive (V 2chasa Vadim pisal pis'mo `Vadim was writing the letter at 2 o'clock' [and he startedit sometime before then and continued writing it after 2pm]).In the perfective, it is acceptable with instantaneous events (like culminations),but with durative events (like the culminated process expression here) the interpre-tation relies on some extra processing to try to t the event into or around a point21
in time. (2.20a) is anomalous but can have an interpretation if the letter is short:replacing pis'mo (`letter') with zapisku (`note') results in a more acceptable sentence,but replacing it with dissertatsiu (`thesis') is unacceptable. This implies that it isnot the beginning of the event which the v -adverbial explicitly describes, but thatthe event is somehow telescoped into this time, although by pragmatic knowledgethe language user knows that the event took place around this time.3In Russian the perfective aspect has a second reading where the state following thecompleted event is explicitly described (the consequent state in the event templates).The perfective always refers to an event which is completed, but it is not always thecompleted event itself which is explicitly described; the consequent state can also bethe `focus' of the aspect's meaning. Therefore, v 2 chasa can refer to a point in timeduringthe consequent state; hence the translation `At 2 o'clock Vadim had writtenthe letter.' This reading is often determined by context, and uzhe (`already') forcesthe reading, but is not obligatory if the context is sucient. Examples are given in(2.21){(2.23), the latter two from Rassudova 1984: 28.(2.21) Vat 22 chasao'clock VadimVadim uzhealready napisalwrote(perf) pis'mo.letter`At 2 o'clock Vadim had already written the letter.'(2.22) Zritelispectators uselis'sat-down(perf) naon svoitheir mesta.seats`The spectators had taken their seats/took their seats.'(2.23) Zasedaniemeeting uchenogoof-academic sovetacouncil nachalos'started(perf)`The meeting of the academic council had started/started.'Process expressions(2.24) a. * VadimVadim pogulyalwalked(perf) zain 1010 minutminutes poin parku.park* `Vadim walked in 10 minutes in the park.'b. ** VadimVadim gulyalwalked(imp) zain 1010 minutminutes poin parku.park* `Vadim was walking in 10 minutes in the park.'(2.24a) could have an interpretation if there is some sort of xed route takenaround the park, and this is completed. Compare the English process work in thegarden, which can be considered to have a culmination in certain contexts allowing3In terms of Moens' aspectual network and coercion (which will be discussed in Chapter 3), toget an interpretation with culminated processes and v-adverbials, there has to be a valid path fromculminated processes to culminations. 22
the sentence John nished working in the garden when John completes what heset himself to do that day. But in these cases, the sentences can be considered asculminated processes.4Processes and culminated processes can be distinguished by za-adverbials: forculminated process expressions, (2.18a) is okay, and (2.18b) is not, whereas for pro-cess expressions neither (2.24a) nor (2.24b) are okay.(2.25) a. VadimVadim pogulyalwalked(perf) 1010 minutminutes poin parku.park`Vadim walked for 10 minutes in the park.'b. VadimVadim gulyalwalked(imp) 1010 minutminutes poin parku.park`Vadim was walking for 10 minutes in the park.'Both (2.25a) and (2.25b) are acceptable in Russian. The perfective prex po-delimits the extent of the event referred to, but there is no implied culmination,reected in the acceptability of the noun phrase 10 minut (equivalent to English`for 10 minutes'). These examples again distinguish process and culminated processexpressions.(2.26) a. Vat 22 chasahour VadimVadim pogulyalwalked(perf) poin parku.park`At 2 o'clock Vadim walked in the park.'`At 2 o'clock Vadim had walked in the park.'b. Vat 22 chasahour VadimVadim gulyalwalked(imp) poin parku.park`At 2 o'clock Vadim was walking in the park.'(ie was in the process of walking at 2 o'clock)As for culminated processes, v 2 chasa with the perfective has two readings. Therst reading is most likely to be interpreted as an inceptive.CulminationsDistinction between single events and iterated events is important with culminations.Culminations are perceived as being instantaneous events, and there is therefore nodurative phase for the imperfective to refer to. The imperfective aspect always has aniterative interpretation. However, in certain cases if the context allows, an extendedevent reading is possible for culminations in the imperfective. This is discussed inChapter 4. In English, it is perhaps easier to have this reading since there is nota tension between that reading and an iterative interpretation, unlike in Russianwhere the propensity for an iterative reading often outweighs the potential for a4Some extra processing is necessary to derive a culminated process expression from the processone; such processing is discussed in Chapter 3. 23
single event interpretation (but see example 2.30 below). There is the same tensionfor culminated process and process expressions, but the single event interpretationis pragmatically more likely for these expressions, since they are durative and theimperfective describes the proc-phase of the event.(2.27) a. VadimVadim zain 1010 minutminutes nashelfound(perf) knigu.book`Vadim found the book in 10 minutes.'(period prior to the nding-event)b. iterative: VadimVadim zain 1010 minutminutes nahodilfound(imp) knigu.book`(Every day) Vadim found the book in 10 minutes.'(only iterative reading available with imperfective)Example (2.27) distinguishes nahodit'/najti (`to nd') from culminated processand process expressions: the time period described by za 10 minut (`in 10 minutes')always refers to the time prior to the occurrence of the nding-event. In (2.27b),the imperfective cannot refer to the single event, since there is no durative phase todescribe.(2.28) a. * VadimVadim 1010 minutminutes nashelfound(perf) knigu.book* `Vadim found the book for 10 minutes.'b. * VadimVadim 1010 minutminutes nahodilfound(imp) knigu.book* `Vadim was nding the book for 10 minutes.'Both (2.28a) and (2.28b) are out, also dierentiating culmination expressionsfrom process and culminated process expressions.(2.29) a. Vat 22 chasahour VadimVadim nashelfound(perf) knigu/5 knigi.book/5 books`Vadim found the book at 2 o'clock.'`Vadim found 5 books at 2 o'clock.'(a set of books; a single nding-event)b. iterative: Vat 22 chasahour VadimVadim nahodilfound(imp) knigu.book`(Each day) at 2 o'clock, Vadim found the book.'(only iterative reading, which sounds odd)The perfective is ne with v 2 chasa, but the imperfective sounds odd unlessthere is an adverbial explicitly indicating the iterative reading.24
Culminations and backgroundingAs was noted above, in some contexts the imperfective can be used with culminationsto refer to a single event. This is in contexts where the culmination is to be viewedas an event with duration; because the iterative reading is strongly preferred forculmination expressions in the imperfective, a syntactic marker (like po doroge `onthe way') is often preferred to conrm the unusual use of the imperfective.(2.30) Onashe vhodilago-onto(imp) naonto stsenustage iand (po(on doroge)way) otdalagave tsvetyowers nenot tomuthat-datcheloveku.person-dat`As she went up onto the stage, she gave the owers to the wrong person.'`Culminations with related processes'/ConativesIn Russian there is a group of verbs called conatives by Forsyth (1970). They behavelike Russian culminated process expressions by patterning with temporal adverbialsin the same way. However, the perfective does not explicitly describe the whole of thedurative event, but just the culmin-phase (ie, the nal part of the template). Forexample, ubezhdat'/ubedit' corresponds to the English `try to convince someone/toconvince them'. There is an inferred relationship between trying to do somethingand achieving this, where try is a process expression and achieving doing it is a cul-mination expression. The template for both includes a culmin-phase and there isan inference that these two culmin-phases refer to the same event in the real world:the culmination of trying to do something is actually achieving it; not achieving itfalls short of the culmin-phase and one can stop trying before that. Inferencingbetween dierent kinds of events is discussed with more examples in section 4.4 ofChapter 4. The Russian category of conatives indicates a relationship where the im-perfective aspect explicitly describes a durative event of attempting to do something,eg trying to convince someone of something. The perfective counterpart explicitlydescribes a culmin-phase indicating the successful completion of this attempt, egactually convincing or persuading someone to do something. Forsyth notes that theprocess related to the culmin-phase is \an attempt to perform the action which theperfective denotes" (Forsyth 1970: 49). The event template therefore looks like theone for culminated processes, but dierent aspectual and temporal adverbials areused to explicitly describe dierent phases. By the way the components of the eventtemplates are interlinked (as discussed in section 2.4), the relationship between theaspect of the verb and the reference to the event phase can be made without chang-ing the underlying ontology. While for other aspectual classes a prex is requiredto explicitly describe a particular phase of the template, for conatives the perfectiveaspect is sucient to explicitly describe the culmin-phase following a proc-phase.(2.31) a. MashaMasha zain 1010 minutminutes ubedilaconvinced(perf) Vadima.Vadim25
`Masha convinced Vadim in 10 minutes.'b. iterative:MashaMasha zain 1010 minutminutes ubezhdalaconvinced(imp) Vadima.Vadim`(Every day) Masha convinced Vadim in 10 minutes.'(iterative reading only)(2.32) a. * MashaMasha 1010 minutminutes ubedilaconvinced(perf) Vadima.Vadim* `Masha convinced Vadim for 10 minutes.'b. MashaMasha 1010 minutminutes ubezhdalaconvinced(imp) Vadima.Vadim`Masha was convincing/was trying to convince Vadim for 10 minutes'(and most likely didn't succeed in convincing him)(2.33) a. Vat 22 chasahour MashaMasha ubedilaconvinced(perf) Vadima.Vadim`At 2 o'clock Masha convinced Vadim.'b. Vat 22 chasahour MashaMasha ubezhdalaconvinced(imp) Vadima.Vadim`At 2 o'clock Masha was convincing/was trying to convince Vadim'(in process of)`At 2 o'clock (each day) Masha was trying to convince Vadim.'V 2 chasa (`at 2 o'clock') is acceptable on the single event reading for both (2.33a)and (2.33b). In (2.33a) it clearly refers to the culmination (or termination of theprocess of trying to convince), and for (2.33b) it refers to the time when Masha wasin the process of trying to convince Vadim. For other durative events, v 2 chasa withthe perfective usually sounds slightly odd.StativesStative verbs generally have no obvious perfective counterparts; however there area number of related perfective forms which `focus' on a particular part of the statebeing referred to. For example lyubit' (`to love') has a perfective counterpart polyubit'(`to fall in love') which indicates the start of a state of loving (the inchoative reading).Vlyubit'sya (`to fall in love') is a perfective related to lyubit' which also indicates thisbound. These are referred to by Forsyth (1970) as procedural meanings and are akind of aspectual operator in that they focus dierent parts of the event template.(2.34) * VadimVadim lyubilloved(imp) MashuMasha zain 33 goda.years* `Vadim loved Masha in 3 years.'26
(2.35) VadimVadim lyubilloved(imp) MashuMasha 33 goda.years`Vadim loved Masha for 3 years.'(2.36) ? VadimVadim lyubilloved(imp) MashuMasha vat 22 chasa.hour? `Vadim loved Masha at 2 o'clock.'(Vadim was in a state of loving Masha at 2 o'clock and loved her beforeand after that time.)Tests with aspectual verbsAspectual verbs can be used as tests for aspectual class in a similar way to English.For culminated process expressions, each of start, stop and nish are acceptable, asthe examples in 2.37 show.(2.37) a. VadimVadim nachalstarted(perf) pisat'to-write(imp) pis'mo.letter`Vadim started to write the letter.'b. VadimVadim perestalstopped(perf) pisat'to-write(imp) pis'mo.letter`Vadim stopped writing the letter.'c. VadimVadim konchilnished(perf) pisat'to-write(imp) pis'mo.letter`Vadim nished writing the letter.'Process expressions are not felicitous with nish since this explicitly describes theculmination phase, which is not a value of the event template for process expressions.(2.38) a. VadimVadim nachalstarted(perf) igrat'to-play v sadu.in garden`Vadim started to play in the garden.'b. VadimVadim perestalstopped(perf) igrat'to-play v sadu.in garden`Vadim stopped playing in the garden.'c. * VadimVadim konchilnished(perf) igrat'to-play v sadu.in garden*`Vadim nished playing in the garden.'Culmination expressions are perceived as being instantaneous, so in most contextsthe constituent parts of the event can not be explicitly described.27
(2.39) a. * VadimVadim nachalstarted(perf) nahodit'to-nd knigu.book* `Vadim started nding the book.'b. * VadimVadim perestalstopped(perf) nahodit'to-nd knigu.book* `Vadim stopped nding the book.'c. * VadimVadim konchilnished(perf) nahodit'to-nd knigu.book* `Vadim nished nding the book.'Conatives behave like culminated process expressions, except that in example(2.40c) the perfective would better describe the completion of the event.(2.40) a. VadimVadim nachalstarted(perf) ubezhdat'to-convince ego.him`Vadim started convincing him.'b. VadimVadim perestalstopped(perf) ubezhdat'to-convince ego.him`Vadim stopped convincing him.'c. ? VadimVadim konchilnished(perf) ubezhdat'to-convince ego.him? `Vadim nished convincing him.'Summary of dataFor ease of reference, I present a table here showing the acceptability or infelicity ofexpressions in the perfective or imperfective aspects for single event readings withvarious temporal adverbials, and with certain aspectual verbs.za 10 minut 10 minut v 2 chasa`in 10 minutes' `for 10 minutes' `in 2 hours'perfv impv perfv impv perfv impvCul'd Process ok * (or iter) * ok ?* okProcess * * ok ok (incep) okCulmination (prior) * (or iter) * * ok * (or iter)Conative ok * (or iter) * ok ok okSemelfactive * * * ok ok okStative | * | ok | ??28
nachat' perestat' konchit'`start' `stop' `nish'Cul'd Process ok ok okProcess ok ok *Culmination * ?* okConative ok ok ??Semelfactive ok ok ?Stative * ok *2.2.3.3 Forsyth's `aspectual-semantic' groups compared with Vendler'sIn this section I discuss Forsyth's grouping of verbs according to their pairing asperfective/imperfective counterparts, and relate the groups to the aspectual classesproposed in the previous section. Cochrane (1977) provides a similar comparison forSerbo-Croatian between Vendler's and Forsyth's grouping.In Chapter 2 of Forsyth (1970), ve `aspectual-semantic' classes are set up, basedon an earlier classication by Maslov (1948). The classes are set up according towhether or not a particular verbs has an imperfective/perfective aspectual pair. Pa-ducheva 1990: 8 criticises this approach since the criteria for classication is depen-dent on the interpretation of aspect5 , rather than being independently motivated.This contrasts with the independent motivation of Vendler's classication in termsof the linguistic data presented in the previous section. dependent onThe groups consist of unpaired verbs (Group 1 of unpaired perfectives and Group 5of unpaired imperfectives), and paired verbs (Groups 2{4). The criteria for a pair ofverbs is based on the requirement that \the two members of a pair should be identicalin meaning in all respects except aspect" (Forsyth 1970: 35). This can be tested bytransposing a text with a series of sentences containing perfective past tense verbsinto the imperfective present (the historic mode of narration). If no new lexical itemsare required to convey the same unfolding of events, then the verbs are consideredto constitute a valid aspectual pair. Forsyth exemplies (Forsyth 1970: 35):(2.41) OnHe vstal,got-up,(perf,pst) poshelwent(perf,pst) kto oknuwindow iand otkrylopened(perf,pst) ego.ittransposes as:(2.42) Onhe vstaet,gets-up,(imp,pres) idetgoes(imp,pres) kto oknuwindow iand otkryvaetopens(imp,pres) ego.itshowing that the following are valid aspectual pairs: vstavat'/vstat' , idti/pojtiand otkryvat'/otkryt' .5In terms of the perfective and imperfective aspectual distinction, discussed in detail in Chapter3. 29
A second criteria for pairing verbs is the lack of a secondary imperfective to aperfective form.There are often a number of possible perfective forms for any given imperfective,and those not constituting the perfective counterpart for the imperfective usuallycarry an additional meaning (and a secondary imperfective can often also be derived).The meaning of these procedural forms will be discussed in section 2.2.3.4.Groups 1 and 2Group 1 (unpaired perfectives) consists of a group of verbs which lack an imperfectiveform. They refer to \the instant of performance and the `leap' into a new state"(Forsyth: 47). For example:voznenavidet' to conceive hatredpolyubit' to get to like/to fall in lovezaplakat' to start cryingThese examples are inceptives(explicitly describing the start of a related eventor state), and are also called `procedurals' (see section 2.2.3.4). Their patterning islike culminations, which would be expected if there is no imperfective counterpart:there is no process phase for the imperfective to refer to. Taking zaplakat' (`tostart crying') as an example, the patterning, which corresponds to the patterning forculminations in section 2.2.3.2, is as follows:(2.43) AleshaAlesha zaplakalstarted-cry(perf) zain 1010 minut.minutes.`Alesha started to cry in 10 minutes.'(time period prior to the starting-event)(2.44) * AleshaAlesha 1010 minutminutes zaplakal.started-cry(perf)* `Alesha started to cry for 10 minutes'(2.45) AleshaAlesha zaplakalstarted-cry(perf) tochnoexactly vat 22 chasa.o'clockGroup 2 verbs are similar to Group 1 but are paired with an imperfective: theyrefer to a change to a new state, and a process leading to that change is not partof the meaning. Forsyth points out that, unlike imperfectives referring to an eventwith duration, adverbials like dolgo (`for a long time') and medlenno (`slowly') do notcombine with verbs of this group. The imperfective counterpart for Group 2 verbsonly has an iterative interpretation in the past tense (or historical/narrative inter-pretation in the present). By the tests for aspectual class, sentences with Group 2verbs also pattern as culmination expressions; nahodit'/najti (`to nd') is a Group 2verb and was used to exemplify culminations expressions in section 2.2.3.2.30
Groups 3 and 4Forsyth notes that, for these two groups, the imperfective can be used to explicitlydescribe single events, and presents \the action as a continuous unfolding process"(Forsyth 1970: 49). However, the perfective aspect for Group 3 verbs seems to referjust to the \transition or `leap' into a new state" (Forsyth 1970: 49). For Group 4verbs, the perfective explicitly describes the whole of the extended event, includingthe process phase and culmination phase.The relevant distinction here seems to be that between conative expressions(Group 3) and culminated process expressions (Group 4), as discussed in section2.2.3.2.Conative expressions in Group 3 highlight a distinction between an attempt toreach a culmination (expressed by the imperfective aspect), and the reaching ofthat goal (expressed by the perfective; the v -phrase (`at') explicitly describes theculmination phase). Some of the examples given by Forsyth are:lovit'/pojmat' rybu to try to catch/catch shsdavat'/sdat' ekzamen to sit/pass an examubezhdat'/ubedit' to try to convince/convinceHowever, not all verbs in Group 3 behave like conatives. Some, although theyadmit an imperfective on the single event reading, do not seem to convey a senseof there being a phase of attempting to carry out the action, because the event isperceived as instantaneous. For example:davat'/dat' to givekonchat'/konchit' to nishnachinat'/nachat' to startpadat'/upast' to fallperestavat'/perestat' to stopposylat'/poslat' to sendpostupat'/postupit' to enterprosypat'sya/prosnut'sya to wake upIf the imperfective is used, it seems to telescope in on the instantaneous eventwhich is usually described by the perfective aspect. These expressions belong to theclass of culminations. The imperfective serves the function of dramatising the event,and it is dicult to state that the event did not occur even when the imperfectiveis used, as is shown in example (2.46). With conatives, however, it is possible tostate that the convincing-event was not successful (2.47). Group 3 verbs, therefore,subdivide as conatives and culminations. A detailed account of culminations which`telescope in' on the instantaneous event is given in Chapter 4.(2.46) * Onhe davalgave(imp) podarok,present, nobut nenot dalgive(perf) ego.it* `He was giving the present but didn't give it.'(Modied from Cochrane 1977: 113)(2.47) MashaMasha ubezhdalaconvince(imp) Vadima,Vadim, abut nenot ubedilaconvinced(perf) ego.him31
`Masha tried to convince Vadim, but didn't manage to.'Group 5: unpaired imperfectivesProcess and state expressions often do not have a perfective counterpart. Any perfec-tive derived from the imperfective does not fulll the criteria to be one of a pair andthose perfectives explicitly describe a particular event phase. Examples were givenin Group 1 where the perfective indicates that a state is bounded and marking, say,a change of state not obtaining to it obtaining. For example, polyubil Vadima (`tostarted loving Vadim') explicitly describes an i-bound-phase marking the beginningof a state of loving Vadim.ConclusionsIn this section I have showed how Forsyth's `aspectual-semantic' grouping corre-sponds to the Vendler-style aspectual classication which I motivated for Russian.However, there is some overlap of classes in each of the groups, because Forsyth is cat-egorising more by intuitive feel (\the inherent meaning is the complete event"/\thetransition described by the perfective") than by the tests with temporal adverbialswhich I have used. However, although it is not so ne-grained as the event templates,Forsyth's intuitive categorisation is in line with their details; eg the \leap into a newstate" is characterised by the culmination phase in the templates.2.2.3.4 Classication of Russian verbs by their procedural meaningsThe second classication that Forsyth introduces highlights the `procedural' mean-ings of perfective verbs, which are often termed Aktionsarten and are confused withVendler's aspectual classes in some work. Forsyth notes that most of these verbs fallinto Group 1 of the `aspectual-semantic' grouping. They are formed by the additionof a perfectivising prex to the imperfective counterpart, but this prex alters themeaning of the verb. They fall into Group 1 because they have no imperfectivepartner with the same meaning.Rather than deal with these verbs as a separate class, I show in this section howthey explicitly describe dierent parts of the event template (usually bounds, eg thei-bound-phase for inceptives; or describe the duration of an event with a particularnuance, eg po- indicating in some contexts that a durative event extends over arelatively short time period, or marking the inception of an event in other contexts),and can thus be dealt with in a unied analysis which has event templates as theunderlying ontology.Forsyth identies the following `procedural' meanings: inceptives: marking the beginning of an eventeg, zaplakat' (`to start crying'), explicitly describing the i-bound-phase of anevent template absorptives: indicating that the agent is absorbed in the action32
 terminatives: marking the end of an eventeg, dopisat' (`to nish a letter'), explicitly describing the culmin-phase of anevent template completion: termed resultative, indicating the achievement of a desired result attenuatives: indicating that a durative event takes place for a short periodonlyeg, popisat' (`to write a letter for a short time'), where the temporal extent ofthe event template's proc-phase is indicated as being relatively short. totalising events: indicating that an event is performed to its \total degree"Although the perfective aspect describes a completed event, some of the pro-cedural verbs explicitly describe only part of the event template. However, I haveshown that some events referring to the initial bound phase or culmination phaseof a template can be classed as culmination expressions; the perfective aspect thusexplicitly describes the completion of that culmination expression. The culminationexpression (describing, say, the initial bound phase) is then related to other phasesof a larger template (including the initial bound, with, in addition a process andnal bound phase) which represents the main event referred to.For example, (2.48a) is a process expression with a corresponding perfective whichis an inceptive (2.48b). The process expression is associated with an event templateconsisting of the following phases: initial bound, process, and nal bound.(2.48) a. VadimVadim govoriltalked(imp) 55 minut.minutes`Vadim talked/was talking for 5 minutes.'b. Vdrugsuddenly VadimVadim zagovoril.started-talk(perf)`Suddenly Vadim started to talk.'c. VadimVadim pogovoriltalk(perf) 55 minut.minutes`Vadim talked for 5 minutes.'The po- prex in (2.48c) perfectivises the verb and indicates that the event took arelatively short length of time; the adverbial indicates that this period was 5 minutes.The sentence patterns like a process expression, and in this example the whole ofthe process event template is described.For the examples in (2.48), one event template (relating to the process of talking)is evoked in the processing of each of the examples. Each example explicitly describesthe same event from a slightly dierent perspective (ie, explicitly describes certainparts of the event template), and the event templates illustrate the relationshipbetween these perspectives.An analysis of viewpoint aspect is developed in Chapter 3, which indicates howpart of the event template which is explicitly described is identied within a feature33
structure framework. An analysis of procedural forms is given in Chapter 5, andthe results are compared with the analysis of aspectual verbs. For example, a fullanalysis of zaplakat' (`to start crying') is given in section 5.5.2.2, and of dopisat' (`tocomplete a letter') in section 5.5.4.2.2.2.3.5 ConclusionsIn this section, I have shown that Russian verbs can be classied in the spirit ofVendler's categories. Event templates reect the internal structure of events referredto in Russian. Traditional categories can be cast in terms of aspectual class andthe event templates presented in section 2.4, showing more clearly the relationshipbetween dierent aspectual forms in Russian.This forms the ground work for comparing event reference in English and Rus-sian. I have motivated the foundations for event templates in both languages, andin the coming chapters will demonstrate how they can be taken as the basis forrepresenting event structure in a feature structure formalism, which is developed toprovide a unied account of various aspectual phenomena, such as viewpoint aspectand aspectual verbs.The fact that the event templates are applicable to the Russian aspectual classesas well as English provides further evidence that the constituent phases reect somesort of conceptual structure of events which language users employ when interpretingnatural language. Smith provides evidence of similar classes being applicable forFrench, Chinese and Navajo.These observations are important for tying the current proposal in with tradi-tional approaches to Slavic aspect. The perfective aspect, for example, is given thegeneral characterisation of explicitly describing a completed event. This is usuallythe whole of the event, but in the case of procedurals it is only part of the eventwhich is `completed'. By identifying event phases as possible event referents in theirown right means that the procedural forms can be interpreted as explicitly describinga particular event phase. Thus, `completed event'|one of the main characteristics ofthe perfective|refers to the completion of a particular event phase. The relationshipbetween this part of the event and the rest of the event is reected in the structure ofthe event template, which the event phase is part of. The event templates thereforeprovide a framework in which the relationship between dierent event phases can beshown.It has often been suggested that the two verbs iskat'/najti (`to seek/to nd')should be considered as an aspectual pair in Russian because of the semantic re-lationship between them. In my approach, iskat' (`to seek') can be treated as aprocess expression (where perestal iskat' (`he stopped looking') marks the end ofthe process), and najti (`to nd') can be treated as a culmination expression. Aninference can be made about these two event referents indicating that the successfulcompletion of a seeking-event is the same as a culmination event of nding some-thing: a culmin-phase is part of the event template for both these expressions, andthere is an inference that these culmin-phases refer to the same event reference.This kind of relationship holds for a number of verb pairs, including English ones;34
for example, to climb a mountain/to reach the summit. Because of the aspectualsystem of Russian, these pairs have sometimes been proposed in the literature forthe sake of uniformity on a lexical level (Forsyth 1970: 50 criticises this), but there isno proposal for this kind of linking up of dierent lexical items in English. The eventtemplates show how the Russian pairs are related and provide the framework to showsimilar relationships between English event referents. In section 5.6 of Chapter 5, Ishall indicate what sorts of inferences can be made for English along these lines.2.3 Internal structure of events: event nuclei andschemataIn the previous section, it was demonstrated that there are a number of dierentaspectual categories to which any natural language sentence or verb phrase belongs.These categories are identied by a battery of tests which highlights the dierentnature of each of the categories, and these can be identied as features such as [du-rative ]. [telic ], etc. These features have been identied and discussed byvarious authors (see section 2.2.1), and Vendler's terms|activity, accomplishment,achievement, and state|are often used in the literature to identify the various as-pectual classes. These terms are not, however, very lucid, although features canbe attached to the terms as dening features; eg, activities are [durative +] and[telic  ]; achievements are [durative  ] and [telic +]. Another approach is torepresent the internal structure of these events in a more schematic way, for example,by identifying event phases which reect these features. The feature [durative +]for instance eectively represents the fact that an event takes place over a period oftime, and this could be named as a process phase.In recent years, various approaches have been proposed which do precisely this:the internal structure of events is represented in terms of a schematic representationcorresponding to the features mentioned above. For example, Freed (1979) proposesan event structure consisting of an onset, nucleus and coda.6 Moens (1987) hasa tripartite event nucleus and Smith (1991) proposes various event schemata torepresent the dierent constituent structure of the aspectual classes (her situationtype). Paducheva (1990) oers a similar kind of schema for the Vendlerian aspectualclasses in Russian. Similar approaches to event ontology have also been taken up inmore recent work, for example work on the discourse interpretation of event referencein Kamp and Reyle (1993).The constituent parts of the event schemata in these approaches correspond to thefeatures discussed in section 2.2, and are eectively a dierent way of categorisingthe aspectual classes. However, the constituent parts are motivated by linguisticdata, and can be taken as the basis of a more detailed analysis of aspect, sinceviewpoint aspect (eg, the distinction between John wrote the letter and John waswriting the letter )|and other aspectual phenomena|can be analysed in terms of6This work is discussed in Chapter 3, section 5.2.1.35
the event schemata.In the next section (section 2.3.1), I shall review the motivation behind Moens' tri-partite event nucleus and his choice of terminology to describe the aspectual classes.Following that (section 2.3.2) I review Smith's temporal schemata . Having arguedin favour of this kind of representation for aspectual class, in section 2.4 I shall dis-cuss how insights from the two approaches can be taken to produce a set of eventtemplates, which will be used in the analysis of aspect in the following chapters. Thissection shows the relationship between Moens' tripartite event nucleus and Smith'sschemata, bringing together the terminology and clarifying the relationships betweenthe proposed event phases which make up the event templates.2.3.1 Motivating Moens' set of aspectual classes and tripar-tite event nucleusMoens (1987) takes Vendler's classication of aspectual class as a starting point, andintroduces a new but related taxonomy of events which is used throughout his thesis.The classication is very similar to Vendler's, apart from the addition of a new class(point events) and the renaming of the terminology. Moens' terminology is moretransparent, and also reects the terminology used for the component parts of thetripartite nucleus (see Figure 2.5), which he presents as a background structure usedfor all aspectual classes. The correspondence between terms used by Vendler andMoens is shown in Figure 2.3.The concept of the nucleus relates to \the nature of the temporal and aspectualinformation conveyed by a verbal expression" (Moens 1987: 48), ie it reects theinternal structure of events referred to by verbal expressions. However, only certaincomponents of the nucleus are related to any given aspectual class.Events referred to in natural language correspond to one of the aspectual classes.The internal structure of these events is reected by the nature of the respectiveaspectual class. For example, culminations are perceived as instantaneous whereasprocesses are perceived as having duration (related to the feature [durative ]);culminated processes end with a culmination whereas processes do not (related tothe feature [telic ]).Moens' categorises aspectual class along these lines, which facilitates viewingVendler's Moens'activity processaccomplishment culminated processachievement culmination| pointstate stateFigure 2.3: Classications of aspectual classes36
aspectual class in terms of his tripartite nucleus. It also allows the relationshipbetween the dierent aspectual classes to be highlighted and, as will become evidentin Chapter 3, this is crucial to demonstrating how the aspectual class of verbalexpressions can change in certain contexts.Along with the distinction that Vendler draws between extended and atomicevents, Moens introduces distinctions between events and states. These distinctionsare shown in Figure 2.4, which categorises events by whether they have consequences|[conseq ] related to the feature [telic]|and whether or not they are extended(punctual vs durative, or atomic vs extended). From the [conseq] and [atomic]distinction, a new class of events is introduced, called point events, which is moti-vated by the contrast in behaviour of verbs like recognise and hiccough.The new terminology illustrates more clearly the relationship between events interms of their internal structure. The internal structure of events is illustrated di-agrammatically by Moens with the tripartite event nucleus, introduced in Figure2.5. Processes (Vendler's activities) are distinguished from culminated processes(Vendler's accomplishments) by the feature [conseq ], which is related to theculmination (always followed by a consequent state in Moens' ontology). Culmi-nated processes are distinguished from culminations (Vendler's achievements) by theatomic/extended distinction: Moens characterises culminated processes as an ex-tended event ending with an instantaneous culmination, whereas culmination eventsconsist only of an instantaneous culmination event. The opaqueness of Vendler's ter-minology is removed by Moens' terminology, which more clearly reects the internalevent structure. I shall use Moens' terminology throughout this thesis.It has long been observed that aspectual class can vary from sentence to sentencedepending upon the kind of subject or object NP (eg singular vs plural) or whetheran optional prepositional phrase is included in the sentence. For example, in(2.49) a. Max ran.b. Max ran to the station.(2.49a) is a process expression and (2.49b) is a culminated process expression;events statesatomic extended+conseq culmination culminatedprocessrecognise, spot build a house, understandwin the race eat a sandwich love, know conseq point process resemblehiccough, run, swim, walk,tap, wink play the pianoFigure 2.4: Moens' categorisation of aspectual class37
the presence of the prepositional phrase to the station changes the aspectual class ofthe whole sentence.Moens' event nucleus and aspectual network provides a framework which repre-sents these changes and constrains the possible changes so as to reect the aspectualclass alternations possible in sentences of English. Moens' aspectual network (whichis discussed in Chapter 3) contains each of the aspectual classes depicted in Figure2.4 and indicates possible transitions from one class to another. In the case of (2.49),Max ran is classed as a process expression, and to the station corresponds to a goalor end. A goal relates to a culmination point in terms of the event nucleus referredto by the linguistic form. So the addition of to the station to Max ran changes theaspectual class of the sentence from process to culminated process. This is one ofthe possible transitions in Moens' aspectual network.Returning to the classication of the aspectual classes as shown in Figure 2.4,Moens suggests that each of the aspectual classes in the network is associated with anucleus consisting of three parts: a preparatory process, culmination point (markingthe end of the event) and consequent state (which is a state following the end of theevent), depicted diagrammatically in Figure 2.5. consequentculmination statepointpreparatoryprocessFigure 2.5: Moens' tripartite event nucleusThis highlights the relationship between the culmination point mentioned in thecontext of (2.49b) and the process event in (2.49a). (2.49a) is a process expression,and in Moens' analysis is associated with the preparatory process component of thenucleus: \a process expression only pertains to the (preparatory) process" (Moens1987: 48); (2.49b) is a culminated process expression and is associated with the wholeof the nucleus: the preparatory process component, the culmination point and theconsequent state component which is always associated with and directly follows aculmination point.Moens presents the nucleus as a diagrammatic representation of an ontologyrequired to refer to the internal structure of events in natural language. For anygiven event expression, part (or all) of the nucleus is \conjured up" (Moens 1987: 48).For any given event expression, all the required components are available in thenucleus, but only those relevant to a particular aspectual class are picked out in theinterpretation of the sentence. In many cases not all the components are requiredto reect the event described in a given sentence. As stated above, \a processexpression only pertains to the (preparatory) process" and therefore does not describethe culmination point. The culmination point does not always feature for a givensentence because \the preparatory process leads up towards but does not necessarily38
reach a culmination point". A culmination point is not associated with a processexpression.In section 2.4, I introduce separate event templates associated with each of theaspectual classes and containing only those components relevant to that aspectualclass. In the interpretation of a sentence, the template for the aspectual class ofthat sentence forms part of the semantic interpretation. The other componentsof the nucleus are irrelevant for that interpretation. A template therefore serves torepresent the conceptual structure the event which is evoked by a language user whenshe or he utters a sentence. For example, a process expression evokes a preparatoryprocess phase from the nucleus, but not the culmination point. For this reason, theculmination point should not feature in the underlying representation of a processexpression, and does not feature in the event templates proposed in section 2.4.Moens' nucleus shows what components are necessary to represent aspectualclass; the event templates reect a more specialised representation for each of theaspectual classes and each one is a subset of the nucleus. When separate componentsof the tripartite nucleus are taken for each of the aspectual classes, it transpires thatfurther nuances are required to accurately reect the nature of the event referencefor each of these classes. Taking each of the aspectual classes in turn, I shall suggestwhat additional or dierent components are required.2.3.1.1 Process expressionsA process expression has no culmination point associated with it. If this is thecase, then what is `preparatory' about the process of Moens' nucleus? I shall namethe durative component of a process expression simply process phase (proc-phase),rather than preparatory process. When the process event ends, if a process expres-sion has no culmination point in its structure, what kind of phase marks the end ofthe process, and what happens after this phase? Moens does not address the ques-tion of what constitutes the end of a process if it does not culminate, but there isevidence that this phase is perceived as being punctual and marking a change fromone durative phase to another, just like the culmination point. The end of a processexpression (such as, John played in the garden), can be explicitly described by theaspectual verb stop: John stopped playing in the garden, and stop is a culminationexpression (as will be shown in Chapter 5), which is perceived as being punctual.When a process event comes to an end, a state follows; not a consequent state, sincethe perfect cannot normally be used with process expressions (?John has played inthe garden), but an ordinary state.The bound of a process expression is therefore dierent from the culminationpoint (a culmin-phase), and this will be referred to as nal bound phase (f-bound-phase). A nal bound phase is followed by a state phase (state-phase), ratherthan a consequent state phase (compare Figure 2.5), which highlights the distinctionbetween process and culminated process expressions.39
2.3.1.2 Culminated process expressionsCulminated process expressions are associated with the whole of the nucleus, andtherefore I propose a template for these expressions which is very similar to thenucleus: the preparatory process is preparatory to the culmination point which marksthe completion of the event referred to. But what is the status of the point or boundwhich marks the start of the preparatory process?The event templates motivated in section 2.4 provide a more detailed characteri-sation of the internal structure of event referents in natural language. Again, there isevidence from aspectual verbs that the preparatory process must be bounded to itsleft: John started writing the letter explicitly describes the beginning of the event.Moens indicates the beginning of the preparatory process with a mark, but does notgive any further details about its status. This is not necessary for his analysis usingthe aspectual network7 , since the nucleus is suciently detailed to accommodate thetransitions which he proposes. However, in providing a more detailed analysis of thecomponent phases required for each of the aspectual classes, I shall demonstrate thata wider range of data relating to aspectual phenomena can be accounted for. Thebeginning of the process phase is given the same status as the other phases, and isreferred to as the initial bound phase (i-bound-phase).2.3.1.3 Culmination expressionsIntroducing an i-bound-phase raises questions about the required representation forculmination expressions. In Moens' analysis, culmination expressions pick out justthe culmination point, represented by the culmin-phase, as described above. Cul-mination expressions are perceived as instantaneous, and it is unclear exactly whatthe nature of the preparatory process component of the nucleus would be. Presum-ably, in the case of culmination expressions, it is indeed preparatory to the event'soccurrence, but I have suggested that for durative event references (ie, process andculminated process expressions), this phase should be termed simply proc-phase.Also, what is the status of the mark starting the preparatory process? If culmina-tion expressions are punctual, then presumably just a culmin-phase is necessary torepresent this aspectual class. This is the interpretation given at this stage, but inChapter 4, this representation is developed further to account for other data, and toshow the relationship between culmination and culminated process expressions. Inthat chapter, I motivate an internal structure for culminations whereby a durativestructure can be expressed in certain contexts.The suggestions made for a more detailed characterisation of the componentphases of an event nucleus follow from Moens' informal discussion of which partsof the nucleus are picked out for interpretation in his analysis. They also reectintuitions about the dierent characteristics of the aspectual classes. This kind ofanalysis is reected in other work on aspectual interpretation, and in particularwork by Smith (1991), who uses the term situation types for Vendler's taxonomy of7Discussed in Chapter 3. 40
aspectual classes. I shall continue using the term aspectual class, to allow for easiercomparison between approaches.2.3.2 Smith's temporal schemataSmith (1991) develops a theory of aspect interpretation with two main components:temporal schemata which reect the internal structure of events, and the interpreta-tion of viewpoint aspect which identies a part or all of the schema for a particularaspectual class as being relevant for a particular sentence. For example, the contrastbetween John wrote the letter and John was writing the letter is made by represent-ing both sentences with the same temporal schema, but in the former the whole ofthis schema is \in focus" whereas only the durative part of it is in focus in the latter.Smith's temporal schemata are also based on Vendler's taxonomy, and correspondto the features discussed in this section: duration vs punctual, and telic vs atelic.She uses the same types of linguistic tests as much other work on aspectual class,referring to the following work: Ryle (1949) and Vendler (1967); also Mourelatos(1978), Dowty (1979) and Smith (1983). She notes which aspectual classes can beidentied as linguistic categories, forming a set of covert categories in that \they havea distinctive set of co-occurrence properties" (Smith 1991: 27) on a semantic level,but do not necessarily have any distinctive morphological or syntactic features. Thisset of co-occurrence properties corresponds to the tests for aspectual class discussedin section 2.2.2.Smith uses Vendler's terms, and identies the following primitives for the schemata:I, FArb, FNat, `undierentiated period of states', and `successive stages of events'(Smith 1991: 30). The symbols I and F correspond to `endpoints': initial endpoint,arbitrary nal endpoint and natural nal endpoint. I and F can be separated bya durative period, corresponding to the `successive stages of events' (characterisedby a dotted line in Smith's schemata, as in Figure 2.6). Activities (Moens' processexpression) and accomplishments (Moens' culminated process expression) are distin-guished by dierent nal endpoints: the former ends with FNat and the latter withFArb. `Undierentiated periods of state' precede and follow the endpoints.I ............. FFigure 2.6: Smith's event schema for durative eventsSmith characterises achievement expressions with an event schema where I and Fcoincide, shown in Figure 2.7. This corresponds to the culmination point in Moens'nucleus.Comparing the representation for durative events (Figure 2.6) with the precedingdiscussion, a one-to-one correspondence can be made between I and i-bound-phase,FArb and f-bound-phase, and FNat and culmin-phase. The successive stages ofthe event correspond to the proc-phase. The terms I have introduced (i-bound,41
... I (R) ...FFigure 2.7: Smith's event schema for achievement expressionsf-bound, culmin and proc-phase) will be used in section 2.4 as features whichrepresent the internal structure of events in a feature structure representation.The choice of terms is intended to reect components from both Smith's andMoens' approaches: the culmin-phase corresponds to Moens' culmination point andSmith's FArb nal endpoint; the i-bound-phase corresponds to the point markingthe start of a preparatory process phase (which he does not name), but which relatesto Smiths I initial endpoint.Smith characterises achievement expressions with the schema given in Figure 2.7,where I and F are co-temporal, thus representing a punctual-type event reference,followed by a resultative state (indicated by R in the schema). I characterise thepunctual-type reference by the culmin-phase, corresponding to Moens' culmina-tion point. This is motivated by the behaviour of culmination expressions with theperfect, which describes the consequent state following a culmination point (Johnhad arrived ); this implies that the nal endpoint in Figure 2.7 would be a natu-ral nal endpoint (FNat). Culmination expressions are the topic of Chapter 4, andmore detailed discussion about the structure of culminations is given there. Forcurrent purposes, the representation of culmination expressions by culmin-phase issucient.2.4 Event templates: extending the tripartite nu-cleusFollowing from the discussion in the previous two sections (sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2),in this section I shall show how the event phases proposed can be combined inthe form of event templates, reecting elements from Moens' tripartite nucleus andSmith's temporal schemata.In this section, I present diagrams to show how the event phases (ie, the phaseslike i-bound-phase and culmin-phase mentioned in the previous section) relate toeach other, and how they dier for each aspectual class. In section 2.5, these diagramsare interpreted as values in feature structure representations in which a feature valueevent structure (ev-str) has values corresponding to event phases. This allows theinformation to be manipulated for syntactic and semantic analysis of aspect. Thetemporal ordering of event phases represented by the horizontal lines in the diagramsis given in terms of constraints on the temporal interpretation of the event phases(section 2.5.2).The event phases motivated here (1) show how the representations of aspectualclass in Smith' and Moens' approaches are related, and (2) provide the necessary42
categories for the feature structure analysis introduced in section 2.5 and employedfor the analysis in the following chapters. The event phases and event templates willbe used in the feature structure representation to account for viewpoint aspect in asimilar way to Smith (the topic of Chapter 3), but will also be used to investigatethe properties of culmination expressions (Chapter 4), and aspectual verbs (Chapter5). For that reason, the ontology of event phases developed here is more detailedthan Smith's (eg, the phase between I and F is referred to explicitly as proc-phase,and a consequ-sta-phase is introduced). The representation also extends Moens'tripartite nucleus (eg, the i-bound-phase is referred to explicitly).2.4.1 Templates for process and culminated process expres-sionsIn sections 2.3.1.1 and 2.3.1.2 it was suggested that process expressions should con-sist of an i-bound-phase followed by a proc-phase, and that process expressionsend with an f-bound-phase and culminated process expressions end with a cul-min-phase. This corresponds to Moens' discussion of how reference is made to thetripartite event nucleus, but I introduce labels for the dierent kinds of bounds de-limiting the proc-phase. Smith's characterisation of aspectual class was discussedin section 2.3.2, where I indicated how the event phases suggested here correspondto Smith's schemata.The diagrams representing event templates for process and culminated processexpressions are given in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. I give here some motivation from thelinguistic data for representing event phases explicitly within the diagrams.It is easy to test the supposition that the start of a process should be marked forthe purposes of a linguistics ontology: If John plays in the garden, there is a timewhen he starts playing, described in (2.50a); following this beginning-event, (2.50b)is true, and prior to this, (2.50c) is true. The start of an event is indicated by thei-bound-phase.(2.50) a. John began to play in the garden.b. John was playing in the garden.c. John was not playing in the garden.This transition between an event not holding to an event occuring (a transitionfrom a state to an event) is often described as a change of state. Another changeof state is the transition from a process event (event) to a consequent state, markedby Moens with a culmination point. Note that there is a distinction between theculmination phase in an event template (referred to as culmin), which is one of theevent phases, and the aspectual class culmination, which consists of a template withjust the phases culmin, as suggested in section 2.3.1.3. Both are culmin-phasesbecause reference to templates with these phases can be made with the perfect aspect(in English); eg, John had written the letter ; John had arrived.43
Returning to the start of the event, this is referred to as the initial bound of aprocess. Prior to the initial bound a state obtains: a state of the process not takingplace.(2.51) John was about to play in the garden.(2.51) refers to a period just before the initial bound, and is a stative expression;however, the initial bound does not necessarily take place. For example,(2.52) John was about to play in the garden when he was asked to run an errand.When he got back it was raining so he played inside all afternoon.The expression be about to has a complement verb phrase (play in the garden)corresponding to an event of aspectual class process. Although this process-typeevent is not necessarily realised in reality, the concept of this particular event becomespart of the conceptual representation that is invoked when a sentence such as (2.51)or (2.52) is uttered. The prototypical event type is process, relating to a playing-event, whether or not a token event of this type is realised in the real world, isinvolved in the semantic interpretation of the sentence.The time explicitly described by the sentence is prior to the event, and thereforeno commitment is made with respect to the event's existence. If a time after anevent's occurrence is described, then the event must have taken place. From thisit follows that an event type referred to relates to a token event in the world if itfalls before the time which is explicitly described, but is not necessarily realised if itfalls after the explicitly described time. In the thesis this distinction will be drawnby implication from the proposed feature structures, where there is an explicit rela-tionship between the event phases `referred to' and the parts of the event templateswhich are `explicitly described'8 ; only that part which is explicitly described is whatis observed to take place in the world; any part of the template occurring after thatdoes not necessarily happen.In the above discussion, I introduced the two phases initial bound (i-bound) andnal bound (f-bound). The diagram in Figure 2.8 represents the event templatefor process expressions which consists of the following phases: initial bound, process,nal bound. Prior to the initial bound, a state phase obtains, although this is notan integral part of the process event. Final bound phases mark the point at whichthe process is perceived to stop; it is not necessarily an instantaneous phase, but isoften presented as such by linguistic expressions such as (2.53). In the analysis inthis chapter, the nal bound phase is presented as an instantaneous phase.9(2.53) John stopped playing in the garden.8This distinction between the event phases referred to and the part which is explicitly describedis made in Chapter 3.9In Chapter 5, a full account is given of aspectual verbs, such as stop, where it will become clearhow these verbs can be presented as taking time.44
The nal bound phase contrasts with the culmination point introduced by Moens,which marks the completion of an event (for example, John nished writing the letterdescribes a culmin-phase associated with a culminated process expression; compareFigure 2.9). Moens argues that a consequent state obtains after a culmination point,and that the English perfect aspect explicitly describes part of this state. The perfectaspect is usually not felicitous with process expressions, and this is accounted for byprocess expressions not having a related consequent state. I therefore postulatethat an ordinary state phase obtains after a nal bound (marking the end of aprocess phase). Therefore, the template for process expressions can be representeddiagrammatically as in Figure 2.8.STATEI-BOUND PROCESS F-BOUNDSTATEFigure 2.8: Event template for process expressionsThis template contrasts with that postulated for culminated process expressions,where the process-phase is followed by a culmin-phase, which in turn is followed bya consequent state phase. I often describe the events referred to by these templates(ie, processes and culminated processes) as durative events, since they include aprocess-phase (or proc-phase), which indicates that the events take place over aperiod of time. The exact time scale of this period varies depending on the eventreferred to. STATEI-BOUND PROCESS CONSEQU-STACULMINFigure 2.9: Event template for culminated process expressionsHaving motivated the make-up of templates for the aspectual classes processand culminated process, I shall now consider the possible structure of templatesrepresenting culminations and points. I have suggested that the internal structureof processes and culminated processes can be represented by two separate eventtemplates, which correspond to parts of Moens' tripartite event nucleus. I addedsome extra phases in modifying the nucleus for each of the new templates.This approach is not in conict with Moens' approach, since he oers the nucleusas a generalised structure, parts of which are focused on to represent each of theaspectual classes. In proposing the templates I have simply specied more preciselywhat specic structures each of the aspectual classes reect individually by factoringout the relevant event phases. These event phases correspond to the components ofSmith's event schemata. 45
2.4.2 Templates for culmination and point expressionsTurning to culminations, Moens states that the culmination point in his nucleus cor-responds to the event itself, with a related consequent state phase following: \cul-mination expressions focus on the culmination point and its consequences" (Moens1987: 48), ie just this part of his nucleus is picked out. The preparatory process pre-cedes the culmination event. I take issue with the claim that a preparatory processprecedes the culmination phase. Surely, any time before the occurrence of an instan-taneous event is not a preparation for that event, but a state in which the event inquestion has not taken place (for example John has not arrived ). If the time beforethe event is a preparation, then how far back in time does this preparatory phaseextend? And is there a state prior to this preparatory phase which can be referred towithout any implications for the event in question? The question of what the initialbound is and where it lies is again raised. One possibility would be to postulate thesame template for culminations as that for culminated process events. This is a plau-sible option, except that generally culminated process events are perceived to takesome time whereas culminations are instantaneous, as was shown in section 2.2.2. Itmay not be necessary to draw this distinction in terms of event templates becausethe time scale of any of the templates is dependent on world knowledge about howlong the event in question typically takes. The categorisation of aspectual class isintended to dierentiate linguistic behaviour of dierent kinds of event reference, andthe time scale of those particular events does not appear to aect this categorisation.Smith proposes an event schema where the initial and nal end points occurconcurrently, implying an instantaneous event since there are no stages between thetwo endpoints. This eectively represents culminations as culminated processes butwith the period between the endpoints conated to an instant of time. I statedabove, culminations are perceived to occur instantaneously, and this can be reectedequally as well by associating just the culmination phase with the event, conveyingthe intuition that culmination expressions refer to events in the real world. In con-trast, initial bound, process and culmination phases are all integrally associated withculminated processes events. This durative vs instantaneous distinction is reectedin the linguistic behaviour of sentences belonging to the two classes:(2.54) a. John wrote the letter in two hours. (culminated process)b. John arrived in two hours. (culmination)Culminated processes generally take some time and this can be quantied by in-adverbials. In (2.54a), the time denoted by the in-adverbial refers to the extent ofthe letter-writing-event, whereas for the culmination arrive, the in-adverbial refersto the time leading up to the event. In-adverbials are not always felicitous withculminations in the simple past, but they are with culminated processes.The perceived instantaneity of culminations is further evidenced by the inter-pretation of sentences with at-adverbials, which refer only to instantaneous phases.Again, there is a distinction to be drawn between sentences of aspectual class cul-mination and culminated process. The at-adverbial refers to the precise time of theevent's occurrence with culminations (see example 2.55).46
(2.55) John left the house at 2pm.For culminated processes, it is not possible to refer to the whole of the eventwith an at-adverbial because culminated processes have duration. If at-adverbialsare felicitous with culminated processes (in the simple past), and they often soundodd since they usually have an interpretation of \around" the particular time, or thedurative event is understood to take very little time. For example, if (2.56a) has aninterpretation, then at 2pm refers to the whole of a very short letter-writing-event,or to its start. Writing a note is more easily perceived as taking very little time,and the at-adverbial is more acceptable in (2.56b), although write a note generallypatterns as a culminated process expression. An example of a culminated processwhere the at-adverbial refers to the culmination is given in (2.56c).(2.56) a. John wrote the letter at 2pm.b. John wrote the note at 2pm.c. If you want your dog back, go to the phone box at 2pm.The particular phase explicitly described by at-adverbials with culminated pro-cesses depends on pragmatic information about the event referred to.From these examples, there is evidence for the event template for culminationsto consist simply of a culmination phase.10 A culmination has consequences relatedto it (because of the availability of the perfect aspect), so the proposed template forculminations is as in Figure 2.10. CULMINCONSEQU-STASTATEFigure 2.10: Event template for culmination expressionsSTATE STATEBOUNDFigure 2.11: Event template for point expressionsThis contrasts with the event template for point expressions which do not havean associated consequent state and consists just of a bound-phase (not a culmin-phase), as shown in Figure 2.11.10But see chapter Chapter 4 where it is argued that in some contexts a representation is requiredwhere culminations take time to occur, and I argue for a second level of structure subordinate tothe instantaneous culmin-phase, which can be exposed in these contexts.47
2.4.3 Template for state expressionsIn the previous sections event templates have been proposed for each of the eventexpressions given in Figure 2.1 on page 13 leaving state expressions remaining. Interms of linguistic interpretation, states consist of a single period of time whichobtains for an unspecied period of time if referred to by the simple aspect in Englishor the imperfective aspect in Russian. The English progressive and Russian perfectiveare not available for stative expressions, which is one of the traditional tests forstatives (see section 2.2.2.1). The perception of states as an ongoing, unbrokenperiod as described in English and Russian is reected in the following tests.John loved Mary on Monday, for example, holds during the described referencetime (indicated by the temporal adverbial, on Monday). But there is an inferencethat he loved her before and after that time, unlike an event reference such as Johnplayed in the garden on Monday, which is inferred as taking place at some time onthat day, and being conned to some time within that temporal period.States can be bounded by an adverbial, eg for 2 years, but there is no directinference that a stative expression is restricted by a period of time. John lovedMary can mean forever, although John love Mary for two years is felicitous andfurther species features (ie, the temporal extent over which the state obtains) whichapply to the stative expression. Such a time period may be inferred from pragmaticinformation, or explicitly expressed in a temporal adverbial. In contrast, activitiesor processes always carry an implied temporal restriction because they typicallycannot carry on forever. For example, from the sentence John played in the gardenit can be inferred that he started and stopped playing at some point (reected inthe event templates by the inclusion of an i-bound and f-bound). States requirefurther context to specify the start and end points if they have them. The templateproposed for state expressions is the same as that given by Smith (1991) and consistsof a period during which the state obtains, which can optionally be bounded by ani-bound and f-bound (indicated by bracketed bounds).(F-BOUND)(I-BOUND) STATEFigure 2.12: Template for state expressionsThis template corresponds to a feature structure where the value of state isobtains, discussed in section 2.5. The bracketed bounds are realised linguisticallyby inceptives or terminatives, or aspectual verbs (such as start and stop), but suchexpressions are not available for all states. The following are examples of (a) stativeexpressions and (b) corresponding achievement expressions which correspond to achange of state indicating the start or end of a state period, and which explicitlydescribes either the i-bound or f-bound of the state template.48
(2.57) a. John felt ill.b. John started to feel ill.(2.58) a. John was happy.b. John stopped being happy.(2.59) a. John loved Mary.b. John fell in love with Mary.2.5 Feature structuresIn this section I present a set of feature structures to represent the event templatesmotivated in section 2.4. The feature structures are constructed in the spirit of theHPSG sign-based grammar formalism (Pollard and Sag 1994), and are intended toform the basis of an extension to that formalism which will account for the semanticsof aspectual and temporal phenomena in natural language. At this stage, I intro-duce the feature `event structure' (abbreviated to ev-str) to represent the eventtemplates, with various values to reect the phases of the event referred to. Anadditional feature `described' (descd) will be introduced Chapter 3 to account forviewpoint aspect; the feature descd is related to values which refer to event phasesof the event template which are `explicitly described' in a sentence by viewpointaspect. These features which are new to HPSG interact in the formalism like otherfeatures. In this way, it is shown how viewpoint aspect is related syntactically tocertain participles and other verb forms, while a semantic interpretation can also begiven. I then extend the analysis of event templates to capture observations aboutculmination expressions (Chapter 4), and aspectual verbs (Chapter 5), and presentan account of these within the same framework.2.5.1 Event templates as feature valuesHPSG is a theory of natural language syntax and semantics which brings togetheranalyses of the syntactic structure of sentences and a semantic interpretation of thosestructures within one representational framework. Information is presented in termsof feature structures which represent information at various levels of structure. Aword or phrase of a language is represented as a sign, with at least the attributesphonology (phon), syntax-semantics (synsem) and daughters (dtrs) in the caseof phrases. synsem in turn contains the attributes category (category), content(content) and context (context). The values of category reect the syntacticstructure of the word or phrase, and content is concerned with linguistic infor-mation relating to the semantic interpretation. The relationships holding betweeninformation is indicated in HPSG by structure sharing, and in this way, syntacticand semantic components of the analysis can be interlinked. For example, semanticinformation about the agent of a sentence (a value of content) can be co-indexedwith the subject noun phrase (a value of category), indicating that the values49
2666666666664phonology <walks>synsemjlocal 266666664category 24headjvform nsubcat <np[nom] 1 [3rd;sing] >35content 24relation walkwalker 1 35 3777777753777777777775Figure 2.13: Pollard and Sag's (1994) representation of walksof each of these attributes are token identical. Much work on HPSG has focusedon syntactic issues, with an indication of how the semantic interpretation would bemade. In this section, I shall suggest what features of content could be added toreect semantic information about the aspectual structure of events. This informa-tion will be given as additional features to an HPSG analysis, and eectively showshow the theory could be extended to account for aspectual phenomena. The featurestructures used are fairly schematic, and show the attributes and values required forthe analysis, plus syntactic information about a phrase. Where the feature structuresbecome dicult to read, a commentary is given to explain how the dierent partsare interrelated.The lexical entries for individual verbs will reect the event templates whichare discussed in section 2.4. They are based on Pollard and Sag's proposal forthe representation of a verb form (the third person singular present tense of walks,Pollard and Sag 1994: 82), which is shown in Figure 2.13.This sign is a representation of the syntactic and semantic features of a niteverb form which subcategorises for, or selects, a subject noun phrase (np[nom]).11The semantic interpretation (values of content) reects the fact that the verbrefers to a walking relation and a walker, whose values ( 1 ) are the same as thesemantic interpretation of the subject noun phrase (indicated by the subscripted 1associated with np[nom]). Furthermore, the subject noun phrase must carry valuesfor agreement, indicating the third person singular, abbreviated as [3rd,sing]. Theabbreviation np[nom] 1 [3rd;sing] represents an expanded sign with its own synsemvalues, category values, etc. For convenience, this sign is presented in its abbrevi-ated form here. Similarly the sign for walks can be abbreviated, as shown in (2.60).Conventionally, signs are presented in their abbreviated form or in an underspeciedform for expository reasons.(2.60) verb[n, subcat<np[nom] 1 >]: 211In Pollard and Sag (1994), the feature subcat is used up to Chapter 8; in Chapter 9, Pollardand Sag draw a distinction between values of subcat, separating values of subj and comps (subjectand complements respectively). I use subcat throughout since this does not aect my analysis.50
where 1 is the semantic interpretation of the subject noun phrase, and 2represents the values of content in Figure 2.13.The values of category represent syntactic information about the verb, and Ishall use this unmodied. Information about aspectual class, or event structure ofthe verb, can be introduced as a value of content. The new feature|ev-str|is introduced as a value of content, representing the event templates describedin section 2.4. ev-str contains values corresponding to the event phases. Thesephases are i-bound (initial bound phase), proc (process phase), f-bound (nalbound phase), culmin (culmination phase), etc. The valid combination of phases isrestricted (informally in this section) to those given in the feature structures. How-ever, the feature structure representation does not discriminate ordering betweenvalues of a particular attribute, and although the respective phases for a particulartemplate can be given as a value of ev-str, constraints on the ordering of eventphases are necessary (1) to indicate the temporal ordering of the phases and (2) toindicate the interrelationship between certain of the phases. These further inter-pretations on the feature values in the sign are discussed in more detail in section2.5.2.2.5.1.1 Representation of culminated process expressionsTaking the example of the transitive verb write,12 which is a culminated processexpression, the value of ev-str will consist of the three phases i-bound, proc andculmin.These event phases are related to the event that they refer to via a furtherfeature value describing the action. For example, i-bound describes the start-ofthe corresponding event. Let 1 be the representation for the event described, iehere the event of writing. A full representation of i-bound which refers it to thisevent would be(2.61) [i-boundjstart-of 1 ]where start-of is the value of i-bound and 1 is the value of start-of, in-dicating that the initial bound of an event refers to the start of the event described( 1 ). The feature value i-bound is one of the features for culminated process ex-pressions associated with ev-str indicating that these expressions include the startof the event referred to.This detail of representation allows us to generalise about the event phases con-stituting the structure of aspectual classes, while making an explicit reference to theevent described by the event reference.12Compare the transitive write, as in John wrote a letter , which is a culminated process expressionwith the intransitive write, as in John wrote (and wrote) which is a process expression. I assumeseparate lexical entries for these two forms since I do not give a detailed analysis of the internalsemantics of the verb phrase. 51
Similarly for the process phase and the culmination phase of an event, a value isassociated with these phases indicating what part of the event is described by thosephases: the process phase describes an event ( 1 ) which is in the process of takingplace (in-process-of 1 ), giving the following representation:(2.62) [procjin-proc-of 1 ]and culmin takes a value finish-of 1 , to indicate the nish or conclusion ofthe described event:(2.63) [culminjfinish-of 1 ]Associated with each event phase is therefore a description of what part of theevent is being referred to. These event phases are the values of ev-str; see thatpart of the sign given in Figure 2.14.Pollard and Sag's characterisation of the third person singular present tense verbrepresenting walks (Pollard and Sag 1994: 82) contains a content attribute with twovalues: relation and walker, and these values represent the event described. Inaccounting for determiners, quantiers, etc these values are manipulated further andembedded as values of restr, which in turn can be the value of qstorejrestind,etc. I do not give a detailed account of quantication, since the emphasis will beon the aspectual interpretation of verb phrases and sentences. However, reference tothe event is crucial, and I modify Pollard and Sag's representation slightly, factoringout the event reference from the values of content. I introduce a new value in-fon, which subsumes relation and reects the thematic roles associated with thatrelation. For example, ag-role, pat-role, etc. It is the values of infon whichidentify the event reference, and these are the values which are structure shared with1 in the examples above (ie, in 2.61). By factoring out these values, the whole ofthe event reference can be co-indexed with 1 .The feature ev-str (reecting the event template for a given expression) is intro-duced into the sign as a value of content, ie it is part of the semantic interpretation.The value of content for culminated process expressions is given in Figure 2.14.Taking Figure 2.13 as a model, and incorporating the values for ev-str andinfon into the sign, the representation for for the base form of write is given inFigure 2.15. Note that [head verb[bse]] is an abbreviation of [headjvform bse].The values of the thematic roles are cross-referenced with the semantic values of theverb's nominal complements (a sub-scripted index, eg np[nom] 1 ), indicating, forexample, that the agent role of a writing-event (the writer ) is lled by the semanticvalue of the nominative noun phrase (eg the denotation of, for example, John inJohn wrote a letter ).In HPSG, nite forms of verbs are derived by lexical rule from the base forms.Hence, walks would be derived from the base form walk ; writes and wrote from thebase form write. Lexical rules relevant to the interpretation of aspect will be given inChapter 3. The representation of a complete sentence is derived by various principleswhich determine how members of the subcat list are discharged (when, eg, a verb52
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form combines with a noun phrase), and how syntactic and semantic information isshared by various parts of the complete sign, to show the interrelationship betweenfeatures.This formalism is well suited to an analysis of aspect, since much of the syn-tactic interpretation is in place (see Pollard and Sag 1994), and the semantic analysisdeveloped in this thesis can be incorporated as an extension to that formalism.2.5.1.2 Representation of other aspectual classesIn section 2.4 I presented a diagrammatical representation of event templates for eachof the aspectual classes. In this section, I present feature structures correspondingto these diagrams. Each of the feature values of ev-str corresponds to a part ofthe diagrams in Figure 2.8{Figure 2.11. The feature structures are presented inin (2.64) to (2.66). (2.67) and (2.68) represent the feature structures for point andstate expressions respectively. These nal two categories are not analysed in as muchdetail as the other categories, which are the main focus of the analysis. Most of theanalysis developed in the course of the following chapters can, however, be modiedand extended to account for these classes.Following these examples (section 2.5.2) I shall present the restrictions on co-occurrence of the event phases (the values of ev-str), which place the event tem-plates in a broader context, indicating for example that a state-phase obtains priorto an i-bound-phase, that a consequ-sta-phase takes place after a culmin-phase,etc.In the following feature structures, 1 represents the value infon relating to thestructure of the event referred to in the sentence, eg for the verb write this would bethe value of infon shown in Figure 2.14.(2.64) Culminated process expressions2666666664ev-str 266666664i-bound start-of 1 proc in-proc-of 1 culmin finish-of 1  377777775 3777777775(2.65) Process expressions2666666664ev-str 266666664i-bound start-of 1 proc in-proc-of 1 f-bound end-of 1  377777775 3777777775(2.66) Culmination expressions264ev-str "culmin occurrence-of 1  # 37554
(2.67) Point expressions264ev-str "bound occurrence-of 1  # 375(2.68) State expressions264ev-str "state obtains 1  # 375From these feature structure representation, it can seen that each of the eventphases has a value relating the event phase to the value of infon, ie the eventreference. For respective event phases, these values are as given in (2.69).(2.69) Event phase: Referring to:i-bound start-ofproc in-proc-off-bound finish-ofstate obtainsbound occurrence-ofculmin finish-ofculmin occurrence-ofconsequ-sta has-occurred13In the following section, an interpretation of event phases will be presented, givingconstraints on the temporal ordering of these phases. Note that there are two typesof culmin-phase. This phase was motivated by the fact that it is followed by aconsequent state (consequ-sta-phase), whereas nal bounds and bounds are not.This constraint applies to both types of culmin-phase, whereas other constraintsare restricted to one or other. These can be distinguished by specifying the featurevalue of culmin if necessary.2.5.2 Constraints on the ordering of event phasesSome approaches to event semantics include an event argument (e). The attributeev-str corresponds to this argument, but because it can carry values itself, moredetailed information about the internal structure of the event is oered to reectthe aspectual class of the given verb, verb phrase or sentence. In the current fea-ture structure framework, the possible values of ev-str need to be restricted in twoways; rstly so that only those event templates motivated in section 2.4 are admit-ted, since these are the only aspectual classes available in (at least) English andRussian. Secondly, a temporal ordering on the phases needs to be given, since thevalues of features within this feature structure representation are not ordered with13Included for completeness; referred to in next section.55
respect to each other but are given as a list. This is in contrast to the diagrammaticrepresentation of event templates (Figure 2.8{Figure 2.11 in section 2.4), where thehorizontal ordering of event phases eectively gives a temporal ordering to them. Theconstraints presented here show the relationship between event templates presentedin terms of feature structures in section 2.5.1.2 and the diagrammatic representationof events in section 2.4.The ordering of phases is general to all values of ev-str, and can be given as ageneral stipulation. This eectively gives an interpretation of the feature structurerepresentation with respect to the perceived realisation of the events in the world.For example, an i-bound-phase indicates the initial bound of a durative event and istherefore, by denition, followed by a proc-phase; a proc-phase must end at somepoint, and this phase is represented as an f-bound- or culmin-phase dependingon whether the event ceases with no particular culmination (a process expressionending with an f-bound-phase) or nishes with a culmination (a culminated processexpression ending with a culmin-phase).From the values of ev-str outlined in section 2.5.1.2, the following temporalordering on phases can be given. This is not an imposed ordering of feature valueswithin the representation, since unication of signs can occur as long as the sharedinformation in any two signs corresponds. The ordering is intended to give an in-terpretation of the representation in terms of what temporal ordering the phases areperceived to have in the real world.14I shall present the constraints on phases here in terms of temporal restrictions(where `<' indicates temporal precedence), giving an addition interpretation to thevalues of ev-str.C1 Given i-bound and proc:i-bound < procC2 Given proc and culminjfinish-of:proc < culminjfinish-ofC3 Given proc and f-bound:proc < f-boundFurther to these temporal orderings, it is assumed by default that preceding andfollowing each event expression is a state phase (state-phase), except in the case of14For example, linguistic expressions explicitly describe certain of the phases, and the temporalordering on those phases restrict what linguistic expressions entail another. Taking an examplewhich will be illustrated in more detail in Chapter 3, (a) John was writing the letter 6! (b) Johnwrote the letter ; (a) explicitly describes a process phase of a template for culminated processes,(b) explicitly describes the whole of the template (ie, i-bound-, proc- and culmin-phases); (a)does not entail (b) because the proc-phase temporally precedes the culmin-phase, and since thisphase has not been explicitly described in (a), on uttering (a), it is not perceived by the speaker tohave occurred. This interpretation requires a constraint that i-bound < proc (C1) and proc <culmin (C2), where `<' indicates temporal precedence.56
a culmin-phase, which is always followed by a consequent state phase (consequ-sta-phase), giving the following restrictions:C4 Given culmin:culmin < consequ-sta(ie, a consequent state phase always follows a culmination phase)C5 Given f-bound _ bound:(f-bound _ bound) < state(ie, a state phase always follows a nal bound phase, or simple bound phase forpoint expressions. This provides a restriction for the application of the perfect,which explicitly describes a consequ-sta-phase, and thus only co-occurs withan event which has a culmin-phase as part of its template.C6 Given i-bound:state < i-boundC7 Given culminjoccurrence-of:state < culminjoccurrence-ofCulmination expressions have only a culmin-phase as value of template, andthese phases carry the value occurrence-of. Therefore this constraint onlyholds for culmination expressions.These constraints allow only the event templates presented diagrammatically insection 2.4. The relationship between these constraints and the diagrammatic rep-resentation of aspectual classes can be seen by recreating the diagrammatic repre-sentations from the constraints. For example, C1 and C3 specify that a proc-phaseis bounded by an i-bound-phase and an f-bound-phase; C6 and C5 specify re-spectively that i-bound is preceded by a state-phase and f-bound is followedby a state-phase. Combining information given by these constraints, Figure 2.8(repeated here as Figure 2.16) can be reconstructed.STATEI-BOUND PROCESS F-BOUNDSTATEFigure 2.16: Event template for process expressionsSimilarly, Figure 2.9 can be reconstructed by combining the following constraints:C6 + C1 + C2 + C4, reecting the temporal relationship between the phases shownin the diagram.Feature structures are simply a way of presenting information and in particularpartial information. The fact that partial information can be represented is impor-tant when dening certain linguistic categories. Extensive use will be made of this in57
the following chapters, where generalisations will be made about certain viewpointaspects and aspectual verbs. For example, for the progressive aspect (see Chapter3), a proc-phase must be present in an event template, but it is underspeciedwith respect to the bounds (eg f-bound- or culmin-phase). Aspectual verbs (seeChapter 5) explicitly describe a certain event phase (eg, start explicitly describesthe i-bound-phase), and the complement verb phrase associated with the aspectualverb must contain at least that phase. Partial information about the required eventtemplate can be given because, by the nature of the feature structure representation,partial information can be specied. The feature structure can combine with anyfeature structure which contains at least the same information, and maybe more.For example, start subcategorises for a verb phrase with an event template contain-ing an i-bound-phase. However, implicit in that constraint is the occurrence of aproc-phase in the template (by constraint C1). Therefore, with these constraintson temporal ordering separate from the feature structure representation, the value ofev-str does not have to reect a complete event template for a particular aspectualclass.In sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 I have shown how the event templates motivated insection 2.4 can be represented in a feature structure framework, in the spirit of theHPSG representation of Pollard and Sag (1994). This requires the introduction ofa new feature|ev-str|as a value of content. I show how this is incorporatedin a feature structure for a complete verb phrase (eg write or write a letter ), andthen discuss the possible values of ev-str (phases of the event) for each of theaspectual classes. The interpretation of the phases includes an interpretation of thetemporal ordering of the phases to reect the correct conceptual structure of eventsare language users perceive them.In the next section, I shall illustrate the proposed representation of event tem-plates with some examples from English and Russian.2.5.3 Examples from English and RussianGiven the above details, I can now give examples of verbs in English and Russianto indicate how a non-nite verb can be represented as a feature structure. Finiteverb phrases and sentences will be discussed in Chapter 3, after an interpretation foraspect has been given.2.5.3.1 Examples from EnglishTaking as models the proposed representation of event templates from section 2.5.1.2,and the example for the culminated process expression write, in this section I shallshow what the feature structure representation for verb phrases of other aspectualclasses in English look like. Feature structures will be presented for the followingverb:(2.70) play process expression(2.71) arrive culmination expression58
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3777777777777777777777777775Figure 2.17: Feature structure for the process expression play(2.72) clap point expression(2.73) love state expressionThese phrases are represented without tense and aspect. The representationtherefore consists of the event templates in (2.65) to (2.68) with additional syntacticinformation, and thematic information (as the value of infon).The representations given here are very similar to each other, but serve to illus-trate the dierences between representations for each of the aspectual classes. Themain dierences are the values for ev-str. Write , for example, requires a subjectand object noun phrase, which is reected in the value of subcat; arrive and playeach subcategorise for a subject noun phrase only.The values of category and content in Figure 2.18 represent the syntacticand semantic make-up of arrive. The attribute ev-str has just one element: cul-min, indicating that arrive is a culmination expression. This feature is part of thebase form of arrive and is an integral part of the basic meaning of the verb. Theaspectual class of verb phrases and sentences can dier from the base class, and pos-sible transitions between classes will be discussed in the context of Moens' aspectualnetwork (Moens 1987) in section 3.6.1 of Chapter 3. For example, although arrive isa culmination expression, if it combines with a plural subject noun phrase, the eventreference may be that of a iterated process, such as in the example The cars arrivedat 3pm. In this case, the whole sentence refers to an iterated process, which consistsof a series of culmination events of individual cars arriving. For an interpretation ofthis kind of sentence, additional information is required about the event reference,and the event structure referring to the base expression may need modifying. In fact,various aspectual interpretations are made by such modications. For example, The59
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erent syntactic constructions in the two languages isthe same, allowing comparison of the semantic interpretation of viewpoint aspect inthe two language; for example, the progressive in English is comparable with theimperfective in Russian, giving similar event structure referents, even though theEnglish progressive is formed with the auxiliary be plus present participle while theRussian imperfective is marked in the morphology.2.6 ConclusionsIn this chapter I have discussed various ways of identifying event types referred to innatural language, reviewing dierent classications and terminology. Those whichprovide a taxonomy of the internal structure of events are most appealing since theygive a more detailed and ne-grained analysis of event reference, which is used in thefollowing chapters in accounting for aspectual phenomena.I have built on the approaches of Moens (1987) and Smith (1991), motivatinga set of event templates, comprising a set of component event phases. These eventphases are combined to reect the internal event structure of each of the aspectualclasses. Having focused on the English language, I turned to Russian and demon-strated that the event templates provide the appropriate structure to show the rela-tionship between aspectual classes in that language. This suggests that the phasesand templates motivated here have a general application across languages, at least61
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for the two Indo-European languages considered here. Smith's analysis of aspectualclass in other languages suggests that the event templates motivated here could alsobe extended to other languages, and provides a basic representation of events asdescribed in natural language for a large number of languages.In the nal section I provide a more formal representation of the event templatesin terms of attributes in a feature structure framework. The event templates arerepresented by a feature, whose values reect the component event phases. Thecombining and ordering of the phases is restricted by constraints. This representationwill be developed in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3Viewpoint Aspect3.1 IntroductionIn Chapter 2 I motivated a set of aspectual classes used in natural language, anddemonstrated how the structure of the events described by the classes can be repre-sented in terms of event templates. Each sentence or clause has an associated eventtemplate which reects the conceptual structure of the event referred to in that sen-tence. In this chapter, a distinction is drawn between the event template which isevoked and referred to by the sentence, and a part (or the whole) of the templatewhich is explicitly described and is signalled by specic linguistic features in the sen-tence, such as aspect, aspectual verbs and temporal adverbials. The semantics oflinguistic features such as aspect (or, to use Smith's terminology, viewpoint aspect)and aspectual verbs (discussed in Chapter 5) bring dierent parts of the referred-toevent template into explicit `focus'. I show how these two levels of representationcan be reected using the event templates motivated in Chapter 2, by extending thefeature structure representation with a new feature.As an example of the linguistic data, take the following sentences.(3.1) a. John wrote a letter. simple aspectb. John was writing a letter. progressive aspectBoth sentences are in the past tense, but (3.1a) has the simple aspect (tradition-ally called the simple past tense) and (3.1b) has the progressive aspect (often calledthe continuous). (3.1a) describes a completed letter-writing-event, whereas in (3.1b),the letter is not necessarily completed. These intuitions can be demonstrated withthe following continuation sentences.(3.2) a. *John wrote a letter, and didn't nish it.b. John was writing a letter, and didn't nish it.(3.3) a. John wrote a letter, and posted it at the corner shop.b. ??John was writing a letter, and posted it at the corner shop.(ie, the posting implying completion of the letter, which is notconveyed by the progressive)64
Write a letter is a culminated process expression, and has an associated templateconsisting of the event phases i-bound, proc, and culmin. The template is repre-sented by the attribute ev-str in the feature structures in Chapter 2. In section 3.5,a new attribute `described' (descd) will be introduced which is co-indexed with cer-tain of the values of ev-str, to reect those parts of the template which are explicitlydescribed by the viewpoint aspect of the sentence. This distinction between referringto an event template and explicitly describing a part or all of it follows in the spiritof Glasbey (1994), whose situation theoretic account distinguishes between inferredand carried information. It also reects the two components comprising Smith'stheory of aspect.In the case of (3.1a), the value of descd will be the same as the value of ev-str(ie, the whole of the referred-to event is explicitly described by the simple aspect).For (3.1b), the completion of the event is not implied (compare examples 3.2b and3.3b); therefore the culmin-phase is not explicitly described since the progressiveaspect explicitly describes part of the proc-phase. In this chapter I shall show howthis interpretation can be represented in terms of feature structures and indicate howthe analysis (where the value of descd is part of the proc-phase) can be constructedfrom the syntactic structure of the sentence. This is achieved identifying what partof the sentence carries progressive aspect (in this case, the present participle sux-ing).These representations for the simple and progressive aspects will be comparedwith those for the perfect1 in English and the Russian perfective and imperfectiveaspects.(3.4) John had written the letter. perfect aspectIt will be argued that two levels of representation are necessary for the interpreta-tion of aspect: the two levels being represented by the values of ev-str and descd.These two levels will be reected in an extension of the proposed feature structuresin section 3.5.In this chapter I will review other approaches to accounting for aspect and aspec-tual class in natural language. In section 3.2, I present an overview of what featureshave traditionally been associated with aspect, and indicate how these features relateto the approach proposed here.In section 3.3, I shall outline Smith's two-component theory for viewpoint aspect(Smith 1991), which forms the basis of the approach detailed in section 3.5. Thespirit of Smith's two-component theory is very much in evidence in my approach, inthat I oer two levels of representation reecting aspectual class (Smith's situationaspect) and viewpoint aspect (the term used by Smith).In section 3.4, I outline Moens' aspectual network, which manipulates the featuresof his tripartite event nucleus by means of transitions within the network. In this1I treat the English perfect as an aspect. Traditionally, it is often considered to be a tense,although the fact that it carries aspectual properties is acknowledged. Compare Chapter 5 ofSmith 1991 65
section, I show that some of the transitions correspond to interpretations which areparallel to the viewpoint aspect interpretations given by Smith. However, others arerelated to other types of aspectual interpretations and these are discussed in section3.6.In section 3.5, I show how interpretations of viewpoint aspect can be given withinthe feature structure framework, corresponding to an HPSG representation. A cor-respondence is maintained in this analysis between the semantic interpretation ofaspect and the syntax of the sentences. This is important (1) to demonstrate thatthe proposed event templates correspond directly to reference to events in naturallanguage, and (2) to show the relationship between the syntactic and model-theoreticinterpretation of aspect: at each level of the syntactic analysis, the correspondingsemantic analysis is given, and as the phrases are built up to form a sentence, in-formation from the constituent phrases is combined compositionally to form theinterpretation for the complete sentence. The feature structures discussed in Chap-ter 2 are extended and the syntactic composition of sentences follows the HPSGformalism, allowing the relationship between this analysis and HPSG to be shown.I show how the semantic interpretation of aspect, in terms of event templates, canbe incorporated with a syntactic analysis, and how HPSG provides a convenientmedium for this. Analyses are given for both English and Russian, showing how thetheory can be applied to both languages.Returning again to Moens' aspectual network in section 3.6.1, I consider how theother types of transitions he identies could be dealt with in the feature structureanalysis. This leads into a discussion of how a general theory of aspect can be given,accounting for various types of aspectual reference.3.2 Interpretations of aspectThe category of aspect has been identied in linguistics for many decades. Aspectis usually discussed in terms of the binary opposition perfective vs imperfective.Each of these categories carries a number of meanings, which are not unrelated butwhich make each of the categories appear to consist of sometimes contradictory fea-tures. In this section, I shall outline the main features associated with the perfectiveand imperfective aspects, and discuss how they relate to English and Russian. Theaim of my analysis is to factor out the dierent roles that aspect can play in anygiven English or Russian sentence, and to provide a representation to reect theseroles. In this section, I therefore identify the components which are traditionallyidentied and indicate what part of my analysis they relate to.Comrie (1976) provides detailed denitions of perfectivity and imperfectivity forvarious languages. Forsyth (1970) and Wade (1992) identify similar categories forthe Russian language. Greenbaum and Quirk (1990) also provide a comprehensivedescriptive overview of aspectual categories in English.66
3.2.1 The perfectiveThe following features are identied by both Comrie (1976) and Forsyth (1970) asbeing associated with the perfective. (`Situation' is used to refer in general terms toan action, event or state, with no theoretical commitment.) to indicate a completed action(with emphasis on the end point) to indicate the result of a situation, ie, the successful completion of a situation to indicate punctual, point-like or momentary situations(this idea comes from the intuition that there is \no direct expression of theinternal structure of a situation" Comrie, p. 16) to indicate situations of short duration (rather than situations of long dura-tion) to indicate the start or \ingression" of an situationThe Russian perfective aspect can, for example, indicate a completed actionwith emphasis on the event itself, or it can indicate the result of an event withemphasis on the time following the event. The main interpretation of the perfectiveis as a completed event, with the result reading being implied by certain contextualinformation, such as the discourse context, or the use of certain adverbials suchas uzhe (`already'). The Russian perfective is formed from the base form by aperfectivising prex (in 3.5, this is na-), or a change in the root (eg, konchat' (imp)vs konchit' (perf), `to nish'). The main feature of the perfective is completion, andthe interpretation is underspecied with respect to emphasis on the event or the resultof the event. Contextual information often indicates which of the interpretations isto be taken, with reading (i) in (3.5) being the preferred reading, and reading (ii)requiring specic contextual marking. Compared with the English simple aspect,there are two possible translations.(3.5) IvanIvan napisalwrote(perf) pis'mo.letter(i) `Ivan wrote the letter' or (ii) `Ivan had written the letter'Tests showing valid entailment relationships indicate that either reading is pos-sible for the Russian perfective.(3.6) a. IvanIvan napisalwrote(perf) pis'moletter !! IvanIvan konchilnished(perf) pisat'writing pis'moletter`Ivan wrote the letter ! nished writing the letter.'(completed event reading)b. IvanIvan napisalwrote(perf) pis'moletter !! IvanIvan uzhealready napisalwrote(perf) pis'moletter`Ivan wrote the letter ! had already written the letter.'(result state reading) 67
In English, there are two perfective aspects: (1) the simple, which generallyindicates a completed action and historically is often taken to be a tense form (eg,John wrote the letter ), and (2) the perfect, which has both present and past tenseforms (eg, John has written the letter and John had written the letter respectively).The perfect generally indicates the result of a situation, ie referring to a time followingits completion. This can be tested by the following entailment relations:(3.7) a. John completed the letter ! John had written the letter.b. John nished the letter ! John had written the letter.These aspectual interpretations can be represented in terms of the event tem-plates introduced in Chapter 2, by focusing on a particular part of the template,and this analysis is developed in section 3.5.2.3. The interpretation of the Russianperfective aspect can have either a completed event reading, or the result state read-ing, depending on the context of the sentence it appears in. English has separateforms (simple and perfect) depending on what part of the event the speaker wants tofocus on. In this sense, the Russian perfective is ambiguous between these two maininterpretations, and the analysis in section 3.5.3.2 will reect this. The completedevent reading is the default reading, with the result state reading usually requiringsome indication from the context. However, the result state reading is clearly avail-able as a reading of the Russian perfective since, for example, it is felicitous with theadverbial marker uzhe (`already'). This gives an unambiguous interpretation of theperfective:(3.8) IvanIvan uzhealready napisalwrote(perf) pis'mo.letter`Ivan had already written the letter.'Uzhe (`already') indicates that the event is completed, and that the state imme-diately following the event is in focus, or is being explicitly described; this forces areading which is equivalent to that for the English perfect.While the English simple aspect only allows a completed event reading, the Rus-sian perfective can have either this reading or the result state reading. I propose arepresentation which reects this distinction between the languages in the semanticswith the proviso that the result state reading for Russian requires further pragmaticsupport. Although the result state reading of the Russian perfective requires somecontextual support (which would be represented as values of a feature pragmat-ics), I argue that it is not inappropriate to give the semantic interpretation of thisaspect as a disjunction reecting the potential of the result state interpretation. Thishighlights the dierence between the Russian perfective and the English simple as-pects. Smith (1991) characterises the result state reading of the Russian perfectivewith a pragmatic convention in which the hearer understands that the result stateof an event is in focus. She points out (p. 306) that this inference cannot always bemade. This is reected by my observation that the result state reading requires someadditional pragmatic support. The net eect of both representations is the same,68
but in my analysis the interpretation is made in the semantic domain. The mainmotivations for this are: the contrast between the English simple and the Russian perfective which isreected in my analysis at the semantic level; and the availability of the result state reading for examples like (3.8); although thisanalysis requires some additional contextual marker, the semantic represen-tation already oers the result state reading which means that the semanticrepresentation is not contradicted when the result state reading is induced.This suggests that the pragmatics element of the feature structure should in-dicate which of the two interpretations should be made in any given discourseso that a choice is always made between the two, the completed event readingbeing classied as the ordinary default reading.The following are examples of other features associated with the perfective. momentary situations: culminations in the perfective (in Russian) or simpleaspect (in English) are the equivalent of momentary situations, for example:(3.9) VadimVadim priehal.arrived-by-transport(perf)`Vadim arrived.'Here the aspectual class is important in conveying this sense of the perfectiveas a momentary situation; however, the event is also interpreted as completedby the perfective, therefore carrying two of the characteristics of the perfective. start of a situation: such expressions are usually culminations, which areperceived as instantaneous (as was argued in Chapter 2), but a related durativeevent is also inferred as continuing as a result of the occurrence of such an event.For example(3.10) John burst into laughteris a culmination expression with an event of laughing inferred as immediatelyfollowing it. In Russian, a perfectivising prex, such as za- often indicates thestart of an event. For example(3.11) OnHe zagovorilstart-talking(perf) obabout otpuske.holiday`He started talking about his holiday.'Again, a durative event is inferred as following this event, and that event couldbe referred to by a process expression (using, for example, the verb to talk ).69
Both Comrie and Forsyth point out that sometimes these features listed aboveare incompatible with each other, and that in a given context the use of the perfectivemay reect one or other of the features. The examples given demonstrate this. Themain types of contextual inuence are temporal adverbials, or aspectual class. If suchfeatures are taken into account, then just one of the interpretations of the perfective(or imperfective) is usually appropriate. By taking structure of events into account(by incorporating aspectual class into the analysis of aspect), it becomes clearer why,for example, the start of an event can be viewed as completed. Forsyth suggests thatit requires a \somewhat tortuous logic to explain that here what is `completed' is thebeginning of the action" (Forsyth 1970: 2). However, considering the event templateof a durative event with an initial bound marking the start of the event, this initialbound can, in turn, be viewed as an event in its own right (a culmination expression).This is exemplied in (3.10). In this chapter I give a account of aspect within thefeature structure framework, showing how the same analysis can be applied to eachof the event templates. In Chapter 5, I consider aspectual verbs in the same way,indicating how, for example, inceptives refer to the initial bound phase of a durativeevent, and but behave like culmination expressions. In this analysis the culminationexpression can be viewed as a completed event in its own right, without making acommitment as to whether the rest of the event is complete. When aspectual classis taken into account, a strong case can be made to link culmination expressions (asevents in their own right) with the initial (and nal) bounds of durative events, andthis allows for a straightforward analysis of aspectual verbs, which reect this featureof the perfective aspect, without resorting to a \tortuous logic".The traditional denitions of aspect attempt to give an all-encompassing state-ment of what aspect means, without considering context. The identication of aspec-tual class as being wholly distinct from aspect helps to unravel many of the problems,and this is why Smith's two-component theory (where the components comprise as-pectual class and viewpoint aspect; see section 3.3) goes a long way in explainingaspectual behaviour.3.2.2 The imperfectiveRussian has an imperfective aspect which is conveyed by the morphology of the verb.For example,(3.12) IvanIvan pisalwrote(imp) pis'mo.letter`Ivan was writing the letter'In English, the progressive aspect conveys the sense of an ongoing action, withexplicit reference to the internal temporal structure. It is formed syntactically withthe auxiliary be and the present participle. For example(3.13) John was writing the letter. 70
The following features are identied by both Comrie (1976) and Forsyth (1970)as being associated with the imperfective. Like the characteristics of the perfective,one or more of the features given here may be associated with the imperfectivein any given context. The context (eg, the presence of temporal adverbials) usuallydetermines which reading is relevant. However, some of the readings are independentof each other and constitute dierent interpretations (eg iterative vs prospective). Ishall mainly address issues concerning the imperfective referring to internal temporalstructure of single events, rather than multiple events, which could be analysed, forexample, as a series of single events forming a process type expression. explicit reference to internal temporal structure of a situation; viewing asituation from within to indicate situations of long duration in many languages there are no distinct categories to express the followingmeanings, and these are often expressed by the imperfective:{ habitual{ progressive{ iterative{ prospectiveIn terms of the event template introduced in Chapter 2, the internal temporalstructure of a situation can be be accounted for by identifying the internal part ofthe event template as being explicitly described, and this analysis will be developedin section 3.5.The concept of an event being of long duration is a relative one. It implies adurative expression (ie, culminated process or process). However, durative expres-sions correspond to any kind of event in the real world, and the time scale of anyevent depends on knowledge about the event, eg sailing the Atlantic may take sixweeks, while sailing the Channel may take only two hours. However, typically, theimperfective can be used to describe events of relatively long duration. In Englishfor example culmination expressions are sometimes referred to with the progressive,and in this case the punctual event is portrayed as having duration for the purposesof the event representation, extending the perceived length of a punctual event. Thisis described in more detail in Chapter 4.In Russian, certain perfectivising prexes serve to indicate the length of duration,some referring to an event of comparatively long duration, eg prostoyat' (`to standfor a period of time'). Long duration is therefore not a feature exclusive to theimperfective.The habitual and iterative are often considered to be process type expressions2and they could be represented in terms of a process or stative type template which2Moens indicates a transition on his aspectual network (see section 3.4) which maps expressionsthrough iteration to an (iterated) process expression.71
refers to a period of time during which a series of events of the same type take place.In Russian these meanings are conveyed by the imperfective aspect; in English thesimple aspect is often used, although the progressive may be used. For habitualreadings there is also a separate construction: used to do something. Again, this is afeature not exclusive to the imperfective aspect, but in certain contexts this meaningis conveyed by the imperfective.The prospective refers to the agent's intention to do something in the near future.In terms of event templates, it is the phase prior to the initial bound of the eventwhich is explicitly described. The time span between this phase and the onset of theevent is open to interpretation, and depends on context. In English, the progressiveaspect is used to convey this meaning. The construction to be about to do somethingis also often used, although here the time span between the event happening (or po-tentially happening) and the reference time of the utterance is usually very short; inRussian the construction `past participle + bylo' is used, distinguishing this readingfrom those expressed in the imperfective. Examples are as follows:(3.14) a. The plane was taking o at 3pm the next day.b. The plane was about to take o when air trac control ordered theplane to return to the terminal.(3.15) a. Samoletaeroplane uletilew-o(perf) byloit-was`The aeroplane was about to take o.'Comrie says that the two main interpretations of the imperfective are contin-uousness and habituality, which are usually treated as separate concepts in manygrammars (Comrie 1976: 26). He suggests that this misses a generalisation aboutcommon features of these forms, suggested in part by the presence of a single cate-gory for both forms in many languages. He does not state exactly what the commonfeature is, but the fact that both have duration is probably the common feature.This thesis will not bring together an analysis of these interpretations, but is con-cerned with the contrasting interpretations of the perfective and imperfective aspectfor references to single events.3.3 Smith's two-component theory of aspect3.3.1 Aspectual class and viewpoint aspectSmith's two-component theory of aspect demonstrates the relationship which holdsbetween aspectual class (Smith uses the terminology situation type) and viewpointaspect (Smith's terminology, which I use for clarity, and which is traditionally termedaspect). Aspectual class and the related event templates were discussed at lengthin Chapter 2. In this section I review Smith's approach to viewpoint aspect, and insection 3.5 a feature structure representation will be presented which employs manyof the concepts of Smith's two-component theory.72
The two-component theory provides a handle for dealing with viewpoint aspectfor each of the aspectual classes. Smith draws an analogy between viewpoint aspectand the lens of a camera, where viewpoint aspect acts as the lens which can focus onany part of an event schema (her terminology), which I have developed as event tem-plates in Chapter 2. The independence of viewpoint and aspectual class is essentialto the two-component theory, and I carry this across in my analysis by representingaspectual class in terms of event templates (represented by the value of ev-str) andviewpoint aspect by a new feature `described' (descd), which picks out all or someof the components of ev-str. In the feature structure representation this is achievedby re-entrancy.Smith argues that in natural language there are three universal viewpoint aspects:imperfective, perfective and neutral, each of which \span all or part of a situation, ortemporal schema" (Smith 1991: 93). The main contributions of the two-componenttheory are: the inclusion of the neutral viewpoint in the basic inventory of viewpoints,which is shown to be a default in many languages. It does not appear in Englishand Russian, the two main languages discussed in this thesis, so examples willonly be given as appropriate. the extension of the range of the theory to languages \without grammaticalisedviewpoints," with a claim that viewpoint aspect still functions as a linguisticcategory in these languages. For the languages under study here, there are clearmorphological and syntactic realisations of the viewpoints, and these structureswill be exemplied and analysed in this chapter. that viewpoint is independent of situation type (ie, aspectual class). Thiscontinues the tradition of considering aspect as an operator in many theories(for example Dowty 1979). However, Smith's theory spells out more explicitlythe relationship between viewpoint aspect and aspectual class in terms of eventschemata, providing a detailed ontology, unlike the progressive operator, whichis represented simply as a function acting on an event reference. that the two-component theory allows a positive denition for each viewpointon a semantic level, so that the traditional notion of \markedness" (eg theprogressive as a marked aspect over the simple in English, or the perfective asthe marked pair in Russian) is not manifested on the semantic level. So, forexample, each viewpoint has its own semantic realisation: it focuses part ofthe event schema, in Smith's terms.This explicit semantic representation of each of the aspectual forms makes iteasier to show what semantic eects each has compared with the other; for ex-ample, the progressive vs simple vs perfect aspects in English can be comparedwith each other, instead of considering one as the marked form of the other. Inmy event template representation I identify common elements of the template73
which particular viewpoint aspects explicitly describe (eg, the imperfective al-ways explicitly describes part of a proc-phase of the event template), and usethis for a detailed comparison of the aspects.Returning to the specics of Smith's viewpoint aspects, the main semantic dier-ence among them is how much of the temporal schema is made visible. The schemaprovides the basic structure (the rst level of the two components) for viewpointinterpretation, and Smith's basic interpretations are as follows: Perfective viewpoints include both endpoints of a situation, ie the wholeof the situation is spanned, and this is indicated by hatched marks in Smith'sschemata (see Figure 3.1a), which corresponds to the identication of particu-lar parts of my event templates which are marked as being `explicitly described'in the feature structure representation; re-entrancy allows cross-referencing be-tween the values of ev-str and a new feature described (descd). See Figure3.2a where all the values of ev-str are token identical with the value of descd,ie the whole of the event is described and it is therefore complete. Imperfective viewpoints focus on stages that are neither initial or nal, iethe endpoints are excluded. In Smith's account, this means that any of thethree stages before the initial endpoint, after the nal endpoint or betweenthese two endpoints could be focused (see Figures 3.1b{d). Some of theseinterpretations are \marked" forms (see Figure 3.1c{d) resulting from shiftedforms. I attempt to provide a more uniform account of at least the basicinterpretation3 of the imperfective by suggesting that it is only the stagesbetween the two endpoints which can be focused, that is (in my terms) onlypart of the proc-phase of the event template can be explicitly described (bythe descd feature). See Figure 3.2b where part of the proc-phase is indicatedby the value of the event phase proc being token identical with the value ofdescd. The other event phases corresponding to a durative are not explicitlydescribed feature in the representation. They are not given in Figure 3.2b, butcan be inferred by constraints C1, C2 and C3 (section 2.5.2, see page 56).This interpretation of the imperfective depends on the motivation for the eventtemplates, and constraints on their ordering, discussed in Chapter 2. Neutral viewpoints include the initial endpoint and at least one stage of asituation (following the initial endpoint), but this is not a category relevant foreither English or Russian, and is therefore not discussed in this thesis.Smith proposes these three viewpoint aspects as universal categories claimingthat all sentences in natural language carry a viewpoint. Neutral viewpoint is thedefault for those sentences without an explicit aspectual marker, but since Englishand Russian both have explicit aspectual markers in each sentence, a test of this3Leaving, for example, the prospective or futurate interpretation of the English progressive aside,eg John was travelling to Spain meaning John was going to/intending to travel to Spain74
a. Schema for the perfective (p. 103)I ............. F///////////////////////b. Schema for the imperfective (p. 111)I ...///////... Fc. Schema for `marked' resultative imperfective (p. 116)I ............. F ///////d. Schema for `marked' imperfective, focusing on`preliminary external stages of a situation' forEnglish progressive (p. 225)/////// I ............. FFigure 3.1: Smith's schemata for perfective and imperfective aspects
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a. 266666664ev-str 2 2664i-boundjstart-of 1procjin-proc-of 1culminjfinish-of 1 3775descd 2 377777775b. 2664ev-str proc 2 jproc-of 1 desc 2 3775where in each case 1 is token identical with the values of infon for the event referredto. Figure 3.2: Feature structures for perfective and imperfective aspectsclaim cannot be made. What will be questioned is how these universal categories ofperfective and imperfective viewpoint aspect relate to the language specic aspectualforms in English and Russian.For example, the Russian perfective refers to a completed event including bothendpoints of the schema. However, the Russian perfective also has a reading like theEnglish perfect in which the time following the completion of the event has currentrelevance. I shall suggest that the Russian perfective can also explicitly describe (bythe feature descd) the phase following the nal bound of a given template. Thiswill be discussed in section 3.5.3.2.Smith points out that the availability of viewpoint aspects diers amongst lan-guages. In some languages all viewpoints are available to all situation types (forexample, French), in others one viewpoint may have limited distribution, eg theavailability of the imperfective and progressive for culminations in Russian and En-glish respectively A Russian culmination expression in the perfective form does notalways have an imperfective counterpart. For example, zamolchat' (`to start to bequiet') does not have an imperfective counterpart although zapet'/zapevat' (`to startsinging') does.Smith also mentions that viewpoint aspect is generally expressed by a morphemeor syntactic structure associated with the main verb of a sentence. For example,the Russian perfective is usually marked by a prex and the un-prexed counterpartcorresponds to the imperfective; the English progressive is formed with the auxiliarybe plus present participle. In section 3.5, I show how a compositional interpretationcan be given in a feature structure style representation by identifying the aspectualcontribution of each of these morphemes and auxiliaries.76
3.3.2 The imperfective paradoxThe imperfective paradox is a fundamental issue for any theory of aspect. It is con-cerned with the apparent paradox in a sentence such as (3.16a), in which both acircle and a drawing-of-circle-event are referred to, but the interpretation of the sen-tence is such that neither of these entities are necessarily realised. The imperfectivedescribes the process of realising these entities. Therefore, (3.16b) cannot be inferredfrom (3.16a). The issue is what kind of semantics examples like (3.16a) should have.(3.16) a. Mary was drawing a circle.b. Mary drew a circle.Because the conceptual status of an event can be represented (aspectual class) ata dierent level from that part which is explicitly described (representing viewpointaspect), Smith argues that an adequate account is given for this paradox. Thereare two \levels of knowledge" about the event: the knowledge that an event typeis evoked in the representation at one level, and the knowledge that at least partof that event is realised in the real world (because it is explicitly described at adierent level). Smith does not give a logical interpretation of the relationship be-tween these two components, and it is therefore unclear exactly what the status ofthe \unnished" event is, but, as she points out \people categorise events withoutfull, conclusive evidence [of the eventual outcome]" (Smith 1991: 96), so it seemsreasonable to have a level of representation which reects the concept of an eventtype, the token of which is not necessarily realised in the given situation.I also do not take the analysis any further, but argue that feature structurerepresentation is adequate for my purposes in showing the relationship between thesetwo levels of representation. The representation allows comparisons to be drawnbetween the interpretation of the imperfective aspect in Russian and the progressiveaspect in English, and I show that these language specic categories represent thesame information because the feature structure representation is the same for eachsentence in each of the languages.There have been many attempts to account for the imperfective paradox in var-ious logical frameworks in the literature. Dowty (1979), Lascarides (1988), Asher(1992), Landman (1992), Glasbey (in press) have, for example, proposed interpre-tations of imperfective constructions within their respective frameworks. I take theanalysis of the imperfective paradox only to the stage where a relationship is shownbetween the event template and the part which is explicitly described. A fuller ac-count would require a logical interpretation of the values of the feature structuresshowing how the two components relate to realisations (or potential realisations) ofevents in the real world. This issue is beyond the scope of the thesis, since I amconcerned with the comparison of aspectual interpretation in Russian and Englishrather than with a specic account of the imperfective paradox. I demonstrate thatthe progressive in English and imperfective in Russian are both interpreted (in cer-tain contexts) within a feature structure framework as explicitly describing part ofthe process phase of the event template, thus showing that their interpretations inthose contexts are the same. 77
3.3.3 The extent of the viewpoint spanFrom the range of viewpoints in language, Smith claims that certain viewpointsspan periods which go beyond the bounds of the situation referred to, ie what isexplicitly described does not necessarily include the event template at all. One typeof viewpoint focuses on the preliminary stages of an event (eg the imperfective ofachievements or culminations). One type involves a resultative, which Smith alsocalls an imperfective and focuses the period after the event has taken place (egMaria is lying on the bed, Maria is sitting on the chair, following, respectively, alying-down-event and a sitting-down-event).Smith's analysis therefore allows the imperfective viewpoint to focus any part ofthe schema which has a temporal extent (ie not the endpoints), depending on thecontext.This is one of the main points of departure between my account and Smith's. Iargue that the period before the initial bound of the template cannot be explicitlydescribed by the imperfective, in its sense of describing an event in progress. Smithaccounts for achievements in the progressive as a marked imperfective which focuseson the time span before the point marking the achievement. I argue in Chapter 4that achievements or culminations have internal structure and that the time beforethe event's occurrence is reserved for other constructions which do not require theevent to actually take place, such as to be about + innitive, for example John wasabout to write the letter to his aunt.I therefore draw a distinction between description of the event itself (by explicitlydescribing part of the event template) and futurate and prospective constructions,which refer to the intention or potential of an event in the future. For example, thefuturate progressive in English (to be doing something meaning to be going to/tointend to do something), and the construction to be about + innitive.(3.17) a. John was going to y out on Monday morning.b. John was ying out on Monday morning. (intention to y out then)c. John was about to y out. (immediate proximity to the event)In Smith's analysis, resultative constructions focus on a period after the nalendpoint. Smith gives examples from both English and Chinese:(3.18) Mary was lying on the bed. (Smith 1991: 97)(3.19) John was sitting in the chair. (Smith 1991: 116)(3.20) ZhangsanZhangsan zaiat chuangbed shangon tang-zhe.lie-ZHE`Zhangsan is lying on the bed.' (Smith 1991: 115)78
In English, to lie on the bed is a process expression4, as opposed to the culmi-nation expression to lie down on the bed. There is an inferred relationship betweenthese two expressions: an event of lying down refers to the start of a lying-on-the-bed -event. If to lie on the bed is a process expression, it has a related event template(with phases i-bound, proc and f-bound) and the progressive in (3.18) thereforeexplicitly describes part of the proc-phase, and does not need to be accounted foras a `marked' imperfective resultative construction, as Smith suggests. An inferencecan also be drawn from world knowledge that this phase refers to the result of some-one lying down on the bed (described by the following sentence: She has lain downon the bed ). In section 4.4 I discuss how inferences can be drawn between relatedevents, and indicate how such inferences might be dealt with in the feature structurerepresentation. Such an analysis could be extended for the kinds of examples dis-cussed in this section. In a full analysis, contextual information would be requiredto identify which inferences are valid.Like English, Russian also distinguishes between events like to lie with dierentforms of the verb for the event involving movement|lozhit'sya/lech' (`to lie down')|and the more static event of being in place|(po)lezhat' (`to be lying'). Again, therelationship between these events can be made by way of inferencing.3.3.4 The perfect in EnglishSmith deals with the English perfect as a tense with \aspectual values", and discussesthis construction in her chapter on temporal location (Smith 1991: 243). Theperfect construction carries signicant aspectual features, and is often accounted foras a type of viewpoint aspect, describing a period of time following the referred-toevent.Smith outlines various characteristics of the perfect. She states that perfectsentences locate a situation prior to the reference time of a sentence (presumablyalluding to Reichenbach's Reference Time, where ET < RT). So, the reference time(corresponding to the value of my feature descd) identies a time following theoccurrence of the event referred to, implying a complete event. Reichenbach (1947)identies the event simply as Event Time, but this corresponds to the event tem-plate (value of ev-str), which not only refers to the event itself (which takes placeat a particular time), but also includes information about its internal make-up, thusallowing a distinction to be made between events of dierent aspectual class. Re-ichenbach's ET and RT are dened as points, while the references introduced herecorrespond to entities with internal structure, which often have temporal duration.This is in line with Hinrichs (1986) who interprets reference time and event time ashaving temporal duration, allowing inclusion and overlap relations. He also indicatesthat events are \intervals of time that are undetermined with respect to their length"(Hinrichs (1986): 65), and this reects a vagueness in the timescale of events.4Tests: Mary lay/was lying on the bed for 2 hours; *Mary lay on the bed in 2 hours; Marystopped lying on the bed ; ?Mary nished lying on the bed.79
The English perfect construction comprises the auxiliary have plus a past partici-ple. Smith also references the Chinese perfect construction, guo, which also focusesa period follow the event.Examples of the English perfect are given:(3.21) John has arrived. present perfect(3.22) John had arrived. past perfect(3.23) John will have arrived. future perfectAnother feature of perfects which Smith notes is that they have a stative value:\they present a state of aairs with characteristics due to the prior situation" (Smith1991: 146), where the state of aairs is considered as a state. This is true in that thesituation after an event is an unrestricted duration, reecting the characteristics ofstates. Often the perfect is dened as describing a state following an event, but in acontext where there is still \current relevance to the discourse". This implies that thestate does not extend indenitely in time after the event, but is bounded by pragmaticfactors determining the nature of the \current relevance" (Quirk et al. 1985). So,over and above Smith's treatment which identies a state following the event for theperfect, I shall consider other dening factors of this state. Moens (1987) identies,for example, a consequent state which follows certain events, and it is implied thatthis consequent state extends indenitely. However, in the literature, the possibletemporal extent of consequent states is discussed (for example, Sandstrom 1993), andpragmatic factors are identied which give more content to the concept of consequentstate. The consequent state appears to be related to a pragmatic notion of \currentrelevance to the discourse context", and by this kind of denition the temporalextent of a consequent state may vary from event to event and context to context.The consequent state phase would always temporally follow a culmination phase ofthe event structure, and for this reason the completion of the referred-to event isentailed.In my analysis I take the interpretation of the perfect aspect as explicitly describ-ing the consequent state phase of the event template. Following Moens, I restrictthe reference of the perfect to event templates which include a culmin-phase. Byconstraint C4 (page 57) the culmin-phase is followed by a consequent state phase(consequ-sta-phase). This reects Smith's observation that the perfect has a sta-tive value, but the aspectual interpretation is also present in that the consequentstate phase, by denition, is preceded by an event of aspectual class culmination orculminated process.Further interpretation of the temporal extent of the consequent state phase wouldbe needed to account for pragmatic factors such as \current relevance", and beforeturning to a discussion on Moens' aspectual network, I shall indicate the type ofcontexts for which pragmatic features could be invoked in a feature structure repre-sentation. These would be features dependent on discourse or intersentential factors.The analysis presented here focuses on sentence-level interpretation, and a discourse80
based account would require additional features for pragmatics corresponding to thetypes of context discussed here.Although the consequent state phase always occurs after the event it refers to(since it entails the completion of the event as indicated by constraint C4), the phasedoes not necessarily continue indenitely, and can be reactivated at a later time ifpragmatic context allows. The notion of \current relevance" has been used exten-sively in descriptive linguistics to indicate the circumstances under which the Englishperfect is felicitous. Moens formalises this constraint with the notion of the conse-quent state, restricting its application to sentences of aspectual class culminationand culminated process with the observation that these are the two aspectual classeswhich are felicitous with the English perfect.In the analysis which follows I take Moens' interpretation of consequent stateand give an interpretation of the consequ-sta-phase in terms of event templates.In this section I shall briey outline the kinds of discourse context which specicallymake this phase available for reference. This kind of context could be built intoa discourse based analysis of temporal phenomena, and be analysed in terms ofpragmatic constraints which appear as feature values.Sandstrom (1993) gives a detailed discussion of the types of discourse relationswhich make up the concept of consequent state and I briey outline these here. prearrangedness: Sandstrom argues that the perfect can be used with referenceto a point event if a change of state is established by the nature of the discoursecontext.(3.24) ? John has hiccupped.(3.24) is usually considered to be anomalous, but if we decide that Harry is towait for John's hiccup before he carries out, say, the robbery in the bank, thena discourse like the following is acceptable:(3.25) \John and Harry walk into the bank. Harry approached the cashierand held him at gunpoint. John had hiccupped which was his signalto Harry to launch the raid."Such a prearrangement would have to be established from the discourse contextbefore it could be encoded in a feature structure representation. enablement: The occurrence of one event makes another event possible byproviding the appropriate conditions(3.26) a. When she had reached him she whispered into his ear.b. When she had stood up again after the fall she looked around forthe others. current relevance: the consequent state phase can be re-invoked at a later timeif the discourse context allows. For example, in the following discourse.81
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ed treatment of aspect, which he sees as breaking with traditional approaches:\such a unied treatment of tense, aspect and Aktionsart [ie, aspectual class] mayseem in sharp contrast with traditional account in the area of temporal reference,where these categories are treated as clearly separate" (Moens 1987: 38), and hismain contribution is to demonstrate the interaction between these dierent kindsof aspectual phenomena within a single framework. To this end he motivates anaspectual network consisting of various aspectual categories based on variations ofthe tripartite event nucleus. Transitions between these categories are specied, and82
restricted to those permitted by linguistic context (eg, a particular temporal adver-bial, a particular aspectual form, etc) and extra-linguistic knowledge (eg, about thenature of an event, such as work in the garden). Work in the garden may be consid-ered as a process expression in most contexts, but a culminated process expressionin others if there's an intention to, say, dig a particular patch over before tea: I'venished working in the garden for today; the rose-bed is prepared for planting now.).Transitions are indicated by arcs in the aspectual network, which is reproduced inFigure 3.3.The transitions are dened as functions which map from the basic aspectual classof a phrase to a new class, inuenced by the context, eg [+ culmination] changes aprocess expression into a culminated process expression, indicating the dierences inaspectual class for the phrases John ran and John ran to the station. This transitionis marked by the arc [+ culmination] between process and culminated processin Figure 3.3, and is also given in (3.29).Moens denes the basic aspectual class of a phrase as a verb in the simple pastwith a singular subject noun phrase and, for transitive verbs, a singular object nounphrase. Diagnostic tests with temporal adverbials, similar to those presented inChapter 2, are used to determine the class of such propositions. Transitions then actas functions altering the class of the derived proposition. In the above example, Johnran behaves typically as a process expression, and the addition of the culminationpoint indicated by to the station corresponds to the arc [+ culmination]. Write isusually a transitive verb, and so an expression such as John wrote the letter is usedto determine the base class of write as a culminated process expression. John wroteletters is coerced into an iterated process expression via the transitions culminatedprocess to point, indicating the event as an unanalysed unit before being coercedas an iteration from point to (iterated) process.I do not give a detailed analysis of aspectual composition of the verb phrase, butfocus an the interpretation for viewpoint aspect, which is extended to account foraspectual verbs. I therefore assume the aspectual class of a verb phrase of sentence isestablished. See Verkuyl (1972), Krifka (1992) for proposed treatments at this levelof interpretation. Some of Moens' coercions correspond to the aspectual compositionof the verb phrase, and others can be identied as corresponding to the interpretationof viewpoint aspect outlined in the remainder of this chapter. For example, John waswriting the letter is derived from the basic proposition John wrote the letter. Thebase class is culminated process, which is coerced into a process by the `strippingaway' the culmination point, and then into a progressive state, producing thesentence in the progressive viewpoint aspect (ie, John was writing the letter ).Such transitions correspond to the analysis given by Smith whereby a part of hertemporal schema is focused by the application of, say, the imperfective viewpoint.Another example is the transition from culmination to consequent state, whichindicates a relationship between the culmination expression John arrived and theperfect aspect John had arrived (see example 3.28).In section 3.5, I shall show how a treatment of such examples can be givenin terms of the feature structure representation, where the progressive aspect and83
English and imperfective aspect in Russian are identied from their syntactic form,providing a compositional analysis constructed from the syntactic components ofthe sentence. This contrasts with Moens' analysis, which requires a model-theoreticinterpretation separate from the syntactic composition of a sentence. The analysisof the viewpoint aspects in English and Russian eectively provides an account oftwo of the transitions in Moens' network (the two given in 3.28), corresponding toimperfective and perfective viewpoints in Smith's analysis.Moens' unied treatment of aspect does, however, identify other aspectual tran-sitions, and these can be categorised into various types, detailed in (3.28){(3.30).These will be discussed in detail in section 3.6.1, where suggestions will be madeas to how they|and other aspectual phenomena such as aspectual verbs|can betreated in the same spirit as viewpoint aspect. In the next section (section 3.5), Ishow how viewpoint aspect can be analysed in a framework where parts of the eventtemplate are explicitly described by the feature descd.(3.28) Two coercions corresponding to `viewpoint' aspect (eg, progressive, perfectaspect in English; imperfective, perfective in Russian)(a) Corresponding to the progressive:eg, John wrote the letter vs John was writing the lettertransitions: -culminationculminated --------------> process -----> progressiveprocess state(b) Corresponding to the perfect:eg, John arrived vs John had arrivedtransition: (consequences)culmination ----------------> consequent state(3.29) Coercion corresponding to changing event reference within the sentence,eg the presence of certain prepositional phrases which aect the aspectualclass of a sentenceeg, John ran (in the park) vs John ran to the stationtransition: +culminationprocess ----------------> culminated process84
(3.30) Coercion corresponding to iterating references to eventseg, John arrived at 2pm vs Every day John arrived at 2pmeg, John wrote a letter vs John wrote letters transitions:5culmination >---\culm'ed process >--- ---> point -------------> processprocess >---/ (iteration)3.5 Event templates and viewpoint aspectIn this section, I show how a unied approach to aspect can be developed in thefeature structure framework introduced in section 2.4 of Chapter 2, by incorporatingthe interpretations of viewpoint aspect which Smith gives in her two-component the-ory (Smith 1991). I shall then return to Moens' approach to aspectual interpretationand show how the permissible transitions from his aspectual network are reected ininterpretations I give.In section 2.5 of Chapter 2, the feature structure representation of aspectual class(which I represented in terms of event templates and event phases) were interpreta-tions which did not include tense and aspect. In this section I shall show how aspectcan be incorporated into the representation, and how this representation is derivedfrom the syntax of the examples.In section 3.5.2, I shall show how the representations for wrote (simple aspect;past tense) and was writing a letter (progressive aspect; past tense) can be derivedfrom the base form of the verb write, which was given a feature structure inter-pretation in section 2.5.1. In HPSG lexical rules are used to derive lexical entriesof inected or compound words from base entries, and these will be introduced toderive the inected forms wrote and writing. The rules indicate what changes aremade on a morphological, syntactic and semantic level. For example, the presentparticiple writing is formed from write by adding the sux -ing (and dropping the-e). This is represented as a function in the rule, which would be dealt with bymorphological rules in a fuller account. Semantically, the present participle car-ries information about aspect, and this information is indicated in the lexical ruleby introducing the feature descd, mentioned in previous sections. Similar lexicalrules are given for the Russian perfective and imperfective aspects in section 3.5.3,and while some of the semantic changes are the same, the function producing thenew morphology is obviously dierent. This allows comparisons to be draw betweenaspectual interpretations in the two languages.I take the event templates introduced in Chapter 2 as the basic underlying con-ceptual representation of the aspectual class of the verb phrase or sentence. Thevalues of ev-str, comprising event phases, remain unchanged in the representation5Note that such iterated processes can also be coerced further, to become culminated processes,accounting for examples such as John wrote three letters/some letters. Thanks to Sheila Glasbeyfor pointing out this example. 85
once the template is established. In section 3.4, I explained how the aspectual classof a verb phrase can dier from the base form, depending on syntactic context. SinceI do not give a detailed analysis of aspectual composition of the verb phrase, I as-sume that the aspectual class of a verb phrase of sentence is already established, andthis will be reected in the values of ev-str. descd represents the interpretation ofviewpoint aspect, and is token identical with some or all of the values of ev-str, andthis corresponds to the hatched part of the temporal schema in Smith's approach (seeFigure 3.1 on page 75). Since values of ev-str remain, and part or all of them aredescribed by the feature descd, the relationship between the kind of event referredto and that part which is explicitly described is clearly shown in the representation.This corresponds to the two levels of Smith's analysis, but diers from Moens, whodoes not distinguish between these two levels. If, for example, only a part of theprocess phase of, say, a process expression is explicitly described, the beginning andending of that event|which is part of a language user's understanding of a processexpression|still appear in the representation.In my feature structure representation, reference to particular parts of the eventtemplates is more explicit than in Smith's account since the value of descd is crossreferenced with the relevant event phases represented as feature values of ev-str. Inthis way, the reference of viewpoint aspect can be restricted to certain of the eventphases. The analysis of aspectual verbs in Chapter 5 will follow along the samelines. For example, in the main interpretation of the progressive in English andimperfective in Russian (the single event interpretation), both explicitly describepart of a proc-phase of a template. The feature structure representation providesan appropriate medium for this type of representation, where the progressive andimperfective aspects can be represented as was shown in Figure 3.2 on page 76.Given the event phases motivated in Chapter 2 and the representation presentedin this section, viewpoint aspect and aspectual verbs can be treated in a similarand straightforward way, and generalisations can be made about how they explicitlydescribe certain parts of the templates.In section 3.5.2 and section 3.5.3, I shall show how the feature descd is incor-porated into the HPSG representation by way of lexical rules which derive the verbform carrying aspect from its base form. In this way, viewpoint aspect is built intothe representation.3.5.1 An outline of the HPSG analysisThe syntactic and semantic interpretations of phrases are made by combining thelexical items according to constraints, which must be satised for the phrase or sen-tence to be well-formed. In HPSG, certain principles are proposed (such as theSubcategorization Principle, the Head Feature Principle and the Semantics Princi-ple), which indicate what information is carried from one phrase to another. TheHead Feature Principle (HFP), for example, species that the \head value of anyheaded phrase is structure-shared with the head value of the head daughter" (Pol-lard and Sag 1994: 34), which ensures that headed phrases carry the same syntacticvalues as their head daughters. In Figure 3.4 arrived is the head daughter of the86
2666664loc 266664category 24head 2subcat < >35content 3 3777753777775 (= s[n,+past])1John 2666664loc 266664category 24head 2 verb[n,+past]subcat < 1 np[nom]> 35content 3 3777753777775 (= verb[n,+past])arrivedFigure 3.4: Tree for John arrive. In brackets are abbreviated forms for the signs, ie,s[n,+past] and verb[n,+past].sentence node (abbreviated s[n,+past]), and its value of head is structure sharedwith the value of head of the sentence phrase. [+past] indicates the past tense, andis given as a boolean value of head.6 The Subcategorization Principle indicates that\in a headed phrase, the subcat value of the head daughter is the concatenation ofthe phrase's subcat list with the list of synsem values of the complement daugh-ters" (Pollard and Sag 1994: 34). In my example, this indicates that the synsemvalues of the phrase representing John (the complement daughter) must be tokenidentical with one of the values (here there is only one) on the subcat-list of arrivein order to produce a well-formed sentence phrase. Since John can be interpreted asa nominative noun phrase, this constraint holds.The representations of sentences given in the rest of the thesis will be presentedin terms of feature structures similar to this example, and all the examples willfollow the principles just outlined. These representations give an impression of howaspectual interpretation could be analysed in terms of an HPSG formalism, althoughI do not specify a complete fragment in the thesis. The syntactic interpretations arestandard, and the aim of the following representations is to show how informationabout event structure and explicitly described entities can be incorporated into a6[ past] indicates the non-past. I shall only consider examples in the past tense in this thesis,and do not give an explicit interpretation of tense. However, the value of [+past] would require aninterpretation, which could correspond to Reichenbach's treatment of tense (Reichenbach 1947). Ashas been outlined before, the feature ev-str corresponds to his event time (ET), and the featuredescd would correspond to his reference time (RT). Past tense could be interpreted as indicatingthat reference time is prior to a pragmatically determined speech time (ST).87
feature structure framework. Given the analyses developed in the following chapters,it is reasonably easy to see how an HPSG implementation could be made. However,I focus on the kinds of semantic representations needed to account for the aspectualdata, rather than giving a full implementation in HPSG. Certain simplications havebeen made; for example, the feature structures have not been typed as they are inPollard and Sag (1994). Also, the semantics component of the analysis (values ofcontent) is restricted to information about (1) ev-str, (2) descd and (3) infon,representing respectively the referred-to event, the part which is explicitly described,and reference to the semantic make-up of the event. By a simplied version of Pollardand Sag's Semantics Principles, the content value is token-identical with that ofthe semantic head. In Figure 3.4 arrived is the head daughter of the sentence, andso the content value of this phrase is structure shared with that of the motherphrase. This is indicated by 3 .The tree representations are therefore constructed in the spirit of an HPSG anal-ysis in order to indicate how the semantic interpretations of aspect can be incorpo-rated with the syntactic interpretations of phrases in HPSG. The Principles outlinedabove are combined in the HPSG analysis by the Immediate Dominance Principle(IDP), which species the available options for well-formed phrases. These optionsare represented as schemata which constrain the nature of well-formed phrases. Theinterpretations following all comply with either Schema 1 or Schema 2, which arebased on the HFP and Subcategorization Principle (Pollard and Sag 1994: 38).3.5.2 Feature structures for English viewpoint aspectBuilding on the representation for write (Figure 2.15, repeated here as Figure 3.5)developed in section 2.4, I show how it is possible to incorporate the representationof viewpoint aspect (the feature descd) in this representation.In this section, the simple, progressive and perfect aspects will be discussed,developing feature structure representations for the examples in (3.31), all of whichare in the past tense.(3.31) a. John wrote the letter. (simple aspect)b. John was writing the letter. (progressive aspect)c. John had written the letter. (perfect aspect)In the feature structure for the verb write (Figure 3.5) the base form of the verb isnot marked for tense or aspect. Tense and aspect in English is marked by auxiliaries,suxes and participles in examples (3.31a){(3.31c). In (3.31a), the simple aspect andpast tense is marked by the simple past sux -ed, which is derived in HPSG fromthe base form of the verb (eg, write) by a lexical rule (Figure 3.6). The morphologyof write is irregular, producing wrote; compare walk and -ed forming walked. Theprogressive aspect is carried by the present participle (eg, writing), and this formis also derived by a lexical rule (Figure 3.9). Sentences in the progressive aspect inEnglish are formed with the auxiliary verb be, which in its nite forms carries tense.88
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377777777777777777777777777775Figure 3.5: Feature structure for the verb write. As a transitive verb write is aculminated process expression, and therefore ev-str have the values i-bound, procand culmin.Similarly, the perfect aspect in English is carried by the past participle, also formedfrom the base form by a lexical rule.In the feature structure representation, aspect is expressed by the value of descd,which marks certain values of ev-str, and as was just mentioned, tense is markedas a value of head. In this section lexical rules are presented to derive the aspectualinterpretation, and I then show how the syntactic and semantic interpretation ismade for complete sentences.3.5.2.1 The simple aspectThe simple past in English is formed by the lexical rule, shown in Figure 3.6.Lexical rules derive inected forms from base lexical entries in HPSG, prior to ap-plication of the Immediate Dominance Principle. They preserve all properties of theinput which are not mentioned in the rule, so only the information which changesis mentioned in the rules given here. A sux function relates the base form of theverb (indicated by the index 1 ) and the simple past sux -ed, forming for exampleplayed from play, and (by-passing details of morphology, in which irregular formsare determined by details of the function) wrote from write. The lexical rule is arewrite rule, and the value of headjvform becomes n rather than bse, and a valuefor past is specied as [past +]. The base form carried values for ev-str, whichremain unchanged and indicate the aspectual class of the base form. Taking theexample of write, these are given in Figure 3.5. For the simple past, the values ofev-str are token identical with the values of descd, indicating that the whole of89
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npast + 35content 24ev-str 2descd 2 353777777753777777777775Figure 3.6: Lexical rule to derive the simple past form from the base form of a verbthe event reference is explicitly described when the simple past is used. That theevent is completed can be inferred from the fact that the whole of the event referenceis explicitly described. This contrasts with the interpretation of the imperfective as-pect (the progressive in English) where only part of the proc-phase is co-indexedwith the value of descd (see section 3.5.2.2).Applying the lexical rule from Figure 3.6 to the base form of write (Figure 3.5)yields the sign for wrote, shown in Figure 3.7.The syntax of wrote indicates (by the subcat list; subcat) that it selects for asubject and object noun phrase (John and the letter in the example given at 3.31a).These noun phrases are not analysed further, but referred to by the abbreviatedsigns np[nom] and np[acc] respectively. In the HPSG analysis, the letter combineswith wrote by Schema 2, and wrote the letter combines with John by Schema 1,producing the tree shown in Figure 3.8.3.5.2.2 The progressive aspectIn this section, I shall show how the syntactic structure of a sentence in the pro-gressive aspect is constructed from the lexical items and thus demonstrate how thesemantic features are built up from these lexical forms. I shall give the individuallexical entries for the verbal components of (3.32), repeated from (3.31b), and a treeto show the syntactic and semantic interpretation of the complete sentence.(3.32) John was writing the letter.A lexical rule is given (Figure 3.9) to derive the present participle from the baselexical entry of a verb (eg, writing is derived from write). Again, a function isused to derive the phonology, which for a regular verb consists roughly7 of adding7Omitting details of rules for removing the -e ending, doubling consonants, etc, which would bedealt with in a more detailed morphology. 90
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3777777777777777777777777775Figure 3.7: Feature structure for wrotethe sux -ing to the base form of the verb. This lexical rule diers from thatfor the simple past in that it is the value of ev-strjproc which is token identicalwith descd, indicating that the event referred to by the present participle is `inprocess'. `In process' corresponds to the value [in-proc-of 1 ] where 1 is tokenidentical with the values of infon, indicating the particular event referred to. Thisis interpreted as meaning that \part of the proc-phase of the event referred to isexplicitly described". Hence, a dierent interpretation for viewpoint aspect is givenfrom that for the simple aspect. The present participle does not carry any value fortense.The base form of the verb to which this lexical rule can apply must contain atleast a value proc, but may contain other values corresponding to event phases. Insection 2.5.2, the constraints on the ordering of event phases specify that a proc-phase is temporally bounded by an i-bound-phase and either an f-bound- or aculmin-phase. The specication that the lexical rule applies only to verb forms withat least a proc-phase (indicated in the left hand side of the rule, given in Figure3.9) therefore restricts its application to process or culminated process expressions,as can be seen from the signs for event templates given in section 2.5.1. However, theanalysis of culmination expressions in Chapter 4, determining that culminations aresometimes felicitous in the progressive, will lead to this lexical rule being modiedslightly.The auxiliary verb be subcategorises for a present participle (forming, for ex-ample, the verb phrase was writing), as well as complements, such as np[+prd],ap[+prd], etc, indicating predicative constructions. Present participles (vp[prp]) canbe generalised as predicative, and the subcat-list for the auxiliary be can be given91
s[n,+past]: 62John vp[n,+past, subcat< 2 >]: 6266666666666666666666664category 24head verb[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3the letter
Figure 3.8: Tree for John wrote the letter
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2666666666664phon < 1 >synsemjloc 266666664category head verb[bse]content 264ev-str procjin-proc-of 2 infon 2 3753777777753777777777775 )2666666666664phon <sux( 1 ,ing)>synsemjloc 266666664category head verb[prp]content 264ev-str proc 3 descd 3 3753777777753777777777775Figure 3.9: Lexical rule to derive the present participle form from the base form ofa verbas shown in (3.33).8(3.33) subcat < 1 , xp[+prd, subcat< 1 >]>The auxiliary verb be carries tense, and application of a past tense lexical rulederives was, including a feature [past +]. The sign for was is given in Figure 3.11.Writing subcategorises for an np[acc], forming a verb phrase writing the letter, whichis subcategorised for by was. This phrase in turn subcategorises for an np[nom],forming a complete sentence (3.32). The derivation of this example is shown inFigure 3.12.The representation for the progressive proposed in this section reects a numberof assumptions about the interpretation of progressive aspect in English. Theseassumptions are also carried over to the interpretation of the imperfective in Russian(see section 3.5.3), since this viewpoint aspect is given the same interpretation ofviewpoint aspect. The interpretation is the same even though the syntax of theRussian imperfective is dierent from the syntax of the English progressive.The claims made for the English progressive and Russian imperfective are:1. that they always explicitly describe part of a proc-phase, ie an event inprogress8Note, that be subcategorises for XPs where the subject NP is structure shared with thesubcategorised-for NP in the complement phrase's subcat-list. Compare Pollard and Sag1994: 132{135. 93
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2. that by the constraints on the ordering of event phases, these viewpoint aspectsonly occur with process and culminated process expressionsA speaker using the progressive aspect (and was) commits herself/himself onlyto the fact that the event she is explicitly describing started and was in progressat some time before the utterance. If the event is in progress at a time t, thenit must have started before t. However, although the end or nish of the eventis represented in the event template (reecting the speaker's knowledge about howevents are expected to proceed), there is no inference that the event described didactually reach its end or culmination, because that event phase is not a value ofdescd. This interpretation highlights the relationship between the part of an eventwhich is explicitly described and the conceptual structure, or event template, ofthat event, providing the distinction needed to deal with the imperfective paradox,discussed in section 3.3.2.3.5.2.3 The perfect aspectIn section 3.2.1, I showed that the perfect aspect in English describes a completedevent (one of the dening features of the perfective aspect), but that there is also aninference that the event was complete prior to the time explicitly described by theEnglish perfect. Reichenbach (1947) represented the perfect in terms of referencetimes, where ET < RT < ST for past perfect, and ET < RT = ST for presentperfect. ET is event time, equivalent to the feature ev-str, except that ev-strhas temporal duration while Reichenbach's reference times (ET, RT and ST) weredened as points. RT is reference time, which is the perspective that the speakertakes when uttering the sentence and is equivalent to the values of descd (againwith the caveat that descd has duration), and ST is the time the speaker utters thesentence. In the current analysis, the relationship between RT and ST is determinedby the interpretation of the feature [past ]. The relationship between ET and RTcorresponds to the interaction between ev-str and descd, with the added dimensionover Reichenbach that both ev-str and descd can have internal structure andtemporal duration. Compare Hinrichs (1986).In section 3.3.4, I discussed various interpretations of the perfect, and shall fol-low Moens' interpretation where he analyses it as focusing on the consequent statephase of the tripartite nucleus; that is, the state following a culmination point. Hedemonstrates that the use of the perfect is restricted to reference to events whichcontain a culmination point (ie, culmination and culminated process expressions).Similarly, Smith indicates that the perfect in English refers to the time following acompleted event.In the same way that the progressive aspect is represented as explicitly describingpart of a proc-phase, the perfect can be represented as explicitly describing part ofan event phase, and in this case part of a consequ-sta-phase. According to theordering of phases (section 2.5.2), a consequ-sta-phase always temporally followsa culmin-phase (reecting Moens' tripartite nucleus), and is therefore associatedonly with culmination and culminated process expressions. The feature value of96
consequ-sta is [has-occurred 1 ] (where 1 is structure shared with the valuesof infon), and for the perfect aspect it is this value which is token identical with thevalue of descd. This allows the correct interpretation to be made for the perfectviewpoint aspect, which is carried by the past participle, eg written. Tense is carriedby the auxiliary have. Like the interpretation of the progressive where it is part ofthe proc-phase which is explicitly described (ie, the feature in-proc-of is the valueof descd), it is part of the consequ-sta-phase which is explicitly described by theperfect aspect (ie, the feature of has-occurred is the value of descd).(3.34) John had written the letter.In order to give an interpretation of (3.34), repeated from 3.31c, a new lexicalrule is required to derive the past participle from the base form of a verb (Figure3.13). This participle carries aspect, which is indicated in the derived sign by thefeature descd. The ev-str of the past participle carries the feature consequ-sta,which is not a value for any of the event templates given in Chapter 2. However, theconstraint C4 on the ordering of event phases (section 2.5.2, see page 57) stipulatesthat a consequ-sta-phase always temporally follows a culmin-phase, and so thisphase is available to be explicitly described (the value of descd) for any event witha culmin-phase.The auxiliary verb have (the past tense of which is given in Figure 3.14) subcat-egorises for a past participle, and a subject noun phrase. A representation for (3.34)is given in Figure 3.15.The template for any given event does not include a phase referring to the conse-quent state of the event, since this is not an integral part of the event's realisation,but a state which obtains after a culmination phase. But as long as the event tem-plate includes a culmin-phase, the past participle lexical rule can be derived, sincea consequ-sta-phase can be inferred by constraint C4.3.5.2.4 ConclusionComparing Figure 3.15 with representations for the simple aspect (Figure 3.8) andprogressive aspect (Figure 3.12), the only dierence in the representations is the valueof descd, where here it is the consequent state phase which is explicitly describedby the sentence. Because a consequent state phase temporally follows the culmin-phase of a template, the occurrence of the completed event is inferred by explicitlydescribing part of this phase. Therefore, the dierences in the aspectual interpre-tation of these three examples is captured by the dierent values of descd. Thisinterpretation is carried up the tree providing contrasting aspectual interpretationfor the sentences in (3.31).3.5.3 Feature structures for Russian viewpoint aspectIn this section, I shall show how feature structure representations for the Russianimperfective and perfective aspects can be derived from the base form of the verb.97
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As for English viewpoint aspect, the feature descd (with values which are tokenidentical with values of ev-str) provides the interpretation of aspect, and is intro-duced by means of lexical rules deriving the imperfective and perfective aspectualforms from the base forms of the verbs.I then provide trees to show the syntactic and semantic interpretation for com-plete sentences. Although aspect is carried in Russian verbs in the morphology, andin English it is carried by participles, the semantic interpretation of certain sentencesin both languages is the same. This allows comparison between aspectual interpreta-tion across the two languages, and hence comparison can be made about whether thesame part of an event is being explicitly described by two sentences in two dierentlanguages.I shall give representations for the following examples, both of which are in thepast tense.(3.35) IvanIvan pisalwrote(imp) pis'mo.letter`Ivan was writing a letter.'(3.36) IvanIvan napisalwrote(perf) pis'mo.letter`Ivan wrote a letter.'Taking the form pisat' (`write') as the base form9, the past tense is formed byreplacing -at' with -al10. This forms the past tense in the imperfective aspect. Thepast perfective aspect is formed by adding a prex (for pisat' it is na-), or altering theroot of the verb. Again, because I do not give a full interpretation of the morphologyof Russian verbs, I shall propose a lexical rule to derive the past imperfective fromthe base form and a separate rule to derive the past perfective. The past tense isindicated as a value of locjcatjhead, given as [past +], and the interpretation ofaspect is given in a same way as was shown in section 3.5.2: the value of descd istoken identical with certain values of ev-str.The representation of the base form for pisat' (`write') is given in Figure 3.16.3.5.3.1 The imperfective aspectLike the English progressive aspect, the Russian imperfective in its main meaningexplicitly describes part of the process phase of the event template for the givensentence (ie the value of descd is [in-proc-of 1 ] where 1 refers to the value ofinfon for the event referred to. The lexical rule for the past imperfective (Figure9This is the innitival form; the base could be taken as pis-, plus -a- indicating the conjugationtype, but since I shall not be concerned with morphology for simplicity I will take pisat' (`write')as the base form.10Various other suxes are added to -al for gender and number agreement, but these will be leftaside. 100
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377777777777777777777777777775Figure 3.16: Feature structure for the imperfective verb phrase pisat' `to write'3.17) is therefore similar to that for the English present participle (Figure 3.9), exceptthat tense is introduced in the former and not in the latter.The past imperfective lexical rule is applied to pisat', producing pisal as the valueof phon. A tree representation for (3.35) is given in Figure 3.18The Russian imperfective therefore has the same interpretation as the Englishprogressive, although the two interpretations are derived from dierent lexical rules,reecting the fact that the category of aspect (expressed by descd) is carried bydierent features in the two languages. This interpretation holds for reference tosingle events; in Russian the imperfective aspect is also used to refer to iteratedprocesses, and the interpretation of such sentences would require a coercion11 toreect this dierent kind of process. In English, iterations can be expressed by boththe simple and progressive aspects. At this level of interpretation the imperfectiveand progressive aspects are not equivalent, but on the single event interpretationthey are. This is reected in the analyses where part of the proc-phase of the eventreferred to is explicitly described.3.5.3.2 The perfective aspectThe perfective aspect in Russian indicates completion of an event and, dependingon context, it is either the whole of the event template which is explicitly described(like the English simple aspect), or part of the consequent state phase (like theEnglish perfect aspect). As was discussed in section 3.2.1, both these interpretationsindicate a completed event. The interpretation for the perfective is given with the11See section 3.6.1 for details on such coercions.101
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Figure 3.18: Tree for Vadim pisal pis'mo `Vadim was writing the letter'102
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ect the basic characteristic of the perfectiveas explicitly describing a completed event.As was indicated in section 3.2.1, the completed event reading of the Russianperfective is the default with the result state reading inferred by contextual infor-mation. It was argued that both interpretations should be made in the semantics ofthe representation, which is disambiguated by a feature which is a value of prag-matics. This feature could be named descd and take one of the possible valuesgiven in synsemjlocjcontentjdescd as its value (the usual default for most dis-course types indicating the completed event reading). This representation allowsthe pragmatic inference to alter the interpretation of the perfective aspect withoutcontraticting the feature values represented at synsem.3.6 Event templates and a general theory of as-pectual interpretationIn section 3.4, I described Moens' theory of aspect which consists of the tripartiteevent nucleus and an aspectual network licensing certain coercions from one eventtype to another.12Compare the lexical rule for the imperfective where the value of proc, which is in-proc-of isstructure shared with descd. 103
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Figure 3.20: Tree for Vadim napisal pis'mo `Vadim wrote the letter' or `Vadim hadwritten the letter'
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The interpretation of viewpoint aspect given in section 3.5 shows how some ofthese coercions can be represented in an HPSG-style analysis, which combines syn-tactic and semantic information about a phrase or sentence and provides a represen-tation which is built monotonically from the lexical items of the sentence. Becauseinformation about the event template manifests as feature values in the represen-tation, and a part (or all) of that template is explicitly described, the resultinganalysis preserves all the information built up in the process of the interpretation,being passed up to the sentence node by the Semantics Principle. Some of this infor-mation represents the aspectual class of the phrase or sentence (the event template),and other information represents an interpretation of viewpoint aspect (the value ofdescd). The value of descd reects that part of the event explicitly described bythe sentence.In Moens' account, coercions change one event type into another, and although hisnal analysis is similar to the one presented in section 3.5, the underlying structureof the event expression is lost. A similarity is that a sentence in the perfect focuses onthe consequent state part of the nucleus in Moens' analysis, ie, explicitly describes theconsequ-sta-phase of the event template in mine. However, the coercion results inparts of the nucleus being \stripped away" (introducing a non-monotonicity in theanalysis) in order to focus on a particular part of the nucleus. The coercions aremade at the model-theoretic level of interpretation, which allows a switch from onecategory to another without necessarily showing the relationship in terms of eventstructure between the two.The interpretation of viewpoint aspect given in section 3.5 shows how viewpointaspect can be interpreted as explicitly describing a part of the event template oeredfor a particular sentence or phrase: the details of the event template are specicenough to be able to systematically identify the relevant phase or phases to beexplicitly described.In section 3.4, I suggested that my analysis of viewpoint aspect corresponds totwo of Moens' coercions (repeated in example 3.37 below). As discussed earlier, theaspectual network includes other coercions, however, which reect other aspectualphenomena. By including these coercions in the network, Moens succeeds in present-ing a general account of aspectual interpretation. In the remainder of this chapter,I shall consider1. how these other coercions which Moens proposes in the transition network canbe accounted for within the current approach, thus extending the current anal-ysis as a more general theory of aspectual interpretation. The types of coercionwere outlined in examples (3.28){(3.30) in section 3.4, and are repeated belowin (3.37){(3.39); and2. what other aspectual markers could be interpreted within the current analysis.The remaining two chapters will develop the analysis further by giving a com-prehensive treatment of two of the major issues arising from the discussion in thefollowing two sections (3.6.1 and 3.6.2). 105
3.6.1 Event templates and Moens' aspectual networkIn Moens' account, transition from one aspectual category to another involves theaddition or removal of certain information: a transition from a culminated processto a process expression involves \stripping away" the culmination point, or, in theother direction, adding \an extra `layer' of meaning to the `basic' meaning of thecategory" (Moens 1987: 45). Although he points out that this metaphor shouldnot be interpreted too literally, Moens does not show explicitly the relationshipbetween, say, a culminated process expression and the preparatory phase resultingfrom \stripping away" the culmination point. Sometimes the transition indicatesan expression belonging to a dierent aspectual class, and sometimes it indicates aninterpretation of viewpoint aspect. In the feature structure analysis proposed in thisthesis, aspectual class is represented by dierent event templates, and the ontologicalrelationship between each of them is apparent by comparing their make-up, ie whatevent phases they have in common. In terms of viewpoint aspect, the fact that thevalues of ev-str in the feature structure can be represented independently of thevalue of descd also allows the relationship between references to event phases to bemade explicitly, without having to \strip away" any references to these phases.Following is the list of the coercions licensed by transitions in Moens' aspectualnetwork, repeated from (3.28){(3.30). In this section I will show how the coercionsmotivated by Moens correspond to the feature structure analysis in this thesis. I donot explicitly use coercions in the analysis of viewpoint aspect. However, the twolevel analysis in terms of the referred-to template and the part which is explicitlydescribed corresponds to the Moens' coercions in the aspectual network. Below, Ishall discuss how each of the transitions can be accounted for in the feature structurerepresentation, exploiting the fact that event templates comprise individual valuesrepresenting event phases.The analysis of viewpoint aspect already presented in this chapter shows how partof Moens' aspectual network can be incorporated into an analysis of aspect which isderived from the syntactic elements of the sentence. The analyses of the perfect andprogressive viewpoint aspects correspond to the coercions in (3.37). The accountsfor these viewpoint aspects reect the transitions in (3.37) from Moens' network.The two coercions in (3.38) and (3.39) also reect the semantic interpretation ofindividual elements of a sentence (eg, the plurality of a noun phrase) and will bediscussed below.(3.37) Two coercions corresponding to `viewpoint' aspect (eg, progressive, perfectaspect in English; perfective, imperfective in Russian)(a) Corresponding to the progressive:eg, John wrote the letter vs John was writing the lettertransitions: -culminationculminated --------------> process -----> progressiveprocess state106
(b) Corresponding to the perfect:eg, John arrived vs John had arrivedtransition: (consequences)culmination ----------------> consequent state(3.38) Coercion corresponding to changing event reference within the sentence,eg the presence of certain prepositional phrases which aect the aspectualclass of a sentenceeg, John ran (in the park) vs John ran to the stationtransition: +culminationprocess ----------------> culminated process(3.39) Coercion corresponding to iterating references to eventseg, John arrived at 2pm vs Every day John arrived at 2pmeg, John wrote a letter vs John wrote letters transitions:culmination >---\culm'ed process >--- ---> point -------------> processprocess >---/ (iteration)3.6.1.1 Changing aspectual class(3.38) corresponds to the interpretation of some verb phrases which are process ex-pressions in their base form (that is, run as an intransitive verb is a process expres-sion) but can take an optional prepositional phrase (PP). If the PP is a locationaladverbial, then it refers to the location where the process event could potentiallybe culminated. I do not give a detailed aspectual interpretation of verb phrasesat this level; however, an analysis could be envisaged in which a PP of this type(or other syntactic category with a similar interpretation) carries some feature (say,[culmin +]) in its semantics, which indicates that a culmin-phase is added in as avalue of ev-str. In this way, the process expression (consisting of i-bound-, proc-and f-bound-phases) acquires additionally a culmin-phase. This coercion there-fore depends on an interaction between the semantics of the PP and the verb phrase.The interpretation of the phases (ie, their temporal ordering) would need to stipu-late the relationship between the culmin-phase and the end of the proc-phase, iehow f-bound and culmin relate to each other. Intuitively, these two end boundswould probably be co-temporal, in that the expected ending (the f-bound-phase)of the event referred to by the process expression is now a culmin-phase. In termsof the current analysis, expressions such as John ran and John ran to the station willbe given interpretations as process and culminated process expressions respectively,without showing a detailed analysis of how one is derived from the other. Viewpoint107
aspect and other aspectual relations (discussed in the following chapters) can then beapplied to those forms in the standard way. However, I have given only an indicationhere of how the coercion could be dealt with, but this is not a full analysis.Moens' aspectual network is intended to capture possible changes in aspectualclass in a sentence from a base classication for a verb. As has been noted inthe literature (Verkuyl 1972, Dowty 1972, Dowty 1979), the aspectual class of averb phrase is aected by subject and object noun phrases, prepositional phrases,temporal adverbials, etc.Pairs of examples like John ran to the station and John ran are used by Moensto demonstrate that the aspectual class of a sentence can be derived from the baseaspectual class of a phrase by following valid paths in the transition network. Thesecoercions are induced by semantic context (such as this locative prepostional phrasewhich would carry a feature indication this reading).He notes that this treatment at the model-theoretic level explains the changein aspectual class at a semantic level, unlike Verkuyl's approach in which syntacticfeatures determine the change of aspectual class (Verkuyl 1972). A more detailedanalysis of the structure of NPs and their eect in determining the aspectual classof a sentence, like that given by Krifka (1992), could be incorporated into a featurestructure analysis.In particular Krifka gives a detailed analysis of the eect of plural NPs on theaspectual class of a sentence. This analysis corresponds to Moens' coercion (3.39). Asketch of how an analysis might look is given in Figure 3.21. These examples wouldrequire an aspectual interpretation relating to plurality of noun phrases, and scopingof iterative adverbials such as every day.John wrote a letter explicitly describes the completion of one letter-writing-event,whereas John wrote letters explicitly describes a number of such events. Iterationstest as process expressions, and they are classied as iterated processes by Moens.This implies that the related template for examples like John wrote letters should befor a process expression; Write as a transitive verb is a culminated process expres-sion, and the coercion proposed by Moens shows the relationship between this andthe iterated process. There is rst a coercion to a point expression and these pointexpressions can then be iterated, forming an iterated process expression. Intuitively,John wrote letters explicitly describes a series of completed culminated process ex-pressions, referring to letter-writing-events, and it is this series which makes up aniterated process. So, a new template could be introduced in the analysis (represent-ing a process expression), of which the proc-phase refers to a series of culminatedprocess expressions. In Moens' analysis, the series is a series of point events. SeeFigure 3.21.However, it is not clear how this kind of analysis would be generated from thesyntactic information available, and a more detailed account of the semantics ofiterated processes would be needed to give a full account. This sketch at an interpre-tation suggests that the iteration of the process would require additional allowablevalues for content. The coercion could potentially be represented by adding fur-ther information without changing information already in the representation, thus108
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potentially leading to a compositional and monotonic account. I shall however leavethis example aside at this point, and turn to another example of coercions.3.6.1.2 Internal structure for culminationsThe coercions discussed so far have corresponded to syntactic constructions whichare easily identied, and most require just one or two transitions on the aspectualnetwork. In this section I turn to an example of a culmination expression in theprogressive aspect. For example, the coercion relating to The bomb was exploding(given in example 3.40) is somewhat more complicated. Moens discusses exampleswhere the preparatory process of a culmination is referred to (Moens 1987: 78{79),which \allows one to look `inside' the apparently punctual event", and eectivelycoerces the expression into a culminated process expression. The bomb exploded canbe referred to by the progressive The bomb was exploding, ie, `the bomb was in theprocess of exploding" in Moens' terms. However, in order to interpret the progressiveaspect correctly, the culminated process expression resulting from the rst coercion(indicated in example 3.40) must be further coerced through a process expressionto a progressive state expression (ie, the coercion in 3.40 is then followed by thecoercion for the progressive in 3.37).(3.40) Coercion corresponding to the use of the progressive with culminationseg, The bomb exploded vs The bomb was exploding transition:+prep processculmination ----------------> culminated processfollowed by the coercions for the progressive in (3.37)Although Moens' proposed transitions provides a valid path reaching the requirednal aspectual category, three transitions are necessary, and it is not clear howeach of the transitions relate to the syntactic structure of the sentence. Also, twointerpretations are given for The bomb was exploding, implying that there are twotypes of preparatory processes which an expression like explode can refer to. Thedierent readings will be illustrated and discussed in more detail in section 4.2.2.3. InChapter 4 an alternative analysis is proposed, which follows straightforwardly fromthe analysis in section 3.5. In order to incorporate interpretations of sentences whichrequire this series of transitions into the aspectual theory proposed in this thesis,this analysis requires a more detailed event template for culmination expressions.This template builds on those already proposed for each of the aspectual classes,adding more features which correspond to event phases referring to the internalstructure of these event types. The event ontology is thus extended in a principledway to account for various linguistic data, to maintain a consistent interpretation ofviewpoint aspect, and to model the transitions for examples like those in (3.40).The nal analysis provides a compositional account of culmination expressionsin the progressive, in which the transitions proposed by Moens can be traced, but110
where the relationship between the parts of the event template (parts of which relateto his tripartite event nucleus) referred to can be clearly seen in the analysis. Theanalysis proposed in section 3.5 is therefore extended in a principled way to give astraightforward account of culminations in the progressive.3.6.2 Event templates and other aspectual markers: aspec-tual verbsThe feature structure representation of event templates allows certain phases of thetemplates to be explicitly described: the progressive aspect in English explicitly de-scribes part of the proc-phase; the perfect in English explicitly describes part of theconsequ-sta-phase. The diagnostic tests for aspectual class use various temporaladverbials (eg, for - or in-adverbials) which scope over a duration corresponding toa particular phase of the event templates. An obvious question to ask, given theseobservations, is whether other event phases can be explicitly described by particularsyntactic forms. The event phases have so far been motivated by intuitions abouttheir relative duration (ie, whether a proc-phase is motivated by linguistic data,or whether the event is perceived as taking place instantaneously), and how theyend (ie, with an f-bound- or culmin-phase). However, if there are syntactic formswhich explicitly describe these bounds, this will provide further motivation for useof these categories within the analysis presented here.Verbs like start, continue, stop and nish all take verbal complements, and referto a part of an event and some of these verbs have already been used in the diagnostictests in Chapter 2. A closer look at these verbs indicates that they can be giveninterpretations based on the event templates motivated in this thesis. These verbswill be analysed in detail in Chapter 5, demonstrating that the analysis developedhere can be extended to other aspectual interpretations.3.6.3 ConclusionMoens' aspectual network provides a unied approach to aspectual interpretationby indicating valid transitions around the network. I have indicated how some ofthe transitions relate to the analysis of viewpoint aspect given in section 3.5, andwhat other aspectual coercions the other transitions represent. I suggest how some ofthem may be formalised in an HPSG-style representation. In the next two chapters,I shall focus on two particular problems and give a detailed analysis of them withinthe framework.3.7 Conclusion: A general theory of aspectual in-terpretationIn the preceding chapters I have motivated an analysis of aspectual class consistingof separate event templates for each of the aspectual classes. These are cast in an111
HPSG-style framework represented by the feature ev-str which is a value of con-tent. Viewpoint aspect is interpreted by focusing on specic parts of the templates,and these are marked as being explicitly described. Examples are given for referenceto single events in the past tense, and analyses are given for English and Russianexamples. The interpretation of viewpoint aspect in these two languages can becompared, and it can be seen that, for single events, the progressive in English andimperfective in Russian have the same interpretations. The simple aspect in Englishis analysed as explicitly describing the whole of the event template referred to, while,following Moens, the perfect explicitly describes the consequent state phase follow-ing a culmin-phase. The Russian perfective can have either of these interpretationsdepending on the context, and the interpretation is presented as a disjunction in theanalysis. Both of these interpretations carry the main characteristic of perfectives,namely that the event is completed, but the perspective is slightly dierent for thetwo forms. The Russian perfective cannot be said to equate with a `perfective' aspectin English, but the relationship between the forms in the two languages can be clearlyseen in the representation. For the examples considered, the representation allowsthe correct interpretations to be given with the required nuance, while reecting themain characteristics usually associated with the two viewpoints.While the analysis is similar to Smith's two-component theory of aspect, it pro-vides a more detailed set of event phases which can be explicitly described. Theanalysis therefore allows for the dierent interpretations of the three English formsand the two Russian forms to be compared. In the sense that there are variousnuances of viewpoint aspect, Smith's classication of viewpoint aspect as eitherperfective or imperfective13 is too strong. However, the contrasting features (eg,completed event vs ongoing event) between perfective and imperfective are presentin the representation, thus reecting the traditional dichotomy.The framework is therefore suciently exible to give an interpretation of dif-ferent aspectual forms reecting the part of the event explicitly described, and thetraditional semantic features of the perfective and imperfective aspects are also re-ected in that interpretation. This perspective on viewpoint aspect is taken furtherin Chapter 5, in which started writing a letter, for example, is shown to explicitlydescribe a completed event of starting (being in the simple aspect), but refer to anongoing (and possibly incomplete) event of writing. In this sense, aspectual verbspresent another means of expressing a viewpoint or point of view on an event. Theperfective feature of a completed event is applied to the starting-event, but the on-going nature of the event is represented by the event structure corresponding to theaspectual class of write.In this chapter I compared the analysis with Moens' aspectual theory, and inparticular his aspectual network. I indicated which transitions correspond to theinterpretations given so far. In the next chapter (Chapter 4) I suggest how othertransitions could be accounted for in this theory, focusing on one particular problem:the structure of culminations. In Chapter 4, a detailed account of the behaviour of13Or neutral for some constructions, but Smith does not claim that either English or Russianhave a neutral viewpoint aspect, so this is not considered in the current discussion.112
culminations is given. Broadening the perspective, I then consider how aspectualverbs can be incorporated into the aspectual theory developed up to this point. Thiswill be the subject of Chapter 5. While the analysis of culminations in Chapter 4 ismotivated independently from interpretations of aspectual verbs, that chapter pre-pares the nal piece of groundwork for a straightforward interpretation of aspectualverbs in the current theory. By accounting for aspectual verbs using the event phasesmotivated in Chapter 2, the theories of aspectual interpretation oered by Smith andby Moens are extended to include this class of aspectual markers, thus providing amore general theory of aspectual interpretation. It also underpins the motivation forthe event phases independently of arguments in favour of these features which havebeen put forward up to this point.
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Chapter 4Culminations and their InternalStructure4.1 IntroductionIn the previous chapters, I have motivated a set of event templates which reect theinternal structure of dierent event types (aspectual classes), and a feature descdrelating to the viewpoint aspect of a sentence, which identies a particular part ofan event template, marking certain event phases as being explicitly described by thesentence.Culmination expressions are one of the aspectual classes identied in Chapter 2,and I motivated a representation of these expressions with an event template consist-ing of just a culmination phase and a consequent state phase, reecting the intuitionthat such events are perceived by language users as being punctual (at-adverbials, forexample, are perceived as explicitly describing the whole of the event as taking placeat that particular time, eg, John arrived at 2pm). Dierent parts of the templateare explicitly described depending on the aspect used, eg the culmination phase forthe simple aspect in English, where the value of descd is [culminjoccurrence-of 1 ], 1 corresponds to the values of infon which represent the event referredto in the sentence. For the perfect aspect, the consequent state phase is explicitlydescribed, so the value of descd is [consequ-sta 1 ], where 1 again correspondsto the values of infon.Culmination expressions are the focus of attention in this chapter. I discussthe representation for culmination expressions from two perspectives: (1) a secondlevel of structure for culminations is motivated to account for culminations in theprogressive (section 4.2), and (2) I show how inferences can be made between cul-mination expressions and some durative expressions (section 4.4). A representationfor culmination expressions is given in section 4.3.Having motivated a representation of culminations as instantaneous events, Ishow that in certain contexts culminations can be perceived as having duration. Iextend the representation of culmination expressions to account for this by introduc-ing a second level of structure which includes a proc-phase. This level is however114
subordinate to the main representation for culminations, in that the second level orinternal structure is introduced as a value of the feature ev-str alongside the valueof culmin-phase. The culmin-phase represents the perceived instantaneity of cul-minations, and it is this phase which is explicitly described by the simple aspect (inEnglish) and the perfective (in Russian). On a single event reading, culminations aresometimes felicitous with the progressive (in English) and imperfective (in Russian),but often are not. In those contexts where the progressive or imperfective are accept-able, the internal structure can be referred to; if the progressive is not acceptable,the internal structure is not available for reference and this is usually determinedby contextual factors. The progressive and imperfective viewpoint aspect explicitlydescribe part of the duration of the event (ie, part of the proc-phase), and for cul-minations this usually reects a perceived duration of an event which is normallyinstantaneous. This produces a dramatic eect, available only in certain contexts.For example, John looked out of the window. The taxi was arriving.In section 4.2, linguistic data is presented to motivate this distinction, and eventtemplates representing the internal structure are proposed in section 4.3. Analysesof examples in various viewpoint aspects are given in this section illustrate how thissecond level of representation is incorporated in the feature structure representationdiscussed in Chapter 3.In section 4.4, I consider how certain events are related to each other in the realworld, and how inferences can be drawn about their relationship with each otherwithin a linguistic context. For example, (4.1a) is a culminated process expression,culminating when the climber nishes climbing (4.1b). The culmination of nishing,which corresponds to the culmin-phase of the template for the culminated processexpression.(4.1) a. climb a mountainb. nish climbing a mountain(4.2) a. reach the top of the mountainb. was reaching the top of the mountain(4.2a) can also describes the culmin-phase of an event of climbing a mountain.There is an inference that (4.1b) and (4.2a) can, given the right context, refer to thesame eventuality in the world. On a pragmatic level a link can be made betweenthese event references. The culmination expression in (4.2a) is therefore linked withthe culmin-phase which is part of the event template of (4.1a).On one level of analysis, both (4.1b) and (4.2a) are instantaneous events. How-ever, they can both be described using the progressive aspect (see, for example 4.2b),which adds an element of duration to an event usually perceived as taking place atan instant. The internal structure of culminations proposed in section 4.3 facilitatesan analysis where the progressive can be combined with culmination expressions.However, the primary representation of the culmination expression as an instant isnecessary to relate it to the culmin-phase of a culminated process expression.115
In this chapter, I therefore show that inferences about the relationship betweendierent parts of an event can be drawn. These events might be referred to by thesame verbs, eg climb a mountain vs nish climbing a mountain, or by dierent verbs,eg climb a mountain vs reach the top of the mountain. Such links between eventtemplates are further discussed in Chapter 5, where a similar analysis is proposed toaccount for various aspectual verbs, such as start, stop, nish, and continue.4.2 The structure of culminationsIn section 4.2.1, I provide additional motivation for treating culminations as instanta-neous events, contrasting with durative expressions (culminated process and processexpressions). However, I also indicate that there are exceptions to this treatment ofculminations. In section 4.2.2, these exceptions are brought to the fore, and I arguethat the introduction of a second level of structure for culminations can account forthese exceptions.4.2.1 Culminations as point events: motivationFollowing from section 2.4.2 in Chapter 2, in this section I provide additional moti-vation for representing culmination expressions as instantaneous expressions (repre-sented by the culmin-phase in terms of event phases), contrasting with culminatedprocess and process expressions which have duration (represented in terms of eventphases by the proc-phase).In Dowty (1979), tests are oered to distinguish these three categories, which arereferred to as achievements, accomplishments and activities respectively (Dowty usesVendler's terminology). Later, Dowty (1986) provides temporal discourse interpre-tation rules which do not distinguish between achievements and accomplishments:the reference time for both achievement and accomplishment sentences in the simpleaspect is updated in the discourse model Dowty proposes. He argues that this is ne,because there is no need to distinguish the categories in his theory. For telic events,the simple aspect indicates forward movement of time in discourse. Since both eventtypes (achievements and accomplishments) are telic, no distinction between the twocategories is necessary for discourse interpretation. However, on a sentence levelanalysis (which is the main focus of the analysis in this thesis), a distinction can bedrawn between the two categories, and in Dowty (1979) tests are oered which pro-vide a reasonably clear-cut method of distinguishing achievements (ie, culminationexpressions) from accomplishments (ie, culminated process expressions). I draw onthese tests in the following sections to demonstrate the distinction. For the purposesof discourse interpretation, both achievements and accomplishments in the simpleaspect (in English) or perfective aspect (in Russian) generally indicate a forwardmovement of the temporal discourse referent.1 Dowty's analysis is not compromisedby distinguishing between the categories on a sentence level.1The progressive and imperfective act as backgrounders and do not advance the reference time.116
4.2.1.1 Progressive aspectDowty notes that culminations (abbreviated Cul) in the progressive often soundbad because they are perceived as instantaneous events. However, there are someacceptable cases, although a particular context is often necessary.(4.3) a. *John was noticing the man. (Cul)b. ??John was realising what the answer was. (Cul)(4.4) a. okay: John was arriving. (Cul)b. okay: John was reaching the summit. (Cul)This contrasts with culminated processes (abbreviated CP), for which the pro-gressive is always acceptable:(4.5) John was writing the letter. (CP)(4.6) John was building a house. (CP)The `progressive test' does not, however, constitute a clear-cut test for distin-guishing the two classes, as the examples in (4.3) and (4.4) show, but the acceptabil-ity of the progressive aspect for some expressions which, according to other diagnostictests, behave as culminations is one of the motivations for giving an internal struc-ture to culminations (see section 4.2.2). The following tests show that culminationsare usually perceived as occurring instantaneously.4.2.1.2 Complement of stopStop is okay as a complement of culminated processes but bad with culminations, inmost if not almost all contexts:(4.7) John stopped writing the letter. (CP)(4.8) *John stopped arriving. (Cul)(4.9) *John stopped reaching the top of the mountain. (Cul)4.2.1.3 Complement of nishDowty suggests that nish is bad with a culmination as its complement. While itis not totally acceptable, nish is better than stop. In contrast, nish is ne withculminated processes.(4.10) John nished writing the letter. (CP)(4.11) ?John nished arriving. (Cul)(4.12) ?John nished reaching the top of the mountain. (Cul)117
If examples (4.11) and (4.12) do have an interpretation then this implies theevent has taken time to occur, ie is not instantaneous. This explains the fact thatthese examples are marginal: intuitively they should not be acceptable if culminationexpressions are instantaneous, but one can imagine a context where they would beokay. In terms of my templates nished explicitly describes the culmin-phase of theinternal structure for culmination expressions2 , which eectively indicates that theevent has happened. Since culminations typically take relatively little time to takeplace in the real world, it seems more appropriate to describe the completed event byreferring to the whole event (ie, the culmination in the simple aspect without nishor other aspectual verbs), unless some particular dramatic eect is required. Hence,in certain contexts these sentences may be acceptable, but usually the simple aspectis sucient to convey this meaning.4.2.1.4 Ambiguity with almostThe adverbial almost describes a time just before the occurrence of an event. (4.13)has two interpretations.(4.13) John almost wrote the letter. (CP)One where John almost sat down to write the letter (ie almost started the letter,referring to the event's initial bound), and one where he almost completed the letter(ie, referring to the other bound|the culmin-phase|which is part of the templatefor culminated processes.For culmination expressions there is only one interpretation for almost:(4.14) John almost arrived. (Cul)(4.15) John almost reached the summit. (Cul)Here, it can only mean that John almost reached his destination or goal, butdidn't quite make it. If culminations only have a culmin-phase in their templates,there is only one punctual phase for the reference of almost to precede. This ob-servation about almost provides a clear distinction between culminated process andculmination expressions.This observation suggests an account of almost which explicitly describes a timewhich is part of the phase preceding either an i-bound-phase or culmin-phase, andthis account would hold for the examples in this section. For process expressions,almost is not ambiguous and indicates the time before the i-bound. The interpre-tation of (4.16) is that John didn't push the cart at all, but was about to, or wantedto, or tried to no avail; in each case explicitly describing a time immediately beforethe i-bound relating to a pushing-event. The template for process expressions doesnot include a culmin-phase, and so only one interpretation is expected.(4.16) John almost pushed the cart.2The internal structure is motivated in section 4.2.2. See section 4.3 for event templates showingthis culmin-phase. 118
4.2.1.5 At-adverbialsThe punctual at-adverbial picks out the whole of a culmination event (4.17). Forculminated process events, if the at-adverbial is acceptable at all, then it also tendsto explicitly describe the whole of the event, because culminated process expressionsare durative, at-adverbials often sound odd. This is because the whole event is usu-ally dicult to imagine occurring within the short space of time suggested by theadverbial. In some contexts the at-adverbial may refer to the start of the culmi-nated process. An interpretation for culminated process expressions can be forcedby reinterpreting the adverbial as meaning around, and still the event must takeplace within a relatively short time span (4.18).(4.17) John arrived at 6pm ! whole event occurs at 6pm (Cul)(4.18) ??John wrote a letter at 6pm ! John started writing at 6pm. (CP)or: ! John wrote a letter at around 6pm.(4.19) *John built a house at 6pm. (CP)(4.20) a. John wrote the note at 6pm / John wrote the note at 6:03pm.b. ??John wrote the letter at 6:03pm.Certain examples are easier to interpret as `punctual' than others; contrast (4.20a)and (4.20b). (4.20a) is okay because the note can be brief and be written within theindicated time, ie, within approximately one minute. This does not necessarily sug-gest that the expression is a culmination rather than culminated process expression,but that inferencing about the length of time an event takes to occur in the real worlddoes have a role to play in the interpretation of event expressions; the time scale overwhich the event unfolds in the real world is determined by reasoning with knowledgeabout the event's realisation. The event phases do not have a particular duration oftime associated with them, since this varies according to the referred-to event andthe context of its use. According to other tests, the expression may still pattern as aculminated process: eg, (4.21) doesn't entail the completion of a culminated processexpression, and this has a dierent interpretation from (4.20), because the time scaleof the event is longer (ve minutes or so) than that for (4.20) (one minute or so).According to the tests in Chapter 2, this phrase patterns like a culminated processexpression.(4.21) John wrote the note for 5 minutes, but didn't nish it because he couldn'tthink of the most appropriate phrase.4.2.1.6 In-adverbialsThe durative in-adverbial refers to the time taken to complete the whole of a cul-minated process, but refers to the period before a culmin-phase for culminationexpressions. 119
(4.22) John wrote the letter in 2 hours. CP(4.23) John arrived in 2 hours. CulIn both cases, the time before the culmination phase in the event templates isexplicitly described. According to the templates I propose, this is a proc-phase forculminated processes, and a state phase for culminations. The two examples don'tin themselves distinguish between culminations and culminated processes. However,considering what time period the following two examples refer to, (4.24a) refers to atime before the writing of the letter, before the two hours starts. (4.24b) also refersto a time before the arriving-event, within the period in two hours.(4.24) a. John was about to write the letter.b. John was about to arrive.This implies that the in-adverbial refers to the duration of time it takes to ex-ecute the writing-event, but describes a period wholly prior to the occurrence ofthe arriving-event. In this way, culminated process and culmination expressions aredistinguished as separate aspectual categories.4.2.1.7 For -adverbials(4.25) John was writing a letter for an hour! John spent an hour writing (CP)(4.26) *John was arriving for an hour. (Cul)Culminations and culminated processes behave dierently with for -adverbials.The time span referred to by a for -adverbial generally refers to a period not leading toa culmination. For culminated processes, this is the proc-phase before the culmin-phase in the template, which is best referred to with a progressive:(4.27) a. ??John wrote the letter for 2 hoursb. John was writing the letter for 2 hours.(4.28) a. ??John built the house for 2 daysb. John was building the house for 2 days.Culminations do not usually pattern well with for -adverbials since there is noobvious period of duration which the durative adverbial can span (unless the subjectis in the plural in which case the expression is coerced into a process expression,as was suggested in section 3.6.1.1). However, in some contexts, for -adverbials arefelicitous with culmination expressions, referring to a time after the culminationevent takes place, and prior to it being `undone', ie spanning the period of theconsequ-sta-phase. 120
(4.29) ?John arrived for 2 hours.(4.30) ?The car arrived for 2 hours.(4.31) John left the room for 2 hours.(4.32) The sherif jailed Robin Hood for 2 years. (Hitzeman 1993)4.2.1.8 ConclusionThe above tests demonstrate that culminations should be treated as punctual events(reected by my templates) and culminated process expressions as durative events.4.2.2 Culminations and their internal structure: motivationOn the basis of the tests in section 4.2.1, there is a case for distinguishing betweenculmination expressions as instantaneous events and culminated expressions as du-rative events and this can be achieved by representing the internal structure of theevent templates dierently. This analysis formed the basis for motivating the eventtemplates for culmination and culminated process expressions in section 2.4 of Chap-ter 2. Distinguishing the aspectual classes with these dierent event templates doesnot aect the temporal interpretation of events on a discourse level, since both eventtypes, when used in the simple or perfective aspects, can be identied as moving thenarrative time forwards (eg, by updating a reference time relating to the describedevent, as Dowty 1986 suggests).Smith (1991) also maintains a distinction between achievements and accomplish-ments (culminations and culminated processes respectively). She argues mainly froman intuitive-conceptual point of view, eg whether there is an associated preliminaryprocess which is part of the event (achievements), vs the existence of a preliminaryprocess which does constitute part of the event (accomplishments). Arguing fromthis conceptual point of view is useful but it does not motivate the need to distin-guish categories for a linguistic theory. The tests in section 4.2.1 are intended tosubstantiate Smith's arguments with natural language examples. Smith proposes aschema for achievements consisting of simultaneous initial and nal points and theresult is a change of state. This is conceptually the same as providing a templateconsisting of just a culmin-phase, which in my analysis is followed by a consequ-sta-phase, marking a `resultant state' (Smith's term) or `consequent state' (Moens'term).Dowty also points out that the distinction traditionally drawn between achieve-ments and accomplishments may be one of relative perception of the events' durationby language users. Culminations (achievements) are considered to be punctual eventswhich occur seemingly instantaneously, whereas culminated processes (accomplish-ments) take time to occur. However, looking at the detail of any event, a physicistwould claim that there is duration involved in any event, eg the event of entering ahouse (usually categorised as a culmination) may seem not to take time, but doesinvolve time taken by the agent lifting her foot and placing it on the other side of121
the threshold; a starting-event like starting to write a letter involves nding paperand a pen, sitting down at a desk and making the rst marks on the page, but theverb describing the starting-event is often categorised as a culmination rather thana culminated process. The physicist's argument can be employed equally well theother way round: it may be argued that reaching the nish line in a race has noduration at all, and that the sentence John reached the nish line can describe onlyan instantaneous point in time. However, in some contexts, the sentence John wasreaching the nish line or John was crossing the nish line (referring to the sameaction) may be acceptable, with an interpretation in which the reaching-event takestime (or is at least represented by the language user as taking time). So, althoughreach the nish line behaves as an instantaneous event according to the tests, insome contexts it can be perceived as taking time. The relative duration of an eventis determined by the event in question, the language user's understanding of howlong that kind of event typically takes, and the contextual factors which may aectthe length of that period of time. These factors are dierent from the linguisticbehaviour of expressions referring to events. Culmination expressions are typicallyreected by adverbial use as if they are punctual. However, for rhetorical purposes,the language user also has licence to present punctual-like events as if they take time.To do this, progressive viewpoint aspect is used.So, arguing about the physical realisation of events in the world misses the pointof Vendler's and others' classications: these classications are relative to the pat-terning and interpretation of expressions in natural language. A theory which aims tomodel events as described by natural language should contain identiable categorieswith respect to their linguistic behaviour. For example, what temporal adverbialsthe verb describing an event can occur with: at- vs for -adverbials; or what view-point aspects the verb can appear in. This is how I have motivated the categorydistinctions in section 4.2.1, and the same approach will also be followed in thissection.In this section, three main motivations are given for suggesting that, despite thefact that culminations are usually perceived as occurring instantaneously, in certaincontexts a durative structure is needed. The motivations are that:1. some culminations pattern with the progressive in English and imperfective inRussian2. some culminations pattern with start, implying that following the start of theevent there is some duration before it is completed; and3. the two event nuclei that Moens (1987: 108{9) oers for some culminations,eg, the bomb exploded, can be brought together into one representation of aculmination with internal structure.To account for the fact that some culminations can be perceived as having du-ration, I extend the template for culmination expressions proposed in Chapter 2. Ipropose a second level of representation which exposes the internal structure of cul-minations, eectively `opening it up' and reecting the possibility of perceiving such122
.........................................................................................I-BOUND CULMINPROCCULMIN CONSEQU-STASTATEFigure 4.1: Proposal for the internal structure of culminations, depicted diagram-maticallyevents as having duration. The proposed second level of representation is depicteddiagrammatically in Figure 4.1 (and is represented in terms of feature structures insection 4.3). This extended event template is distinguished from that for culminatedprocesses, but the underlying structure does in fact contain the same event phases,albeit represented at a dierent level in the template. The primary representation ofculmination expressions is still the single event phase: the culmin-phase, and thispreserves the perceived instantaneity of events which categorise as culminations. Thesecondary level of structure reects the dramatic, rhetorical kind of eect that `zoom-ing in' or `focusing in' on the internal structure of culmination expressions conveys.This is not possible for all culmination expressions (nor all contexts), and thereforenot all culminations allow the internal structure to be exposed (ie, not all culmina-tions are felicitous in the progressive aspect). That is in contrast with culminatedprocess expressions which are always perceived as having some duration, even if inthe real world the event does in fact take a very short time to occur.Not all culminations take the progressive, at least not in all contexts. Thissuggests that not all culminations allow access to the internal structure, so access tothe second level should be blocked for certain culminations or certain contexts. Sincethe contexts are pragmatically determined, and are often dependent on rhetoricalfactors, I do not specify precisely what those contexts are. In section 4.3 I providea representation which can accommodate those references to culminations which dorequire internal structure. For those contexts in which the internal structure cannotbe accessed, the secondary level of representation is simply not available.4.2.2.1 Culminations and the progressiveFor sentences in the simple aspect, it is the whole of the template for the referred-to event which is explicitly described. For culmination expressions, it is the eventphase culmin which is explicitly described. Culminations do, however, sometimespattern with the progressive, although the reading is often perceived as being markedin some way: a special context is needed where, for example, the event which is123
usually perceived as instantaneous is perceived as taking time, or where the event isbackgrounded to another event.In the literature (eg, Comrie 1976, Dowty 1986), there is a variety of opinion onthe acceptability of culmination expressions with the progressive aspect (or imper-fective in Russian); there is certainly an intuition that such constructions are lessreadily available than, say, the progressive of culminated process expressions.Comrie explicitly states that achievements (ie, culminations) preclude the use of\specically imperfective forms" and continues that, therefore, (4.33a) is not felici-tous but that (4.33b), for instance, is (Comrie 1976: 47).(4.33) a. *John was reaching the summit when he died.(starred by Comrie, but probably marginally acceptable)b. John had almost reached the summit when he died.I would argue that (4.33a) is acceptable, and that the interpretation for thatvs (4.33b) is slightly dierent. (4.33a) is probably better if the when-clause andmain clause are exchanged. Other examples are given at (4.36). The dierences ininterpretation between will be drawn out in this chapter.Dowty (1986), on the other hand, notes that some achievements (ie culminations)can take the progressive. Note, though, that this is also a revision on his earlierposition (Dowty 1979) where he claimed that culminations do not pattern with thisconstruction (and oered this as a test for aspectual class).In Russian, constructions in the imperfective can have a multiple, or iterated,event reading, as well as explicitly describing the proc-phase of a template for asingle event reference. For durative expressions, there is not a strong preference forone reading over the other, the context usually determines which is appropriate. Forculmination expressions though, there is a strong preference for a multiple eventreading, since culminations cannot normally be perceived as taking time.(4.34) Onashe vhodilago-onto(imp) naonto stsenustage iand (po(on doroge)way) otdalagave tsvetyowers nenot tomuthat-datcheloveku.person-dat`As she went up onto the stage, she gave the owers to the wrong person.'For example, (4.34) is an example of a culmin-expression in the imperfectivewhich native speakers of Russian interpret as referring to a series of events of goingonto a stage, until the second clause is processed and po doroge (`on the way')indicates that it is the progress of a single event which is being referred to in thatcontext. There is a strong propensity for a multiple reading because the main verbis a culmination expression in the imperfective, but given the right context thiscan be overridden. Aspectual verbs like nachinat'/nachat' (`to start') pattern asculmination expressions, and in the imperfective it is easier to interpret them asreferring to a single event, for example nachinal pisat' pis'mo (`was starting to writethe letter'). (See Chapter 5 for details of the interpretation of aspectual verbs.)124
Assuming, then, that there are culmination events which can be described withthe progressive and imperfective aspects, the question arises as to what part of thetemplate is being referred to. The use of the progressive with culminations describesthe event in progress and usually adds a dramatic eect to the description of theevent, for example:(4.35) a. When John looked out of the window, the taxi was arriving. Overlapb. When John look out of the window, the taxi arrived.Temporal precedence(4.36) a. As John reached the summit, he pulled out the ag. Overlapb. As John was reaching the summit, he pulled out the ag.Overlap plus `dramatic eect'c. As John was reaching the summit, he collapsed with exhaustion.The progressive does not pattern with all culminations. For example,(4.37) *John was noticing the painting.(4.38) *John was realising the answer to the problem.Events described by culmination expressions are usually perceived as being punc-tual; in the context of the progressive the process part of the same event is whatis explicitly described. It is not a time before the occurrence of the arriving- orreaching-event which is being picked out; this phase can be referred to by otherexpressions, as indicated in (4.39) and (4.40)(4.39) The taxi was driving to John's.6! The taxi arrived/was arriving at John's.(First sentence: time before John's arrival)(4.40) John was climbing the mountain, (but didn't reach the summit).6! John was reaching the summit(First sentence: time before reaching the summit)There is an intuition that (4.40) can refer to any time between John starting theclimb and his reaching the summit, but that (4.41) is felicitous only to describe thenal stretch of the walk. This is illustrated by (4.42).(4.41) John was reaching the summit.(4.42) John had been climbing the mountain for days. At long last he was reachingthe summit. 125
This is the main motivation for suggesting that the progressive of culminations isreferring to a proc-phase which is part of the culmin-phase: ie the value of culminincludes a path ev-str consisting of three additional phases i-bound, proc andculmin, as was suggested in Figure 4.1.The time before the culmination occurs is a state according constraint C7 onthe ordering of event phases (see section 2.5.2). It can often be referred to by adierent verb, eg the climb of a mountain precedes reaching the summit and therelationship between the two events is inferred. The event described by this verb isusually a culminated process, and the culmin-phase of that culminated process canbe referred to by the aspectual verb nish, eg nish climbing the mountain, as wassuggested in (4.1) and (4.2) in section 4.1. This culmin-phase corresponds to theculmination reach the summit.As I have shown in examples (4.40) to (4.42), the phases explicitly described byJohn was climbing the mountain and John was reaching the summit are dierent.The relationship between the events is inferred by world knowledge. In fact, manyculminations seem to have a related culminated process. By holding the two eventsdistinct, it is possible to account for the event structure of each in a systematic way,explaining the dierence between dierent kinds of preliminary stages.Smith talks of achievements as being \conceptually detached from any associatedprocess", but that \a number of them actually allow preliminary stages" (Smith1991: 61). She cites the example of winning a race which requires running the race,and reaching a summit which implies an event of approaching it. In each of thesecases, Smith describes the preliminary stages by a dierent verb, and I would suggestan analysis in line with the one just proposed where a culminated process infers arelated culmination expression by world knowledge, corresponding to the culmin-phase of the event template of the culminated process is linked to a culmination byworld knowledge.4.2.2.2 Culminations with start and nishThe proposed structure of the second level for culminations was given in Figure4.1. The verb phrase was reaching explicitly describes part of the proc-phase ofthis event template, and the time before the culmination is a state of not having,say, reached the summit. Like other proc-phases, this one is bounded by an i-bound-phase, and a culmin-phase (corresponding to the culmination of the wholeevent). The presence of such phases can be tested by whether they can be referredto explicitly. The aspectual verbs start and nish explicitly describe these phases.The initial bound of the internal structure for culminations can sometimes bereferred to by the aspectual verb start (eg John started to reach the summit). Thismarks the boundary between events like those described in (4.42), although theboundary is usually quite a vague one.The aspectual verb start is usually felicitous with verbal complements referringto durative events, but is also felicitous with some culmination expressions as itscomplement. For example, 126
(4.43) The taxi started to arrive.(4.44) At last John started to reach the summit.(4.45) John started to enter the shop.However, culminations do not always pattern with start, and these usually co-incide with those which do not pattern with progressives, suggesting that there aresome culmination expressions for which it is consistently dicult to nd a contextin which the internal structure of the event can be explicitly described.(4.46) *John started to notice the pen.(4.47) ??John started to realise what the answer was.For these types of culminations, access to the internal structure is simply blocked,and only the interpretation oered in Chapter 3 is permitted.3 For culminationswhich can focus on the internal structure with the progressive or with start, a proc-phase and i-bound-phase is available, and this is embedded in the event templatefor culmination expressions. This is represented in terms of feature structures insection 4.3.With a plural subject or object noun phrase, culminations are always felicitouswith the aspectual verbs. This is because the plural noun phrases induces an iter-ative reading, the culmination expression would be coerced into an iterated processexpression (ie, a durative expression), and the aspectual verbs explicitly describe therelevant bound of that iterated process.4 For example,(4.48) The taxis started to arrive.(4.49) At last the climbers started to reach the summit [ie, one-by-one].(4.50) John started to notice the pens hidden in dierent parts of the room.Finish is marginally acceptable with come culminations, and explicitly describesthe culmin-phase of the internal structure.(4.51) ?John nished reaching the summit.3This is also, in fact, the case for all culmination expressions in German. Each of the aspectualclasses in Chapter 2 can be identied in German, including a distinction between culminations andculminated processes. Also, the ongoing nature of durative events can be expressed, either by thesimple past (which is ambiguous between the completive and ongoing reading), or by a nominalphrase, eg Er war am Schreiben des Briefes He was at-the writing of-the letter `He was writing theletter'. However, culmination expressions cannot have this reading, suggesting that the internalstructure is not available at all in German. Thanks to Frank Schilder for clarifying this point.4This corresponds to the coercion given in (3.30), these examples showing how plural nounphrases induce a coercion. Possible ways of accounting for iterated processes were discussed insection 3.6.1.1. 127
a. (the bomb is in the (the bombprocess of exploding) has exploded)|//////////////////////////////////////////////////|(the explosionis completed)b. (preparing to explode (the bombthe bomb) have exploded)|//////////////////////////////////////////////////|(the bombexplode)Figure 4.2: Moens' two nuclei representing the event structures corresponding tobomb explode (Moens 1987:108{9)(4.52) ??John nished entering the shop.This, however, marks the successful completion of the event, and equates withthe primary culmin-phase (referring to the whole of the event), which is describedby the use of the simple aspect, and the use of the simple past is preferred. So,while John nished reaching the summit is acceptable, John reached the summit ispreferable.4.2.2.3 Extending Moens tripartite event nucleusMoens (1987) claims that in cases where culminations combine with when, they mapinto a culminated process expressions (relating to his tripartite event nucleus), butthat the resulting nucleus can be of two dierent types. The choice between the twonuclei is presumably dependent on world knowledge. Comparing the two proposednuclei, exemplied by the phrase bomb explode (given in Figure 4.2), it is possible tosee how they can be combined to reect the structure of the proposed template forculminations with an internal structure.Taking Moens' example of a bomb's explosion (a culmination expression), theculmin-phase referring to the whole event is explicitly described by(4.53) The bomb exploded. 128
.........................................................................................I-BOUND CULMINPROCCULMIN CONSEQU-STASTATEFigure 4.3: Proposal for the internal structure of culminations, depicted diagram-matically, repeated from Figure 4.1The progressive aspect is dened as explicitly describing a proc-phase; so(4.54) The bomb was exploding.refers to the proc-phase in Figure 4.3. This corresponds to Moens' `bomb is inthe process of exploding' (Figure 4.2a), completed by reference to the culmin-phasewith(4.55) The bomb nished exploding.Moens' `preparing to explode the bomb' (Figure 4.2b) refers to the state beforethe i-bound of the culmination. His preparatory process phase corresponds to thestate prior to a culmination (as shown here)5An alternative representation for the representations given in Figure 4.2 whichlinks these two nuclei oered by Moens, is given by my proposed two-level represen-tation for culminations in Figure 4.3. This alternative representation gives a clearerindication of exactly what each part of Moens' nucleus stands for, and what sentencesin English can explicitly describe these phases.In my representation, there is a proposed one-to-one mapping between the view-point aspect of the sentence and what phase or phases are explicitly described bythat event reference. For culminations in the simple aspect in English (and perfectiveaspect in Russian), the whole of the event template is explicitly described; for theperfect in English (and also perfective in Russian), part of the consequ-sta-phaseis explicitly described; for those in the progressive (or imperfective in Russian) onlypart of the proc-phase is explicitly described, accessing (in the case of culmina-tion expressions) the secondary level of representation and indicating an `opened-up'culmination. Thus, the same interpretation is given for the progressive and imper-fective, independent of the aspectual class of the sentence: single event references in5If the event reference were a culminated process, it would be the proc-phase prior to theculmin-phases. 129
the progressive and imperfective `seek' a proc-phase. However, the dierences ininterpretation of the progressive are maintained: for culmination expressions, the useof the progressive is less common than that for durative expressions. This is reectedby restricting access to the internal structure of culminations to certain culminationexpressions, or certain contexts.4.3 Event templates for culminationsIn section 4.2, I motivated the treatment of culmination expressions both as pointevents and as events with duration. In section 2.5 of Chapter 2 I gave a featurestructure representation of culmination expressions with a single culmin-phase, andthis is repeated in Figure 4.4. In this section I show how this feature structure can beextended to reect the internal structure of culminations, while preserving the pos-sibility of interpreting culminations as point events. In this way, the diagrammaticrepresentation of the internal structure of culminations given in Figure 4.3 is incor-porated into the feature structure representation. In sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, I showhow culminations in the progressive and culminations with start can be interpretedusing the feature structures developed here.The event template for the base form of culmination expressions as motivated inChapter 2 consists of the single path:(4.56) [ev-strjculminjoccurrence-of 1 ]where 1 is token identical with the values of infon for the culmination's event.The feature structure for the base form of the culmination expression arrive is givenin Figure 4.4. This diers from the template for culminated processes for which thefeature ev-str has three values, representing the three event phases i-bound, procand culmin.However, when culminations are described with the progressive, the event is de-scribed as a durative event, and it is the event in progress that is being described.The event phase culmin is a punctual phase, and can not be referred to by theprogressive, because a progressive always selects for a proc-phase in the template.This is determined by the interpretation of the present participle in English, repre-sented as a lexical rule in Figure 3.9 on page 93. For this rule to apply, the eventtemplate must contain at least the following path: [ev-strjproc]. Therefore, as thelexical rule stands, a present participle form could not be derived from a culminationexpression.In section 4.2.2, I motivated the need for giving culmin internal structure andindicated how this could be represented in Figure 4.3. The template representingthis internal structure consists of an i-bound-, proc- and culmin-phase, like thetemplate for culminated processes. Adding this structure as an internal structurefor culminations, subordinate to the main culmin-phase, produces a representa-tion which looks very similar to that for culminated processes while maintaining theintuition that culminations can describe events perceived as punctual. I propose130
representing this internal structure as a feature ev-str which is one of the val-ues of ev-strjculmin, thus embedding the `opened-up structure' for culminationexpressions as subordinate to the primary interpretation, showing that this struc-ture represents the culmin-phase. Taking arrive to exemplify, the resulting featurestructure representation for culminations with internal structure is shown in Figure4.5.The present participle in English explicitly describes part of the proc-phasewhich is itself a subpart of the culmin-phase, capturing the intuition that it is theculmination event which is in progress, rather than a time before the event tookplace.The tests for distinguishing aspectual classes rely on intuitions about what tenses,viewpoint aspects and aspectual adverbials can be used with each class. In section4.2, I argued that only certain culminations allow the internal structure to be explic-itly described|and often only in certain contexts. A restriction therefore needs to beplaced on when this internal structure is available for reference|and this contrastswith culminated process and process expressions for which the whole of the templateis always available for explicit reference. This could be expressed as a contextualconstraint, but I do not provide these explicit constraints, since I have not developeda model to represent pragmatic context. However, I have given an indication of thesorts of examples in which the progressive can be used with culminations in English.I have also indicated that there are some examples of the use of the imperfective inRussian with culminations which refer to single instances of events.Having shown how the internal structure of culminations can be represented interms of feature structures, in the following section I show how it can be used in theinterpretation of culminations in the progressive (section 4.3.1) and the interpretationof culminations with start (section 4.3.2).4.3.1 Interpretation of culminations in the progressiveIn this section I motivate a revised lexical rule to derive the present participle. Havingmotivated the template for culminations with internal structure, there is now a proc-phase which can be explicitly described by the English progressive (and imperfectivein Russian). However, there is a technical problem in applying the lexical rule forthe present participle (given in Figure 3.9). The base form of the verb must have avalue of content which is at least as follows:(4.57) [contentjev-strjproc]The path to the proc-phase for culmination expressions is longer than this:(4.58) [contentjev-strjculminjev-strjproc]Therefore, from the base form of arrive, the present participle form could not bederived. Factoring out the common features between (4.57) and (4.58), produces thefollowing: 131
26666666666666666664phon <arrive>synsemjloc 2666666666666664category 24head verb [bse, n]subcat <np[nom] 1 >35content 26666664ev-str "culmin occurrence-of 2  #infon 2 24relation arriveag-role 1 35 37777775377777777777777537777777777777777775Figure 4.4: Feature structure for the culmination expression arrive2666666666666666666664phon <arrive>synsemjloc 266666666666666664category 24head verb [bse, n]subcat <np[nom] 1 >35content 2664ev-str 264 3 culmin 24occurrence-of 2ev-str  353753775infon 2 24relation arriveag-role 1 35 3777777777777777753777777777777777777775where  is 26664i-boundjstart-of 2procjin-proc-of 2culminjend-of 2 37775Figure 4.5: Feature structure for culmination expressions, showing internal structure132
2666666666664phon < 1 >synsemjloc 266666664category head verb[bse]content 264Var procjin-proc-of 2 infon 2 3753777777753777777777775 )2666666666664phon <sux( 1 ,ing)>synsemjloc 266666664category head verb[prp]content 264Var proc 3 descd 3 3753777777753777777777775where Var stands for either [ev-str] or [ev-strjculminjev-str]Figure 4.6: Lexical rule to derive the present participle form from the base form ofa verb, modied to apply to culmination expressions as well as durative expressions.(4.59) [contentjVarjproc]where Var corresponds to either [ev-str] or [ev-strjculminjev-str].6I therefore propose a new lexical rule for the present participle, given in Figure4.6, where Var replaces the features ev-str on both sides of the rule, and Varcorresponds to the values given.With this new lexical rule, the present participle can be derived from culminationexpression in English, and an analysis can then be derived for sentences like John wasarriving and John was reaching the summit in the same way as other sentences inthe progressive are derived. A tree showing the interpretation of John was reachingthe summit is given in Figure 4.76The latter value of Var is, in fact, further restricted, since culmin must also contain the valueoccurrence-of, indicating that this is a culmination expression rather than the culmin-phase ofa culminated process expression which would have the value finish-of. Therefore Var correspondsto [ev-str] or contentjev-strjculmin264occ-of 1ev-str procj 2 in-proc-of 1  375where 1 is the value of infon of the event referred to, and 2 is the value of descd. This is anissue which would need resolving when implementing such a representation.133
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4.3.2 Interpretation of culminations with startIn section 4.2.2.2, examples were given of aspectual verbs (start and nish) withculmination expressions where, for example, John started reaching the summit wouldbreak down a usually instantaneous event and present the beginning part of it for,say, dramatic eect. What is explicitly described is the beginning of the event, ie thei-bound-phase. Since culmination expressions have an internal structure, there isnow an i-bound phase available to be described by, for example, the aspectual verbstart, and an analysis can be given in which start explicitly describes this phase. Adetailed analysis of a variety of aspectual verbs with verbal complements of dierentaspectual classes (including culminations) is developed in Chapter 5.4.4 Inferencing between eventsIn this section, additional motivation is given for treating culminations as instanta-neous events with internal structure.So far, I have claimed that there is an event template associated with any givensentence which represents the internal structure of the event referred to, and corre-sponds to the event's aspectual class. In this section, I shall discuss how inferencescan be made about the relationship between, for example, the end of a culminatedprocess expression and a culmination expression which refers to the end of thatevent. In sections 4.1 and 4.2.2.1, I have already mentioned the relationship be-tween a climbing-a-mountain-event and a reaching-the-summit-event. Returning tosuch examples, it is possible to see that culmination expressions often refer to certainbounds of durative expressions. A reaching-the-summit-event can explicitly describesthe culmin-phase of a climbing-a-mountain-event, assuming the contextual condi-tions conrm that the summit is that of the mountain climbed. Of course, thereare other ways of reaching summits of mountains (by parachute, or helicopter, forinstance).In a discourse of more than one sentence, inferences between events referred to indierent sentences can usually be drawn. A discourse can be said to be coherent if avalid inference can be drawn between such event references. I have not discussed anyrules of discourse interpretation, having concentrated on developing an event ontol-ogy and analysis which reects the aspectual interpretation of individual sentences.A theory of discourse interpretation would specify what kinds of temporal and dis-course relationships hold between events, and various attempts have been made todo this. Given the analysis presented in this thesis, it turns out that the interactionof the event templates often reects the relationship holding between events in twosentences.(4.60) John was climbing the mountain. He reached the summit [of the mountain]at 2 o'clock.In (4.60), the rst sentence refers to a culminated process expression, explicitlydescribing part of the proc-phase. The culminated process nishes with a culmin-phase, indicating the culmination of climbing a particular mountain. The second135
I-BOUND CULMINPROC.................................................................. ...................................I-BOUND CULMINPROC CULMIN expression)(culmination expression)(culminated processclimb mountainreach summit (of mtn)Figure 4.8: Sketch showing the relationship between the event references in (4.60)sentence explicitly describes the reaching of a summit (and by inference the summitof the same mountain). Reach the summit is a culmination expression, representedby a culmin-phase. A relationship between these two culmin-phase can be inferred,and this indicates that the discourse is coherent. The inference can be made fromworld knowledge about climbing-mountain-events and reach-summit-events.(4.61) John was reaching the summit.(4.62) John was climbing the mountain.Additionally, this interaction between dierent event references can be formalisedin the representation, and further inferences noted earlier can also be shown to holdin the interpretation. For example, I suggested that (4.61) explicitly describes thevery nal stages of a climb (assuming he's reached it by climbing, of course). (4.62)explicitly describes a longer period, stretching back to the start of the climb. Myanalysis of culminations in the progressive gives an interpretation where (4.61) doesnot extend back through the whole of the climbing event, but only indicates the latterpart. These relationships are indicated diagrammatically in Figure 4.8. The repre-sentation of culmination expressions (eg, reach the summit) as instantaneous allowsthe link to be made between that event and the instantaneous endpoint (the cul-min-phase) which is part of the representation of the culminated process expression(eg, climb the mountain).There is also an intuitive relationship between the following pairs of sentences.(4.63) a. John burst into laughter.b. John laughed/John was laughing.Bursting into laughter is a culmination expression which explicitly describes thestart of a laughing-event (a process). The start of a process expression is indicated136
by an i-bound-phase in the event template, and this can be linked with the culmin-phase of the event template for bursting into laughter.The links exemplied here are made on the basis of world knowledge about theevents referred to, and are therefore pragmatic links. There are, however, pairs ofexamples where there is a more transparent relationship between the pairs. For ex-ample, aspectual verbs like start and stop refer to certain bounds of their complementverb. For example, John started laughing explicitly describes the i-bound-phase ofthe process expression referred to in John laughed. Aspectual verbs will be the sub-ject of Chapter 5, in which a similar approach will be taken to the approach inthis section, but a complete feature structure interpretation will be given for theexamples.For (4.63), there is also a parallel pair for Russian, where the inceptive is markedby a prex za-: compare zasmeyat'sya (`to start laughing') and smeyat'sya (`tolaugh'). The za-prex in Russian is reasonably productive as an inceptive marker;the semantic interpretation of this prex will also be discussed in Chapter 5.Thus, links between templates are made on various levels: morphological (eg,Russian prex za-), syntactic (eg, start in start to laugh) and pragmatic (eg, 4.60 and4.63). The net eect is that a conceptual link can be made between certain events.In the nal chapter, I shall continue to give interpretations for individual sentences,developing an analysis for aspectual verbs, rather than pursuing the question of howthe feature structure analysis could be extended to deal with discourse interpretation.4.5 ConclusionsIn this chapter, I have motivated culminations both as instantaneous events and oneswhich can have duration in certain contexts. I motivated an extended representationof culminations which includes an internal structure. This employs the same eventphases as those used in Chapter 2, allowing a comparison between dierent types ofaspectual classes, and highlighting the relationship between culmination expressionsand culminated process expressions. The internal structure for culminations wascast as an embedded feature structure within the feature representation for the cul-min-phase, allowing for reference to culmination expressions as both instantaneousand durative events. This allowed an account for culminations in the progressive (inEnglish) and imperfective (in Russian) to be developed, requiring a revision of thepresent participle lexical rule. This revision does not alter the interpretations givenfor culmination expressions in Chapter 3, and additionally provides an interpretationof culminations in the progressive and imperfective, whereby part of a proc-phaseis explicitly described. This is the same interpretation as that given for culminatedprocess and process expressions, and in that way a general uniform interpretation ofthe imperfective is oered for each of the aspectual classes considered. The under-lying structure of the event phases is dierent for each of the aspectual classes, andtherefore the imperfective has a dierent nuance of interpretation for each of theseclasses.In the nal section, I sketched out how certain inferences can be drawn by compar-137
ing the representations for related culmination and culminated process expressions.Such inferences might be incorporated into a theory of discourse interpretation todetermine whether or not a series of sentences forms a coherent discourse. In Chap-ter 5, I keep the analysis on the sentence level and demonstrate how the analysis ofanother aspectual phenomenon, that of aspectual verbs, can now be captured withinthis framework, given the ontology presented up to now. The incorporation of aspec-tual verbs into the analysis leads to further observations about inferences betweenevents references in a series of sentences.
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Chapter 5Aspectual Verbs5.1 IntroductionIn this chapter, I propose a treatment of aspectual verbs such as start, begin, stop,nish, resume and continue in which the relationship between the events referredto by the aspectual verb and the verbal complement is marked out in terms ofwhat phases of the event templates for each of these event references are explicitlydescribed (indicated by the value of descd).Up to now, I have shown how event templates reect the aspectual class of agiven sentence, and how they provide detailed enough information about the com-posite phases of an event to give a uniform treatment of viewpoint aspect. In thischapter, I show how the analysis extends straightforwardly to a dierent aspectualphenomenon, namely aspectual verbs.Aspectual verbs subcategorise for a complement verb phrase, either a gerundor innitive, and like other verb phrases, they contain a value for contentjev-str indicating the aspectual class of the verb which is referred to. Aspectual verbsexplicitly describe one of the event phases of this event structure. For example, Johnstarted writing the letter explicitly describes the beginning of a letter-writing-event,ie the i-bound-phase of the template for write is explicitly described. Start patternsas a culmination expression, and is therefore represented with an event structure ofvalue [culminjoccurrence-of 1 ] where 1 is token identical with the values ofinfon for start. Since this culmination expression also describes the i-bound-phaseof the writing-event, [start-of 2 ] is also a value of culmin, where 2 is tokenidentical with the values of infon for write.The subcategorisation frame for start, and other aspectual verbs, will be given,to show how this interpretation for aspectual verbs can be made within the HPSGframework. The interrelationship between the event phases is built up in a principledway to show how, for example, a nishing-event is related to the culmin-phase of aculminated process expression.Aspectual verbs, as instantaneous culmination expressions, explicitly describe thebounds of durative events. These bounds are usually taken to describe instantaneouschanges of state (from an event not taking place to it being in progress, or from it139
being in progress to it not taking place, etc), and as such the aspectual verb marks achange of state. However, in Chapter 4, I motivated a representation for culminationexpressions which could reveal a secondary internal structure, and this allows suchchanges of state to be expressed as if they have duration, if the context allows.The extension of the analysis in this chapter to aspectual verbs provides furthermotivation for treating culmination expressions as instantaneous with the possibilityof exposing internal structure.The analysis of aspectual verbs shows rstly that viewpoint aspect is not the solemeans by which a part of an event can be explicitly described. Secondly, the sameuse of information sharing between constituent parts of a sentence is employed asin the previous chapters to facilitate the interpretation of aspectual verbs. In thisway, Smith's two-component analysis which identies separate aspectual categories(aspectual class and viewpoint aspect) where one focuses on part of the other isextended to show what other parts of the event structure can be focused on. Theinterpretations are, again, constructed from the base forms of the verbs, showing thesyntactic structure of the sentences and how aspectual information is passed up thetree.Thirdly, in English and Russian there are aspectual verbs which explicitly de-scribe all of the event phases motivated for the aspectual classes in these languages.Examples are given in Figure 5.1. No new event phases need to be introduced toaccount for aspectual verbs, and the fact that these event phases are employed inthe analysis provides further motivation for them in a linguistic analysis. Event ref-erence is central to the interpretation of aspect expressed in a sentence in terms ofaspectual class and viewpoint aspect, and the event phases were motivated for thatpurpose. Their use to interpret aspectual verbs follows on quite straightforwardlyfrom that analysis.In this chapter examples of aspectual verbs are given from both English andRussian. Russian also has prexed perfective forms of verbs which carry aspectualinterpretations parallel to aspectual verbs. For example, zaplakat' (`to cry-incep')meaning `to start crying' can also be expressed in Russian with the aspectual verbnachat' (`to cry'): nachat' plakat' (`to start crying'). Such prexed perfectives arethe procedural meanings, identied in section 2.2.3.4. An interpretation is given forEnglish Russian phasestart/begin nachat'/nachinat' i-boundstop perestat'/perestavat' f-boundnish konchit'/konchat' culmin(of a CP expression)continue prodolzhat' (imp) procresume prodolzhit' (perf) i-bound1Figure 5.1: Aspectual verbs and the event phases of the verbal complement whicheach of them explicitly describe 140
these forms which have parallel interpretations to the aspectual verbs. Their inter-pretation requires a lexical rule for a class of verbs which has a prex carrying thespecied meaning, and again, the reference to event phases is central to the represen-tation. These representations are compared with the aspectual verb counterparts.Aspectual verbs can be used with dierent viewpoint aspects. The initial repre-sentations are given in the simple in English and perfective in Russian. As culmina-tion expressions, the use of the progressive is restricted to certain contexts. However,the analysis from Chapter 4 can be applied to aspectual verbs, exposing the internalstructure of the culmination. Aspectual verbs can also be used in the perfect aspect,and interpretations will be given for such examples.Similarly, in Russian, if there is an imperfective counterpart for the aspectualverb, an interpretation of viewpoint aspect can be given following the same principlesas those used in preceding chapters. Most procedural forms are derived perfectiveforms from the base form, which are secondary to the main perfective which explicitlydescribes the completion of the whole event. The procedural forms do not usuallyhave a corresponding imperfective, but this is not unexpected since these formsare explicitly describing instantaneous event phases, which do not usually have an`opened up' interpretation in Russian.Before developing the analysis from previous chapters for aspectual verbs, I shallreview some other approaches to aspectual verbs.5.2 Approaches to aspectual verbs5.2.1 Freed 1979Freed (1979) provides a comprehensive treatment of aspectual verbs. She proposesa number of time segments of intervals which correspond to parts of an event, andlanguage users refer to these intervals when they describe various stages of thatevent. The basic segmented event consists of the time segments onset, nucleus, andcoda. Each of these is related temporally to the others and Freed points out that \itis sometimes dicult to draw a strict line of demarcation between them, hence theslippery nature of the verbs that characterize these dierent time periods" (Freed1979: 30). Freed depicts the structure of the time segments diagrammatically asshown in Figure 5.2, and indicates that sentences of certain forms refer to certainparts of this structure.For example, she gives conditions which must hold for particular segments to bereferred to.(5.1) \NP beprog VP names an event which has an onset (and no coda) if andonly if on a time interval t1, there is an earliest interval t0 of t1 such that NPbeprog VP is not true during t0 but is true during t1{t0 (and at subintervalsof t1{t0)" (Freed 1979: 38)(5.1) gives the conditions for referring to the period following the onset segment,and Freed continues with examples of what linguistic forms refer to this segment.141
....................... ....................... ....................... ....................................... ........................................................... .......... .........................................onset codanucleust0 t2t1 - (t0 + t2)t1Figure 5.2: Freed's temporal segments represented as intervalsShe uses the present progressive in her examples. For example, Lillian is sneezinghas an onset (t0) \such that [the sentence] Lillian is sneezing is not during t0, andLillian is sneezing is true during t1{t0." So, the onset cannot be described by thepresent progressive. However, \Lillian is starting to sneeze is true during t0" (Freed1979: 38). Using similar conditions, Freed states that Pat is writing a letter is nottrue during t2, but Pat is nishing the letter is true during t2.So, Freed uses the time segments to indicate the temporal relationship betweenreferences to events in sentences using the aspectual verbs nish, start, etc. Theprogressive refers to the middle segment. She emphasises that the structures areintended to represent the linguistic descriptions, and not physical condition whichmust exist for real-world events, ie the structures reect the semantic characteristicsof aspectualisers. The aspectual verbs are therefore analysed as referring to particularsegments of the structure depicted in Figure 5.2.Freed does not motivate the elements of the temporal structure according tothe kinds of aspectual verbs which can refer to each segment: all the segments aredurative, with no indication as to the distinction between, eg, Pat started writing theletter and Pat was starting to write the letter, where the former is perceived as a pointevent. As I have shown in previous chapters, some event phases are perceived as beingpoint like and others are perceived as durative, depending on the aspectual class ofthe verb. I have shown that i-bound-, f-bound- and culmin-phases are usuallyperceived as indicating an instantaneous change of state in linguistic description, andthat the interpretations of these phases should dier from those for proc-phases.In this chapter, I shall show that the aspectual verbs which explicitly describethe punctual bounds are culmination expressions, and therefore represent seeminglyinstantaneous events. In the simple past (in English), the whole of the template isexplicitly described, indicating an instantaneous change of state. This justies therepresentation of the bounds as punctual phases, as they are in the event templates.However, as was argued in Chapter 4, in certain contexts (eg, when the progressiveis acceptable in English) these seemingly punctual events can be presented as havingduration. In those cases, the internal structure of culminations can be revealed,allowing the bounds of an event to be presented as having duration.142
At this level, the event phases in my representation correspond to the durativenature of Freed's, but I argue that the punctual interpretation is also necessary toreect the intuitive relationship between the start of a durative event and its progressafter it has started. The two-level analysis of culmination expressions also allows adistinction to be drawn between aspectual verbs in the simple aspect and those inthe progressive aspect.The feature structure analysis oered in this chapter therefore provides a moredetailed analysis than Freed's, drawing on linguistic data to motivate the natureof the event phases used. The data is measured using the tests for aspectual classintroduced in Chapter 2.5.2.2 Smith's `super-lexical morphemes'Smith discusses aspectual verbs as marked forms which \shift the focus of a verbconstellation", allowing \speakers [to] present situations from a narrowed point ofview" (Smith 1991: 75). In that section, she continues that \such morphemes com-plement the basic-level situation types [ie, aspectual classes], without changing thetype of situation involved", concluding that \an account of super-lexical morphemespresents no diculty in principle for compositional rules". In this chapter I shallpresent a compositional analysis of aspectual verbs within the HPSG-style frame-work developed so far.Examples that Smith gives of lexical forms and morphemes which function inthis way are the English main verbs such as begin, start, continue and stop, andprexes in Russian and Navajo, which mark the inception or other parts of events;eg, the Russian procedural zagovorit' (`to begin speaking'), derived by the additionof the prex za- from govorit' (`to speak'). The super-lexical morphemes eectivelyleave unaltered the basic meaning of the original verbs, but indicate how the actionproceeds or develops (ie, that it starts in the case of zagovorit' ).In discussing situation type, Smith points out that aspectual verbs are \Accom-plishments if they present a change of state with internal structure, that is, that hasa process an an outcome" (Smith 1991: 54), but that they \refer to Achievementswhen they focus on an initial or nal endpoint that is instantaneous" (p. 61). Thissuggests that aspectual verbs are ambiguous between these two aspectual classes.In this chapter I determine what aspectual class the aspectual verbs belong to. Forculmination expressions, the event can be `opened up', thus distinguishing betweeninstantaneous events and those with internal structure. The aspectual verbs selectfor a verbal complement which also refers to an event template. I shall also discusshow reference to this interacts with aspectual verbs, demonstrating the relationshipbetween the \shifted situation type" and the \basic-level situation type" in Smith'sterms (p. 75).There is a discrepancy between Freed's and Smith's approaches as to the natureof the event phase which the aspectual verb forms refers to. Freed presents the tem-poral segments of events as intervals, whereas Smith's initial and nal endpoints arepresented as instantaneous points, as are my event phases i-bound, f-bound andculmin. In section 5.3, I shall apply Dowty's tests for determining aspectual class143
(used in Chapter 2) to demonstrate that aspectual verbs referring to the endpoints ofan event template are in fact culmination expressions (corresponding to Smith's andDowty's Achievements). This categorisation reects the intuition that the beginning,stopping and nishing of events corresponds to a change of state, either into a du-rative event (ie, the proc-phase) for inceptives, or into a state following a durativeevent. This observation has been made by various authors, including Comrie (1976),Forsyth (1970), and Smith (1991). However, in some contexts, aspectual verbs refer-ring to the bounds of an event appear to have a durative reading, even though theycategorise as culmination expressions. Applying the results from Chapter 4 providesa solution to such examples, whereby the internal structure of a culmin-phase isexposed.A distinction must therefore be drawn between the aspectual class of the aspec-tual verb, and that of the event referred to by those verbs. In that sense, there isa shift of situation type, complementing the \basic-level situation type", which isnoted by Smith. In section 5.5, I shall show how the interaction between these twosituation types can be captured within the analysis presented in the previous chap-ters. Structure sharing is used to show the interaction between the event templatesof the respective verb phrases. There is no explicit \shift" in aspectual class, butthe relationship between the event templates is reected in the interpretation of theaspectual verbs. Aspectual morphemes in Russian will be derived by a lexical rule,in a similar fashion to the representation for the perfective and imperfective aspectin section 3.5.3 of Chapter 3. Inceptives are exemplied in section 5.5.2.1, and anexample of the Russian terminative dopisat' (`to nish writing a letter') is given insection 5.5.4.1. In these examples there is an explicit shift in the aspectual class ofthe verb, but the relationship between that shifted event reference and the base oneis clearly shown in the analysis, allowing comparison of interpretation between theseexamples and those with explicit aspectual verbs.5.3 The aspectual class of the aspectual verbsBefore giving an analysis of aspectual verbs, in this section I demonstrate withlinguistic tests that start, nish, stop and resume behave as culmination expressions,and discuss whether continue is a process or culmination expression. Continue refersto the proc-phase of the subcategorised for VP and so the interpretation is thesame for both simple and progressive aspects. Each of the aspectual verbs selectsfor a durative event (ie, a culminated process or process expression), although theysometimes occur with culmination expressions, in which case the aspectual classcoerces to an iterated process expression (eg, The cars started arriving at 2pm). Iuse the same tests as those introduced in Chapter 2 for identifying the aspectualclass of a verb or verb phrase. 144
5.3.1 Aspectual class of start, beginStart and begin both behave as culmination expressions; start and begin are inter-changeable, and so tests are given just for start.In (5.2a), the in-adverbial refers to a time leading up to the culmination event,and not the extent of the event itself. This is conrmed by (5.2b) and (5.2c).(5.2) a. John started writing the letter in a few minutes.adverbial referring to the time up to the event of startingb. It took John a few minutes to start writing the letter.c. John started writing the letter in two hours6! John was starting to write the letter in those two hours(5.3a) would normally not be felicitous with a culmination expression, and if thefor -adverbial is read with scope over start, it is odd. However, for a few minutes canhave scope over the event of the complement phrase (writing the letter ) which is adurative event, giving the interpretation that John was writing the letter for a fewminutes, with an implication that he then stopped it after those few minutes, beforeit was nished.(5.3) a. John started writing the letter for a few minutes.b. ??John spent a few minutes starting to write the letter.c. John almost started writing the letter. (not ambiguous)(Compare: John almost wrote the letter CP: ambiguous)d. John started writing the letter at 2pm! whole of starting event occurs at 2pm(5.3b){(5.3d) all indicate that start is an instantaneous event, ie a culminationexpression. Start is therefore associated with a template consisting only of a culmin-phase.Like other culminations, start is felicitous with the perfect aspect, which explicitlydescribes the consequent state following the starting-event's occurrence. Immediatelyfollowing the start of an event, ie its i-bound-phase, is its proc-phase, and thereforethe consequent state of start may refer to this proc-phase. The inference indicatedin (5.3.1) shows that the process of the event described holds (in this case writing).The interpretation of aspectual verbs includes reference to the event template forstart and the event template for the complement verb. The analysis presented insection 5.5 indicates explicitly what the relationship is between these events, and inthe nal section of this chapter (section 5.6) I show that inferences like that in (5.3.1)can easily be derived from from the analysis, indicating that the correct relationshipbetween the event templates has been given.(5.4) John had started writing the letter ! John was writing the letter (atsome point) 145
In line with the treatment of culminations developed in Chapter 4, it would beexpected that, in certain contexts, start could be used in the progressive. Examplesin (5.5) illustrate that this is the case. Therefore, the full analysis of culminations(in which the internal structure can be exposed by the progressive) is applicable toaspectual verbs which are culminations. This allows for an interpretation wherebythe usually instantaneous bounds of events can be presented as taking time.(5.5) a. John was starting to write the letter, but couldn't think of a wittyopening line.b. John was starting to dig the garden bed, when he was called awayunexpectedly.However, aspectual verbs with start sound odd, probably because of the dicultlyof creating a plausible context for such sentences.(5.6) a. ??John started to start writing the letter.b. *John nished starting to write the letter.c. *John stopped starting to write the letter.In Russian, nachat' (perf) (`to start') behaves like a culmination expression, andthe imperfective counterpart (nachinat') is available for iterative readings (with, eg,a plural noun phrase), and can in certain contexts also refer to the internal structureof the culmination expression. The following examples illustrate. Therefore, likestart, Russian nachinat'/nachat' is treated as a culmination expression for referencesto single events.(5.7) a. VAt 22 chasao'clock onhe nachalstarted(perf) pisat' pis'mo.to write letter`At 2 o'clock he started to write the letter.'b. VAt 22 chasao'clock onhe nachinalstarted(imp) pisat' pis'mo.to write letter`At 2 o'clock he was starting to write the letter.'(opened-up culmination)(5.8) a. * OnHe 1010 minutminutes nachalstarted(perf) govorit'to talk ob etom.about it`He started talking about it for ten minutes.'b. OnHe 1010 minutminutes nachinalstarted(imp) govorit'to talk ob etom.about it`He was starting to talk about it for ten minutes.'(opened-up culmination)146
(5.9) a. OnHe cherezacross 1010 minutminutes nachalstarted(perf) govorit'to talk ob etom.about it`He started talking about it in ten minutes.'(period prior to the event)b. OnHe cherezacross 1010 minutminutes nachinalstarted(imp) govorit'to talk ob etom.about it`He was starting to talk about it in ten minutes.'(after 10 minutes he was in the process of starting to talk about it)5.3.2 Aspectual class of nish and stop5.3.2.1 Aspectual class of nishUsing similar tests to those for start, again modelled on the ones in Chapter 2, itcan be shown that nish is also a culmination expression.(5.10) a. John nished writing the letter in a few minutes.(time up to the nishing-event, ie the nal stages of thewriting-event)b. It took John a few minutes to nish writing the letter. (ditto)In (5.10a), the in-adverbial refers to the time leading up to the nishing-event,suggesting a culmination expression.In my analysis of aspectual verbs, the relationship between the main verb andthe event of the complement clause is made explicit; nish will be treated as aculmination expression, which is related to the culmin-phase of a culminated processexpression referred to by the complement verb (ie, write in the above example). Ifthe in-adverbial in (5.10a) refers to the time leading up to the nishing-event, thenthere is an inference that for the period of time referred to by the in-adverbial refersto a part of the process of writing a letter, and this reects the intuitions about theinterpretation of (5.10a).Eectively, the time specied by the in-adverbial refers to the latter part of thewriting-event (because it ends with the completion of the letter). The whole of thistime period could be considered to be part of a nishing-event, ie the latter partof the writing-event. In the analysis which follows, the part of the template whichis explicitly described is a part of the proc-phase for the culminated process writewhich leads up to and includes the culmin-phase, hence by implication it is thenishing part of the writing event which is explicitly described.147
(5.11) a. John nished writing the letter in two hours! John was writing the letter in those two hours6! John was nishing writing the letter in those two hours, but wasnishing writing in the last part of that periodb. John almost nished writing the letter. not ambiguousc. John nished writing the letter at 2pm! whole of nishing event occurs at 2pm(5.11) also pattern as would be expected for culmination.Finish selects for a verbal complement of aspectual class culminated process. Itexplicitly describes the culmin-phase of the template for this complement, sincethe interpretation of nish is that it explicitly describes the end of an event asit culminates. This restriction is demonstrated by the linguistic data: nish cancombine felicitously with culminated process expressions but not process expressions.(5.12) John nished writing the letter. (cp)(5.13) a. ??John nished pushing the cart (proc).b. John nished pushing the cart to the station (cp)(5.14) a. ?John nished playing in the garden (proc)b. John nished playing the game of patience (cp)In Russian, konchit' (perf) (`to nish') also behaves like a culmination expres-sion, and the imperfective counterpart (knochat') is available to refer to the internalstructure of the culmination expression in certain contexts. This is the same patternas for nachinat'/nachat' (`to start'). The v-adverbial with konchit'(perf) indicatesthat this is a culmination expression, and with konchat'(imp), it is the internal partof the nishing event which is referred to by the punctual adverbial.(5.15) a. VAt 22 chasao'clock onhe konchilnished(perf) pisat' pis'mo.to write letter`At 2 o'clock he nished writing the letter.'b. VAt 22 chasao'clock onhe konchalnished(imp) pisat' pis'mo.to write letter`At 2 o'clock he was nishing writing the letter.'(5.16) a. * OnHe 1010 minutminutes konchilnished(perf) govorit'to talk ob etom.about it`He nished talking about it for ten minutes.'b. OnHe 1010 minutminutes konchalnished(imp) govorit'to talk ob etom.about it`He was nishing talking about it for ten minutes.'(referring to internal structure of culmination)148
(5.17) a. OnHe cherezacross 1010 minutminutes konchilnished(perf) govorit'to talk ob etom.about it`He nished talking about it in ten minutes.'(period prior to the event)b. OnHe cherezacross 1010 minutminutes konchalnished(imp) govorit'to talk ob etom.about it`He was nishing to talk about it in ten minutes.'Like English, the Russian counterpart selects for a verbal complement which is aculminated process, and not a process expression.(5.18) a. OnHe konchilnished(perf) pisat' pis'mo.to write letter (cp)`He nished writing the letter.'b. ?? OnHe konchilnished(perf) gulyat'to play vin parku.park (proc)?? `He nished walking in the park.'5.3.2.2 Aspectual class of stopStop is also a culmination expression which occurs with a verbal complement whichis a durative expression, either a process or culminated process expression. Stopexplicitly describes an f-bound-phase related to that durative event. Details of theanalysis will be given in section 5.5.4.4, but in this section, I shall show that stop isa culmination expression, modelled on the tests used in Chapter 2.(5.19) a. It took John a few minutes to stop writing the letter.b. ??John spent a few minutes stopping writing the letter.c. John stopped writing the letter in two hours6! John was stopping writing the letter in those two hoursd. John almost stopped writing the letter. not ambiguouse. John stopped writing the letter at 2pm! whole of stopping event occurs at 2pmFor -adverbials are not normally felicitous with culmination expressions (see (5.20a)).However, for certain culminations, for -adverbials are felicitous, for example, (5.20b){(5.20c), quoted from Hitzeman 1993: 14, and (5.20d){(5.20e). The temporal spanof these adverbials is over the consequent state following the culmin-phase, whichholds as long as the `eects' of the event hold.(5.20) a. *John noticed the painting for ve minutes.b. John left the room for ve minutes.c. The Sheri jailed Robin Hood for four years.d. John arrived at the hotel for two weeks.e. John stopped writing the letter for ve minutes.! John resumed writing the letter after those ve minutes.149
In Chapter 3, there was a discussion about the nature of consequent states, andthat they hold for as long as the completed event has `current relevance' in thediscourse contexts. In the examples (5.20b){(5.20e), this is the period up to whenthe culmination event is `reversed', eg John might return to the room, Robin Hoodis release, or John stops renting the hotel room. For (5.20e), there is an intuitionthat John resumes writing the letter after ve minutes, eectively reversing theeect of the stop-event, and indicating a relationship between two events of writing,interrupted by a period of not writing. Hitzeman (1993) notes that this is a particulartype of for -adverbial which refers to the consequent state (in Moens' terms). Sheuses this example as one of the motivations for recategorising the aspectual classesher thesis, in order to give a uniform interpretation for temporal adverbials. From mypoint of view, this reading of the for -adverbial is interesting, in that the time span ofthis adverbial when interpreted with respect to stop suggests what the relationshipis between two of the aspectual verbs, that is stop and resume (and start again).Although stop ostensibly explicitly describes the f-bound-phase of the comple-ment verb's event template, there may also be an element of intention that the eventwill resume again, particularly when the for -adverbial is used. An analysis of tempo-ral adverbials would have to address this issue, as Hitzeman does. For the purposesof the analysis of event structure, it is important to note that there is an inferencethat another event (ie, writing-event in this context) of the same type may takeplace after that event has stopped. Similarly, this inference can also be drawn forexamples in the perfect.(5.21) John has stopped writing the letter for ve minutes. ! John intends tostart writing the letter again after those ve minutes have elapsed.In the analysis given in section 5.5.4.4, I point out that these inferences hold,although I do not formalise the relationship between the two events in the represen-tation, since this is an issue for a feature pragmatics. However, there are someinferences which can be clearly drawn from the way the feature structure represen-tation is constructed, and this are discussed in section 5.6.In the above examples the verbal complement is a culminated process expressionin each case. Stop also subcategorises for process expressions, as (5.22) show.(5.22) a. John stopped playing in the garden.b. John stopped running.Stop explicitly describes the f-bound-phase of the verbal complement's eventtemplate. Process expressions have an f-bound-phase in their template but cul-minated process expressions do not. However, as long as a culminated process hasnot reached the culmin-phase, it can be interrupted, and this interruption can bedescribed by the aspectual verb stop, as (5.23) shows.(5.23) John stopped writing the letter, started it again the next day and nishedit by noon. 150
An f-bound-phase can occur any time during a proc-phase, marking the endof this process. It the proc-phase refers to a culminated process expression, thisf-bound-phase occurs before the culmin-phase, and this constraint must be stip-ulated as a rule for the ordering of event phases with respect to each other. Theaspectual verb stop therefore requires its verbal complement to have at least a pathev-strjproc. The stopping of that process indicates an f-bound-phase, after whichthe event may be resumed. This restriction on the interaction between event phaseswill be discussed in section 5.5.5, and a new constraint will be introduced.Taking parallel examples for Russian, the aspectual class of perestat' (perf) (`tostop') can also be shown to be culmination.5.3.3 Aspectual class of resume and continue5.3.3.1 Aspectual class of resume, start againUsing the same format to demonstrate the aspectual class of resume and start again,the tests given here indicate that they pattern as culmination expressions.(5.24) a. John started writing the letter again in a few minutes.b. In a few minutes, John started writing the letter again.c. John started writing the letter again for a few minutes.d. It took John a few minutes to start writing the letter again.e. ??John spent a few minutes starting to write the letter again.The examples in (5.24) pattern like other culmination expressions, as do those in(5.25).(5.25) a. John started writing the letter again in two hours6! John was starting to write the letter again in those two hoursb. John almost started writing the letter again. not ambiguousc. John started writing the letter again at 2pm! whole event of resumption occurs at 2pmd. John had started writing the letter again.! John was writing the letter.The culmination expressions start again or resume also have a related eventassociated with them: there is an implication that an event of the `same type' asthat referred to in the complement clause has already taken place (in part), andstopped, as is illustrated in (5.26). Here `same type' means that the subject andobject noun phrase referents are token identical for each of the events (ie, John andthe letter in these examples) and that the event refers to the same type of expressionin the real world. 151
(5.26) a. John started writing the letter again.! John had stopped writing the letter (before this).b. In ve minutes, John started writing the letter again. ! John stoppedwriting the letter ve minutes before starting writing it again.(ie, the in-adverbial explicitly describes the time before a culminationexpression in the case of start again and resume, extends back to thetime the event stopped. A detailed analysis of in-adverbials wouldidentify this span of time.)The relationship between the two writing-events will be assumed to be inferablefrom the discourse context. The analysis of start again and resume is therefore thesame as for start except for this added inference. Since I give interpretations just forsingle sentences and do not develop a discourse grammar showing the temporal (andother discourse) relationships between described events, I do not provide more detailof how this analysis could be formalised. However, examples of inferences whichcan be drawn from the analysis and would be required in a discourse analysis arediscussed in section 5.6.The Russian for resume is prodolzhit', the perfective counterpart of prodolzhat'(`to continue'). Continue in English is in fact ambiguous between continuing aprocess, and resuming doing something, and this ambiguity is resolved by the contextof the sentence. I shall give examples for Russian prodolzhat'/prodolzhit' at the endof section 5.3.3.25.3.3.2 Aspectual class of continueContinue seems to test both as a culmination expression (referring to the resumptionof an event) and also as a process expression (indicating that a durative event isongoing). The readings vary depending on the temporal adverbials used (exempliedby the tests used here), and other context. Continue is therefore felicitous withtemporal adverbials which combine with either culmination or process expressions:if an interpretation can be made for either of the aspectual classes then an examplewith continue will be felicitous and the intended reading can usually be discernedfrom the context. This is in contrast with expressions which pattern, for example,just as culmination expressions, where some of the following examples would not beacceptable. I shall indicate which interpretation is given for each of the examplesbelow.(5.27) a. *John continued writing the letter in a few minutes.b. In a few minutes, John continued writing the letter.(culmination expression, ie resumed after some minutes)c. John continued writing the letter for a few minutes.(process expression, ie ongoing durative event)The acceptance of (5.27c) is contrary to the tests for culmination expressions,except that the for -adverbial could be interpreted as referring to the time followingthe instance of continuing. 152
(5.28a) would not be acceptable on the process reading, but on the culminationreading (ie, resumption of the event in the complement clause) it is okay. Equally,(5.28b) also indicates a culmination reading for continue.(5.28) a. It took John an hour to continue writing the letter.b. John continued writing the letter at 2pm.Continue seems to behave more frequently as a culmination expression, althoughit can refer both to the resumption or an event, or the continuing nature of anongoing event. (5.27c) can indicate that John resumed the letter for a few minutesand stopped again, or that he was already writing it but stopped in a few minutestime. That is to say, the event of continuing is an instant and the for -adverbialdescribes the time following that instant, which explicitly describes the progress ofthe complement verb's event. There is an inference that, if John continued writingthe letter for 10 minutes, then he stopped writing it after those 10 minutes. Byrevising the interpretation for (5.27c), I postulate that continue can be representedas a culmination expression which refers either to the i-bound-phase (of a resumedevent), or the proc-phase of an ongoing event. In the latter, the ongoing nature ofthe complement verb's event is captured, while the aspectual verb is represented asan instantaneous event, ie continue picks out an instance with an event in progress.Process expressions are normally felicitous with aspectual verbs such as start andstop, but examples with continue sound odd (5.29). This provides more evidence thatcontinue should be classed as a culmination expression. However, the progressiveis ne (5.30a) because the progress of the complement verb's event is explicitlydescribed; and this example has the same interpretation as (5.30b) which reects theintuition about its reading.(5.29) a. ??John started to continue writing the letter.b. ??John stopped continuing to write the letter.(5.30) a. John was continuing writing the letter.b. John continued to write the letter.I shall therefore represent continue as a culmination expression which refers eitherto the i-bound- or proc-phase of the complement verbs event template. This isgiven in section 5.5.6.2.The following examples for Russian prodolzhat'/prodolzhit' demonstrate that theimperfective corresponds to continue and explicitly describes a proc-phase of thecomplement verb's event template and the perfective corresponds to the culminationexpression resume, indicating the continuation of an event which was stopped at anearlier time.(5.31) a. VAt 22 chasao'clock onhe prodolzhilcontinued(perf) pisat' pis'mo.to write letter153
`At 2 o'clock he resumed writing the letter.'b. VAt 22 chasao'clock onhe prodolzhalcontinued(imp) pisat' pis'mo.to write letter`At 2 o'clock he was continuing writing the letter.'(5.32) a. OnHe nafor 1010 minutminutes prodolzhilcontinued(perf) govorit'to talk ob etom.about it`He resumed talking about it for ten minutes.'b. * OnHe nafor 1010 minutminutes prodolzhalcontinued(imp) govorit'to talk ob etom.about it* `He was continuing talking about it for ten minutes.'5.4 Control and raising verbsBefore discussing the semantic analysis of aspectual verbs and what parts of the eventtemplates are explicitly described. In this section I discuss what control relationshipaspectual verbs have, ie whether they are raising or control verbs.Pustejovsky shows that begin behaves as either a control or a raising verb (Puste-jovsky and Bouillon 1995: 143) depending on the complement verb in a particularsentence, noting that this analysis of aspectual verbs was already proposed in 1970by Perlmutter. A classic test for control verbs is whether they are acceptable as acomplement of the verbs force or try. In (5.33a), begin writing the thesis is ne as acomplement of force, but in (5.33b) begin raining is not.(5.33) a. Mary forced John to begin writing his thesis.b. *Mary forced it to begin raining yesterday.c. *Mary forced John to begin feeling ill.(5.34) a. John tried to begin writing his thesis.b. *It tried to begin raining yesterday.c. *John tried to begin feeling ill.In (5.33a) the object of force stands in a control relation to the complement verbphrase, while (5.33b) is an example of a raising construction. Begin is felicitous witheither of these verbal complements when it doesn't stand with the verb force, as(5.35) shows.(5.35) a. John began writing his thesis.b. It began to rain.c. John began to feel ill. 154
Some examples of begin are ne with force (examples of begin as a control verb)while others are not (examples of begin as a raising verb). Pollard and Sag distinguishbetween raising and control verbs (Pollard and Sag 1994: 134) by indicating forcontrol verbs that the agent of, say, the begin-event (John in 5.33a) is also the agentof the writing-event. For control verbs, since the agent has control over the writing-event, he can be forced to carry out that action. For raising verbs, however, theagents do not have to match. The agent of someone starting to feel ill might be, forexample, a bacteria which John does not have control over, and so John cannot beforced to feel ill. For control verbs, the control relationship is indicated by specifyingthat the semantic values for the subject NP of begin are the same as those for thesubject NP of the subcategorised for VP, and furthermore that the agent-role(ag-role) is the same in each case. This is illustrated for begin in Figure 5.3.This is the representation which is developed in the remainder of this chapterwith feature values for event templates, and which is modelled on Pollard and Sag1994: 135.Raising verbs do not have this agent constraint and there is no semantic depen-dency between the subject NP and and subcategorised for NP; the constraint is thatthe syntactic features must be token identical (indicated by 1 in Figure 5.4).Control and raising verbs also take the feature soa-arg (state of aairs argu-ment) as a value of infon and this refers to the infon of the action referred to bythe complement verb phrase.The distinction between the two types of begin in English depends on the com-plement verb phrase and whether the agent of that action is the same as the agent inthe subject noun phrase. This semantic concept of agency can be encoded in the lex-ical representation for any given event; so write, for example, would carry a featureagency while feel ill would not. The control interpretation of begin is then triggeredfor verb phrases which have the feature agency and the raising interpretation of beginis triggered if that feature is not present.In Russian, there are also the two types of aspectual verbs. Like English, depend-ing on the complement VP, the aspectual verb can behave either as a control or araising verb, and the same tests can be applied. In Russian, inceptives are expressedeither with an aspectual verb, such as nachat' (`begin'), or by a prex. Examples ofsuch prexed verbs are given in Figure 5.7. In this section examples are presentedto show that there are examples of both control and raising verbs for both aspectualverbs and verbs with prexed aspectual markers.The aspectual verb nachat' (`begin') usually has the control reading (as in 5.36),while the prexed inceptives can have either reading. Again, the distinction is one ofagency and this can be indicated by the dierent subcategorisation for examples ofcontrol and examples of raising verbs. In the former, there is an ag-role associatedwith the event which is token identical with the semantics of the subject noun phrase.For raising verbs this dependency is not required. This is illustrated in Figures 5.9and 5.10.(5.36) a. AlyeshaAlyesha nachalbegan(perf) pisat'writing dissertatsiyu.thesis155
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`Alyesha began to write his thesis.'b. MashaMasha zastavilforced(perf) emuhim nachat'to-begin pisat'to-write dissertatsiyu.thesis`Masha forced him to begin writing his thesis.'(5.37) a. AlyeshaAlyesha pochuvstvovalfelt(perf) sebyaself ploho.ill`Alyesha felt ill.'b. * MashaMasha zastavilforced(perf) emuhim pochuvstvovat'to-feel(perf) sebyaself ploho.ill* `Masha forced him to feel ill.'(5.38) a. AlyeshaAlyesha zagovoril.begin-start(perf)`Alyesha began speaking.'b. MashaMasha zastavilforced(perf) emuhim zagovorit'.to-speak-begin(perf)`Masha forced him to begin talking.'Both a raising and control analysis is therefore appropriate for aspectual verbsin Russian, and the correct form will be selected according to the agency of theVP complement; in actual examples, it is usually the complement form which isassociated with nachat' (`begin'). For the prexed verbs both the control and raisingreading are found, and the analysis depends on the lexical entry for the given verb.Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show how the analysis for control and raising verbs varies interms of the presence or absense of the feature ag-role in the feature structurerepresentation. In section 5.5.2.2 I give a similar analysis for Russian aspectualverbs, exemplied by nachat' (`begin/start'), and also show how the representationcompares with that for prexed verbs. The analysis of a prexed verb as a controlverb is given in Figure 5.9. At that point I also show how a raising verb of this typewould be represented (Figure 5.10).For aspectual verbs in both English and Russian, the control and raising analysisare appropriate depending on the event referred to. The two analyses do not howeveraect the analysis of the event structure which is the main focus of the analysis.5.5 Analysis of aspectual verbs within the featurestructure representation5.5.1 Outline of the analysisThe dierence between aspectual verbs and the verbal expressions considered so faris that they have a verbal complement, referring to an event which has a temporalrelationship with the aspectual verb. The purpose of the analysis here is to show157
(1) how the event reference of the aspectual verb and its verbal complement interactwith each other, and (2) how the interaction between the two can be represented interms of the event templates which have been motivated in the preceding chapters.This facilitates the same aspectual analysis for aspectual verbs as has been given forother verbs. As in previous chapters, a distinction is drawn between the templatewhich is referred to (by the expression's aspectual class) and that part of it which isexplicitly described (by viewpoint aspect). In the case of aspectual verbs, an eventtemplate is given both for the aspectual verb itself and also the verbal complement;the aspectual verb subcategorises for a verbal complement with a particular template,and the relationship between the two templates is given as part of the semanticsof the aspectual verb. Syntactically, aspectual verbs are raising verbs, and this isaccounted for in HPSG by indicating that the subject noun phrase of those verbsis token identical with the subject noun phrase of the complement verb (ie, thesubcategorised for verb phrase). This account is given in Pollard and Sag 1994: 133.Information about the complement verb's template is conveyed by structure sharing,and by stating that the interpretation of, eg, start is such that it explicitly describesthe occurrence of a starting-event and the start of the complement verb's event.Information about the start-of this event is `raised' to the sign for start, as will beseen in section 5.5.2.1.The part of the template which is explicitly described is inuenced by two factors(1) the semantics of the aspectual verb (eg, start explicitly describes the start-ofof the verbal complement's template), and (2) the viewpoint aspect of the aspectualverb (eg, the progressive of start explicitly describes the proc-phase, ie the internalphase, of the culmin-phase corresponding to start). The interpretation of viewpointaspect will be left aside in this section, but discussed in section 5.6. In the rstinstance, the analysis will be given with examples in the simple aspect for Englishand the perfective in Russian.By building in an interpretation for aspectual verbs, a further level of analysis iseectively oered over and above the two components in Smith's theory. However,the same mechanisms that have been used so far are employed. The added dimensionis achieved by showing the relationship between the aspectual verb's event templateand that for the verbal complement. This is illustrated for each of the aspectualverbs in the following sections.In sections 5.5.2.1{5.5.4.4, analyses are given for start, begin, nish and stop. Insection 5.5.5 there is a discussion on constraints on the ordering of event phases,following on from the discussion in section 2.5.2 of Chapter 2. In this section, a newconstraint is introduced for the interpretation of stop. In sections 5.5.6.1 and 5.5.6.2,analyses are given for resume and continue.5.5.2 Analysis of start5.5.2.1 Start, beginIn section 5.3.1, I showed that start and begin both behave as culmination expres-sions. In this section, I shall discuss the syntax of these verbs further and propose158
2666666666666666664category 24head verb[bse]subcat < 1 np 2 , vp[ger_inf, subcat< 1 >]:  >35content 266666666664ev-strjculmin 24occurrence-of 4start-of 3 35infon 4 2664relation startag-role 2soa-arg 3 3775 377777777775 3777777777777777775where  (the value of content for vp[ger_inf]) is2664ev-str i-boundjstart-of 3 infon 3 3775Figure 5.5: Feature structure for start (as a control verb)an analysis for them in terms of the feature structure representation, by extendingthe analysis given up to this point.The verbal complement which start and begin select for is either a gerund oran innitive (vp[ger_inf]). The interpretation of start is encoded in the base lexicalentry (Figure 5.5), and should be read as follows. The aspectual verbs start and beginexplicitly describe the beginning of that event, ie the i-bound-phase. For example,(5.39) explicitly describes the i-bound-phase of a letter-writing-event. The culmin-phase of the aspectual verb's template therefore corresponds to the i-bound-phaseof the complement verb. This is indicated by associating two values with culmin,one is [occurrence-of 1 ] and the other is [start-of 2 ], where 1 is the value ofinfon for start and 2 is the value of infon for the event referred to by the verbalcomplement. For (5.39), this indicates that the culmination expression started it isthe occurrence of a starting-event and the start of a writing-event.(5.39) John started writing the letter.The simple past lexical rule (Figure 3.6) is applied to the base form of start,which behaves like any other culmination: a past participle can therefore be derivedfrom the past participle lexical rule, and similarly a present participle can also bederived (for certain contexts). The full analysis of started writing the letter is shownin Figure 5.6, which combines with the subject noun phrase John to give the treefor (5.39). 159
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Base form Inceptive (perf) Englishplakat' zaplakat' cry/start to crygovorit' zagovorit' talk/start to talkbegat' zabegat' run/start runningsmeyat'sya zasmeyat'sya laugh/start laughingvolnovat'sya vzvolnovat'sya be angry/become angrychuvstvovat' pochuvstvovat' feel/start feelinglyubit' polyubit' love/fall in loveFigure 5.7: Examples of inceptives in Russian, formed by a perfectivising prexon the base form. Za- is the most productive inceptive prex. Compare Forsyth1970: 20; Wade 1992: 264.5.5.2.2 The equivalent of start in RussianIn Russian, the inception of an event can be conveyed in two distinct ways. Either(1) with an aspectual verb nachinat'/nachat' plus imperfective innitive (examplesof which were given in section 5.3.1), or (2) with a perfectivised procedural formderived from the base with a prex. For the latter, the prex varies depending onthe verb, but is often za- or vz-. An inceptive prex is not available for all verbs, butit is reasonably productive. Taking the example of the process verb plakat'/zaplakat'(`to cry'), Alyesha started to cry can be rendered in two ways in Russian, as shownin (5.40).(5.40) a. AlyeshaAlyesha nachalstarted(perf) plakat'.to-cry`Alyesha started to cry.'b. AlyeshaAlyesha zaplakal.start-cried(perf)`Alyesha started to cry.'The analysis of the aspectual verb plus innitive (5.40a) can be modelled on therepresentation for start in section 5.5.2.1, with nachat' (`to start') behaving like astandard culmination expression (as was shown in section 5.3.1). For (5.40b), theperfective form must be derived from the base form of the verb. In this section I shallsuggest an analysis for the inceptive perfectivising prex by proposing a new lexicalrule to derive this form from the base form plakat'. This rule would be restricted toa group of verbs marked as permitting an inceptive form, and the value of phon is afunction which would select for the relevant prex. Examples of inceptives are givenin Figure 5.7.The lexical rule (Figure 5.8) is based on the lexical rule for the past perfective(Figure 3.19), but there are additional constraints on the application of this rule.161
26666666664phon < 1 >synsemjloc 2666664categoryjhead verb[bse]content 264ev-str i-boundjstart-of 2 infon 2 375377777537777777775 )266666666666664phon <sux( 1 ,past-incep)>synsemjloc 26666666664category head verb[n,+past]content 266664ev-str 3 culminjstart-of 2 infon 2descd 3 37777537777777775377777777777775Figure 5.8: Lexical rule to derive the perfective inceptive form from the base formFirstly, the base form must have an event template with at least an i-bound-phase(value of contentjev-str on the left hand side). This implies that the verb refersto a durative event, because, by the ordering of phases a proc-phase follows ani-bound-phase.2 Secondly, a past inceptive phonological form must be available,constrained by the function which would derive the correct morphological form inthe right hand side of the rule. The derived form consists of an event structure withdierent values, although the event reference (values of infon) remains the same.The derived form is a culmination expression, which would normally carry the value[occurrence-of X ], but in this case carries the value [start-of 2 ], where 2is the value of infon, hence the interpretation is that the perfective culminationexpression explicitly describes the start-of the referred to event. Although there mayappear to be a mismatch between the event phase culmin and the feature relatingthat phase to the infon (here, start-of), this is the correct interpretation. Comparethe representation for start (Figure 5.5), where the path [culminjoccurrence-of4 ] indicates the culmination expression start ( 4 is token identical with the infon forstart), while the path [culminjstart-of 3 ] indicates the fact that the aspectualverb is referring to the start of 3 , the complement verb's infon. The perfectivisedinceptive is a culmination expression (hence the event phase culmin), but it refersto the start of an event rather than the occurrence of one.The lexical rule (Figure 5.8) has introduced a notion of coercion into the analysis,by manipulating the information about the reference to the event. There is a coercion2Note that in Figure 5.7 some of the inceptives are derived from states, and the prex explicitlydescribes the start of the state. This lexical rule therefore needs modifying, indicating that thebase form can additionally be a state: [ev-strjstatejobtains 3 ].162
s[n,+past]: 31Alyesha 266666666666664category head verb[n,+past]content 3 2666666664ev-str 4 culminjstart-of 2 infon 2 24relation cryag-role 1 35descd 4 3777777775377777777777775zaplakalFigure 5.9: Tree for Alyesha zaplakal `Alyesha started to cry'from a durative expression (either process or culminated process) to a culminationexpression. However, there is a consistency in the way this is derived. There is asingle event reference (the value of infon), and this remains constant, since this isessentially expressed in the root of the verb. This is in contrast to the aspectual verband its complement where there are two event references which are cross referred toeach other. Two essential features of the perfective aspect are (1) that it describesa completed action and (2) that the action may be instantaneous. The introductionof the event phase culmin is motivated by the fact that zaplakal (`started to cry'),zasmeyalsya (`started to laugh'), etc behave like culmination expressions in markingan instantaneous change of state. This event carries the perfective characteristics,namely completion and instantaneity. However, the durative nature of the crying-event can be inferred by the fact that it is the start-of a crying-event which isbeing referred to and it is implied that a process and end of crying follows this.The complete interpretation for (5.40b) is given in Figure 5.9. If the values ofdescd are compared for this example and that for Figure 5.6, it can be seen thatthe interpretation of viewpoint aspect is the same in each case3, but the underlyingsyntactic derivation is dierent. Therefore, the analysis reects the common featuresof the aspectual interpretation while deriving the interpretations from the base formsof the individual lexical items.In Figure 5.9 a control relationship is indicated between the agent of cry and thesubject NP (Alyesha). This relationship does not hold for raising verbs, and someprexed aspectual verbs behave as raising verbs (see examples 5.37 on page 157).3These two examples should refer to the same event, ie either writing a letter or crying for easiercomparison. 163
s[n,+past]: 31Alyesha 266666666666664category head verb[n,+past]content 3 2666666664ev-str 4 culminjstart-of 2 infon 2 24relation feel-illag-role 1 35descd 4 3777777775377777777777775pochuvstvoval(sebya ploho)Figure 5.10: Tree for Alyesha pochuvstvoval sebya ploho `Alyesha started feeling ill'For these examples, the feature ag-role is not specied as being token identicalwith the subject NP. A representation of (5.37) is given in Figure 5.10.5.5.3 Observations about the analysisGiven the analysis for start, Russian nachat' and the Russian inceptive prex givenabove, the representations for the other aspectual verbs can be modelled from these.The type of verb phrase which is subcategorised for varies (eg, stop and nish selectfor a gerundive complement only, and not an innitival complement), and the as-pectual interpretation obviously requires dierent event phases in the complement'sevent template. For the analysis of the Russian inceptive prex and the analysis ofstart, it has been necessary to allow culmin to admit various values, and not justthe value occurrence-of. For inceptives, the value start-of is also allowed, andas the other aspectual verbs are analysed, it will become clear that other values ofculmin are allowed, ie finish-of, end-of, etc.4 Allowing culmin to admit variousvalues is central to the interpretation of aspectual verbs, and highlights the relation-ship between the abstract representation of event phases (which reect the aspectualclass of a phrase, in this case a culmination expression), and what that event phaseis referring to in terms of events (ie, the values of infon, which are token identicalwith the values of occurrence-of, start-of, etc).The ontology developed for this analysis therefore allows certain parts of an event4In a full HPSG analysis, the legal values for any feature can be constrained by typing featuresand specifying the allowable values of any given type in a type hierarchy.164
template to be focussed on, because the values of the feature event phase can vary.This is indicated either by the semantic interpretation of the aspectual verb, or by alexical rule deriving a perfectivised form in Russian. This analysis is similar to thatfor viewpoint aspect, in that a particular part of the event template of referred to.However, viewpoint aspect also features in the interpretation of complete sentences,identifying those parts of the template as being explicitly described.In the following sections I shall give interpretations of other aspectual verbs,highlighting particular issues which arise for the examples in question.5.5.4 Analysis of nish and stop5.5.4.1 FinishIn section 5.3.2.1, I showed that nish behaves like a culmination expression, ie anishing-event is perceived as an instantaneous event. There was some discussionabout the perceived extent of such an event in some contexts, and this seems to berelated to the fact that the latter part of a proc-phase may be perceived as beingrelated to a nishing-event. Since the internal structure of a culmination expressioncan be exposed in certain contexts, a proc-phase is available for reference whennecessary, allowing for interpretations of nish as having duration. Finish explicitlydescribes the culmin-phase of a culminated process expression (as was shown insection 5.3.2.1), and this phase is represented as being instantaneous in the ontology,since it refers to a change of state from the process of an event to its consequentstate.The subcategorised for verb phrase must therefore include a template with atleast a culmin-phase, and also a proc-phase (which temporally precedes culminaccording to ordering constraints), restricting valid verbal complements to culmi-nated process expressions.Unlike start and begin, nish does not subcategorise for an innitival complement,only a gerundive one, as (5.41) show. Finish generally behaves as a control verb.(5.41) a. John nished writing the letter.b. *John nished to write the letter.The sign for nished (derived by the simple past lexical rule from base formof nish) is given in Figure 5.11, and the complete tree for (5.41a) in Figure 5.12.Write is the verbal complement, and its event template fulls the subcategorisationrequirement of nish by containing at least a proc- and a culmin-phase. Theexample sentence is in the simple past, so the whole of the event template of themain verb is explicitly described ( 9 ). This refers to a culmin-phase indicatingthe occurrence-of a nishing-event and the finish-of a writing-event, ie thenish of of John's writing the letter is complete, implying that the whole of theletter-writing-event is complete. 165
2666666666666666666664category 24head verb[n,+past]subcat < 1 np 2 , vp[ger, subcat< 1 >]:  >35content 26666666666664ev-str 5 jculmin 24occurrence-of 4finish-of 3 35infon 4 2664relation nishag-role 2soa-arg 3 3775descd 5 37777777777775 3777777777777777777775where  (the value of content for vp[ger]) is at least266664ev-str 24procjin-proc-of 3culminjfinish-of 3 35infon 3 377775Figure 5.11: Feature structure for nished5.5.4.2 The equivalent of nish in RussianTurning again to a Russian example, the aspectual verb konchat'/konchit' (`to n-ish') subcategorises for an imperfective innitive (and also, like English, a culmi-nated process expression), the culmin-phase of which is explicitly described by theaspectual verb. Examples are given in (5.42) and (5.43a). The feature structure rep-resentation is constructed following the pattern for nished writing the letter (Figure5.12), and I will therefore not give a tree representation for this sentence.Like Russian inceptives, there are some perfectivising prexes which indicate aterminative reading. This procedural meaning is not as productive as the inceptiveone is, but a clear example is (5.43b). Other examples are given in Figure 5.13.(5.42) AlyeshaAlyesha konchilnished(perf) stroit'build dachy.dacha`Alyesha nished building the dacha.'(5.43) a. VadimVadim konchilnished(perf) pisat'write pis'mo.letter`Vadim nished writing the letter.'b. VadimVadim dopisalnished-write(perf) pis'mo.letter`Vadim nished writing the letter.'166
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Base form Terminative (perf) Englishpisat' dopisat' write/nish writingchitat' dochitat' read/nish reading(govorit'sya) dogovorit'sya come to an agreementrabotat' otrabotat' work/nish, eg a shiftgoret' Svechi dogoreli. `The candles have burned down.'Figure 5.13: Examples of terminatives in Russian, formed by a perfectivising prexon the base form, usually formed by prexes do- (which has an underlying spatialmeaning: `as far as, up to') and ot-. Compare Forsyth 1970: 22; Wade 1992: 275.A lexical rule is required to derive these perfective forms, where the base formmust be a culminated process expression, ie has at least a proc- and a culmin-phase, as in (5.44a). The resulting value of content for dopisat' derived by thelexical rule has an ev-str of value culmin which is explicitly described. And thisculmin has the value [finish-of 1 ], where 1 refers to the infon for write, givenin (5.44b). Compare the lexical rule for inceptive, Figure 5.8. The other phases ofthe aspectual class (eg, for write) do not appear in the representation but must beinferred by interpretation of the ordering of phases. However, this allows the wholeof the event template to be explicitly described (ie, the value of culmin, indicatedby descd), reecting the correct interpretation of the perfective, without loosing theintuition that the sentence refers to an underlying event which has duration (ie, thewriting-event).(5.44) a. 266666666664ev-str 24procjin-proc-of 1culminjfinish-of 1 35infon 1 2664relation writeag-role 2pat-role 3 3775 377777777775b. 2666666666664ev-str 2 culminjfinish-of 1 infon 1 2664relation writeag-role 2pat-role 3 3775descd 2 3777777777775168
5.5.4.3 Inferences drawn from the representationRecall that the Russian perfective can explictly describe either the whole of theevent template, or the consequ-sta-phase. The complete interpretation for (5.43b)is given in Figure 5.14 and will be compared with the representation for (5.45a), inFigure 5.15, repeated from Figure 3.20. Both expressions refer to a letter-writing-event, but a dierent perspective is taken in each case. However, for both there is avalid inference that the letter is completed (ie that it has been written), and to thatextent (5.43b) and (5.45a) can refer to the same state of aairs. See (5.45).(5.45) a. VadimVadim napisalwrote(perf) pis'moletter ! Vadim had written the letter.`Vadim wrote the letter'or `Vadim had written the letter.'b. VadimVadim dopisalwrotetermin(perf) pis'moletter ! Vadim had written the letter.`Vadim nished writing the letter'or `Vadim had nished writing the letter.'Comparing the representations reveals that the interpretation of viewpoint aspectreects this inference (there is a path [descdjconsequ-sta 1 ] in both sentences).Also, for both sentences, the path culminjfinish-of is explicitly described, althoughfor (5.45a) the other event phases of the writing-event are also explicitly described.The similarities in the interpretations highlight the similarities of meaning of thesetwo sentences. However, the interpretations also dier in subtle ways, capturing theintuitively dierent interpretations which the two sentences carry.These interpretations indicating the correct inferences have been constructed fromthe underlying event ontology motivated as event phases and event templates, andthe generalised interpretation of viewpoint aspect and aspectual verbs. Inferenceswhich hold for certain sentences form the basis for judgements about aspectual in-terpretation, and any analysis would be expected to reect these inferences.5.5.4.4 StopIn section 5.3.2.2, I showed that stop is a culmination expression, and its represen-tation is similar to start and nish in that the template for stop refers to both thestopping-event, and one of the phases of the template for the verbal complement.Stop refers to an f-bound-phase, marking the end of a proc-phase, and the eventreferred to by the verbal complement is a durative event (ie, process or culminatedprocess expression). If the complement verb refers to a process event, then the nalbound is already available and can be picked out by the sign for stop. If the com-plement verb refers to a culminated process, then stop refers to a nal bound whichoccurs before the culmination of the event, and therefore during the proc-phase;the stopping-event acts to curtail the proc-phase, and the culmin-phase does not169
s[n,+past]: 71Vadim vp[n,+past, subcat< 1 >]: 726666666666666666664category 24head verb[n,+past]subcat < 1 np[nom] 2 , 3 np[acc] 4 >35content 3 266666666664ev-str 5 culminjfinish-of 6 infon 6 2664relation writeag-role 2pat-role 4 3775descd 5 _ (consequ-sta 6 ) 377777777775 37777777777777777775dopisal 3pis'moFigure 5.14: Tree for Vadim dopisal pis'mo
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s[n,+past]: 71Vadim vp[n,+past, subcat< 1 >]: 7266666666666666666666664category 24head verb[n,+past]subcat < 1 np[nom] 2 , 3 np[acc] 4 >35content 7 26666666666666664ev-str 5 2664i-boundjstart-of 6procjin-proc-of 6culminjfinish-of 6 3775infon 6 2664relation writeag-role 2pat-role 4 3775descd 5 _ (consequ-sta 6 ) 37777777777777775 377777777777777777777775napisal
3pis'mo
Figure 5.15: Tree for Vadim napisal pis'mo `Vadim wrote the letter' or `Vadim hadwritten the letter'. Repeated from Figure 3.20
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take place: John stopped writing the letter explicitly describes an event where Johnis in the process of writing a letter but has not yet nished it; he stops the processof writing the letter, and the process of writing the same letter may be resumedagain, and again curtailed right up until it is completed (ie, until the culmin-phaseis explicitly described). .The sign for stop will have to capture this dierence between processes and culmi-nated processes. For processes the f-bound is available in the event's template. Forculminated processes an f-bound has to be invoked, and specied as occurring be-fore the culmin-phase with the eect of prematurely halting a process phase leadingup to a culmin-phase. This specication is represented in terms of an additionalconstraint on the ordering of event phases, which is discussed in detail in section5.5.5.The common feature shared by process and culminated process expressions arethe i-bound- and proc-phases. For this analysis, the event templates of the verbalcomplement must contain at least a proc-phase, which|by the constraints C1 andC2 in section 2.5.2|is bounded by an i-bound- and either an f-bound- or a cul-min-phase, ie stop selects for either a process or culminated process expression. Theinterpretation of stop is such that it explicitly describes the occurrence of (occ-of)a stopping-event, and the end of (end-of) the complement verb's event. The signfor stopped (after application of the simple past lexical rule) is given in Figure 5.16.Stop behaves both as a control and a raising verb depending on the agency natureof its verbal complement; in the examples given here, stop is presented as a controlverb.The tree for the complete sentence (5.46) is given in Figure 5.17.(5.46) John stopped writing the letter.This value for content is derived by from sign for stopped (Figure 5.16) whichsubcategorises for the gerund writing. The nal value of ev-strjculmin indicatesthat there is an occurrence of a stopping-event, and that this is the end of a writing-event. The fact that write is a culminated process expression can be inferred fromthat verb's lexical entry, the values of ev-str for writing (ie, the proc-phase isanked by an i-bound- and a culmin-phase. The interpretation of (5.47) mustthen be made with reference to the constraints on the ordering of phases. A newconstraint is introduced in section 5.5.5 to indicate that end-of occurs prior to thefinish-of an event, and therefore the culmin-phase [culminjfinish-of] cannot beinferred as having occurred from (5.46). Such a reference to an event is interpretedas curtailing the proc-phase before the culmin-phase is reached.(5.47) 266664end-of 2664relation writeag-role johnpat-role the letter3775377775The proc-phase is curtailed by the f-bound-phase, either temporarily or forgood. A process can be interrupted at any time, and in this sense it can hap-pen arbitrarily. This contrasts with culmin-phases which can only occur at the172
26666666666666666666666664phon <stopped>synsemjloc 2666666666666666666664category 24head verb [n,+past]subcat <np 1 , vp[ger]:  >35content 26666666666664ev-str 4 jculmin 24occurrence-of 3end-of 2 35infon 3 2664relation stopag-role 1soa-arg 2 3775descd 4 37777777777775377777777777777777777537777777777777777777777775where  is 2664ev-str procjin-proc-of 2 infon 2 3775Figure 5.16: Feature structure for the simple past stoppedpoint that a culminated process is actually complete. Smith (1991) distinguishesthese endpoints as natural (my culmin-phase) and arbitrary (my f-bound-phase).This interpretation of the aspectual verb stop illustrates how Smith's terminologyis relevant to the analysis developed in this chapter. The simple past form stopped(Figure 5.16) is similar to that for started and nished, except that the culminationexpression stopped explicitly describes the end of the subcategorised-for gerundivecomplement. So, there is not a requirement that the complement of stop contains anf-bound-phase, but the interpretation introduces reference to one (by the featureend-of, which is the value of f-bound) if one is not available for explicit reference.If the complement verb refers to a process event, then its template will include apath [f-boundjend-of], whose value will be the event's infon.Again, Russian has a construction parallel to the English stop. The aspectualverb perestavat'/ perestat' (`to stop') takes an imperfective innitive as its verbalcomplement, the f-bound-phase of which is referred to by the aspectual verb. Someevent references have a particular lexical reference, like to stop or give up smokingwhich refers to the stopping point of a process of smoking; in Russian, brosit' kurit'(`to give up smoking') refers to the stopping point of a process of smoking referredto by the process expression kurit' (`to smoke').5.5.5 Ordering of event phasesFrom the preceding discussion, it is clear that there a further constraint on theordering of phases is required to supplement those given in section 2.5.2. The inter-173
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pretation of stop has introduced a structure which has reference to both an f-bound-and a culmin-phase, and therefore a constraint is needed to indicate the temporalrelationship between these two phases.In section 2.5.2 of Chapter 2, constraints were given for the event templatesintroduced up to then. There were seven constraints, such as the fact that an i-bound-phase temporally precedes a proc-phase (C1), or that an f-bound-phaseis followed by a state-phase (C5), whereas a culmin-phase is temporally followedby a consequ-sta-phase (C4). The constraint in this section is additional to thosegiven in Chapter 2.The following constraint indicates what further temporal restrictions hold be-tween event phases, producing the correct interpretation of stop with culminatedprocess expressions in the verbal complement, eg for John stopped writing the letter,represented in Figure 5.17.C8 If ev-str (for the complement verb phrase) contains the values[procjin-proc-of 1 ] and [culminjfinish-of 1 ],and descd contains the valueculmin 264end-of 1occ-of 2 375where 1 refers to the values of infon of the event referred to by the verbalcomplement, and 2 refers to the infon of stop, then:culminjend-of 1 < culminjfinish-of 1If [culminjend-of 1 ] temporally precedes [culminjfinish-of 1 ] and the for-mer is explicitly described by the sentence, then it can be inferred that the letter isnot nished. This is borne out by the data:(5.48) John stopped writing the letter 6! John nished writing the letter(5.49) John stopped writing the letter 6! John wrote the letterA reference in the discourse to the resumption of the event|or an event of thesame type|is necessary, before John nished writing the letter can be true.(5.50) a. John stopped writing the letter at two and nished writing it at three.(if this sentence is felicitous, then a resumption between 2 and 3 isimplied)b. John stopped writing the novel in November. He started it again afterChristmas and nished writing it by Easter.175
5.5.6 Analysis of resume and continue5.5.6.1 Resume, start againIf the culmin-phase of a culminated process expression is not reached, there is apotential for that event to be resumed at some point in the future. The aspectualverbs resume and (the phrase) start again indicate a viewpoint aspect whereby anevent which has previously stopped is resumed. This was shown in section 5.3.3.1.The representation for these aspectual verbs is, therefore, the same as that for start,but there is an inference, within the current discourse context, that an event of thesame type and with the same participants, has already taken place.In Russian, the equivalent of resume is prodolzhat'/prodolzhit', which means con-tinue in the imperfective aspect, and resume in the perfective. It takes a verbalcomplement in the imperfective innitive. Prodolzhat'/prodolzhit' is similar to con-tinue in English which can also be interpreted either as a process or a culminationexpression, depending on context, as was shown in section 5.3.3.2.5.5.6.2 ContinueIn section 5.3.3.2 it was suggested that continue should be analysed as a culminationexpression which refers to either the i-bound-phase or the proc-phase of the com-plement verb. With this analysis, continue can be interpreted as indicating either theongoing nature of an event, or the resumption of it (assuming another occurrence ofthat event can be inferred within the context). The verb subcategorises for a gerun-dive or innitival complement which is a durative expression, ie with an ev-str withat least the value proc. The sign for continue is given in Figure 5.18. It followsthe same pattern as the representations for other aspectual verbs, in that the cul-min-phase corresponds to the aspectual class of the aspectual verb, and the featurevalue associated with that phase refers to the nature of the action of the aspectualverb (occurrence-of) and the verbal complement (in-proc-of_start-of), thusindicating the connection between the two event referents. This representation ofcontinue is not complete, since the start-of an event in this context is in fact therestart of an event which has already been stopped in the current discourse context.In a more detailed discourse-based representation, this inference would be incorpo-rated into the analysis.5.6 Aspectual verbs and viewpoint aspectIn this chapter I have given representations of sentences containing aspectual verbs,showing how an interpretation for them can be derived from the event templatesmotivated in Chapter 2, and modelled on the interpretation of viewpoint aspect inChapter 3. All the examples have been given in the simple past (for English) orperfective (for Russian), and in this section I shall consider what interpretationswould be derived for aspectual verbs in the perfect and progressive (for English), orthe imperfective (for Russian). 176
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 (the value of content for vp[ger]) is at least2664ev-str procjin-proc-of 3 infon 3 3775Figure 5.18: Feature structure for continueThe interpretation of aspectual verbs in the progressive or perfect can be derivedin exactly the same way as for any other verb: they have an underlying aspectualclass, and the present or past participle rules apply in just the same way. Similarly,for Russian, the lexical rules to derive the perfective and imperfective aspects applyto aspectual verbs in the same way. The main dierence for aspectual verbs is thatthere is reference to two event templates: that for the aspectual verb and that for thecomplement verb. Through structure sharing in the feature structure representation,the relationship between the event referents can be given in a principled way.The analysis of examples of aspectual verbs in sentences using various viewpointaspects raises some interesting questions about the relationship between event phasesand the events they refer to. Such sentences often provide an alternative way ofreferring to part of an event. For example, John had started writing the letter candescribe an event where the following may be true: John was writing the letter.However, John does not have to be writing the letter for it to be true, since he couldhave stopped writing it again. The use of aspectual verbs and viewpoint aspect allowevents to be referred to from slightly dierent points of view; their interpretationsinteract to provide the language user with means to describe events with subtlenuances. The purpose of the analysis developed in this thesis is to show how theinterpretations can be composed from individual phrases in a sentence, and show ina principled way how dierent aspectual phenomena interact.In this section, rather than running through a list of representations for variousaspectual verbs in dierent viewpoint aspects, I shall compare pairs of examples.First I indicate what inferences are expected to hold between the examples. I thenshow that these inferences follow from the feature structure representations for those177
sentences. This requires considering which event phases are explicitly described, in-ferring which phases follow those explicitly described by interpreting the constraints,and then comparing the results for the pairs of examples.Example 1The analysis makes certain predictions about whether or not two sentences explicitlydescribe the same part of an event. In section 5.5.4.1, I showed that, by the conse-quent state reading, (5.51a) and (5.51b) (repeated from that section) both refer tothe same state of aairs. However, by the completed event reading (5.51a) explicitlydescribes the whole of the letter writing event, while (5.51b) explicitly describes justthe culmin-phase of that culminated process expression. The event in the real worldto which these sentences refer is inferred as being complete in both cases. While theanalysis indicates that dierent parts of the template are explicitly described, in bothcases the correct inference can be drawn that the whole of the event has taken place.(5.51) a. VadimVadim napisalwrote(perf) pis'moletter ! Vadim had written the letter.`Vadim wrote the letter'or `Vadim had written the letter.'b. VadimVadim dopisalwrotetermin(perf) pis'moletter ! Vadim had written the letter.`Vadim nished writing the letter'or `Vadim had nished writing the letter.'Example 2Similar inferences can be drawn between other sets of examples, and I shall showthat these inferences can be drawn from the feature structure representations. Forexample, (5.52a) shows that if the sentence John had started writing the letter istrue then it is implied that at some point it was also true that John was writing theletter. (5.52b) is a parallel example for Russian.(5.52) a. John had started writing the letter ! John was writing the letter(at some point)b. AlyeshaAlyesha nachalstarted(perf) pisat' pis'mo. !to-write letter OnHe(imp) pisalwrote pis'mo.letter`Alyesha (had) started writing the letter.' ! `He was writing theletter'(at some point).These inferences are drawn from the interpretation of viewpoint aspect for eachof the examples, and the temporal interaction between the event phases, determined178
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by the ordering constraints discussed in section 2.5.2. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 showthe values of content for the examples in (5.52). The event phases which appear inthese gures are given in (5.53) and (5.54). I give the values of the event phases, andalso the temporal ordering of these phases (indicated by `<') which can be inferredby the constraints in section 2.5.2 of Chapter 2. In (5.53), the fact that a consequ-sta-phase follows a culmin-phase is determined by C4. In (5.54), the temporalordering of phases is inferred from constraint C1.(5.53) culmin 264occ-ofjreln startstart-ofjreln write375 < consequ-sta  1 has-occedjreln start(5.54) culmin start-ofjreln write  < proc  1 in-proc-ofjreln write (Note that 1 indicates what part of the event template the sentence explicitlydescribes.)In both examples, there is an instance of the starting of a writing event (and amore complete representation would show that it was John who started writing theletter ), and what is explicitly described (the value of 1 in each case) is a periodof time following this event, although the precise time or extent of that time isunspecied. It can therefore be inferred that the examples in (5.52) might refer tothe same situation. This is the case for the discourse in (5.55).(5.55) John had started writing the letter. He was writing it for half an hourbefore he realised he didn't know the address to send it to.However, the consequent state of an event (in this case the start of a letter writingevent) can extend for an indenite period, and it does not necessarily follow thatJohn was writing the letter at the time referred to by John had started writing theletter. This is suggested in the discourse in (5.56), where there is a further inferencethat, having started the letter, John stopped writing it at some point after that.(5.56) John had started writing the letter, but he hadn't looked at it for a fewdays.Both these readings can be inferred from the relationships between event phasesgiven in (5.53) and (5.54): both [consequ-staj 1 has-occedjreln start] and[procj 1 in-proc-ofjrelnwrite] temporally succeed [culminjstart-ofjrelnwrite],but it is not specied whether they overlap temporally.Example 3Taking another example of aspectual verbs in the perfect aspect, the following infer-ences do not hold (indicated by `6!'): 180
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(5.57) a. John had stopped writing the letter 6! John had written the letterb. John had stopped writing the letter6! John had nished writing the letterThe values of content for (5.57) are given in Figures 5.21 and 5.22. As for theprevious examples, I have factored out the temporal ordering of the event phases for(5.57a) and (5.57b), given in examples (5.58) and (5.59).(5.58) culmin 264occ-ofjreln stopend-ofjreln write375 < consequ-sta  1 has-occedjreln stop(5.59) culmin 264occ-ofjreln nishfinish-ofjreln write 375 < consequ-sta  1 has-occedjreln nishThe index 1 indicates the phases (or parts of phases here) which are explicitlydescribed. Constraint C8 (section 5.5.5) states that(5.60) culminjend-of 1 < culminjfinish-of 1Thus, it can be inferred|in a case where [ 1 has-occedjreln stop] refers toa time immediately following the stop-event|that the writing-event is not nished.Of course, over the course of time, the writing-event may be resumed and nished,and so there may be contexts where the inference does hold, but in those contextsthe resumption of the writing event must also be inferred.For example, the discourse in (5.61) seems incoherent (indicated by `!!').(5.61) !!John had stopped writing the letter. He was on this way to the post oceto post it.Usually one posts a letter when it is nished, so it seems strange for John tobe going to post it having stopped writing it. Of course, he could be posting anunnished letter, in which case the discourse is coherent; but still the lack of aninference between the sentences in (5.57b) is correct.In (5.62) the discourse reference time is updated by temporal reference (at lunchtimeand by the evening). In this case the consequences relating to having stopped writingthe letter do not hold during `the evening', and so the inference in (5.57b) would notbe expected to hold. In this discourse, there is an inference that between lunch andevening John resumed writing the letter.(5.62) John had stopped writing the letter at lunchtime. By the evening he hadnished it. 182
Example 4This nal example shows how an aspectual verb in the progressive is derived, andhow this representation relates to reference to the event in the progressive withoutan aspectual verb.(5.63) a. John was nishing writing the letterb. ! John was writing the letterThe derivation for (5.63a) yields a value for content given in Figure 5.23. Thiscan be compared with the values of content for (5.63b), given in Figure 5.24.Both sentences explicitly describe part of a proc-phase (ie, the value of descd isin-proc-of).For (5.63a), it is the part of the culmin-phase of the nish of a writing-eventwhich is explicitly described, derived by exposing the internal structure of the cul-mination expression nish. This implies that the writing-event is not complete, butit is in the latter stages of completion. For (5.63b) it is part of the proc-phase ofthe writing-event which is explicitly described.According to constraint C2, the proc-phase of a culminated process expressionprecedes the culmin-phase. (5.63a) refers to the culmin-phase of the letter writingevent (explicitly describing part of the process phase relating to this culmin-phase),and so temporally (5.63b) precedes (5.63a). However since the culmin-phase is notcomplete, there is an implication that the letter is still being written, although it isclearly the last part of the writing-event which is taking place.5.7 ConclusionsIn this chapter I have reviewed some approaches to accounting for aspectual verbs,and suggested how observations made can be incorporated into the analysis devel-oped so far (section 5.2). Using similar tests to those in Chapter 2, I determinedthe aspectual class of the aspectual verbs discussed in this chapter (section 5.3).Aspectual verbs are associated with an event template, and they subcategorise for acomplement verb which has its own template. There is a relationship between theevent templates of these two verb phrases. The analysis, given in section 5.5, treatsaspectual verbs in a similar way to viewpoint aspect in that part of the event struc-ture of the complement verb is explicitly described by the aspectual verb. I developan analysis which shows this relationship, and demonstrate how a similar represen-tation can be given for Russian procedural verbs which also explicitly describe partof the event referred to. Russian procedural verbs were discussed in section 2.2.3.4of Chapter 2. In this way, various categories of aspectual types are brought togetherinto one analysis.Examples of aspectual verbs are given in the simple aspect (in English) and theperfective (in Russian). In the nal part of the chapter, I indicate how viewpointaspect is applied to aspectual verbs. This leads to a discussion of what the tempo-ral relationship is between two sentences referring to the same event but explicitly183
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describing dierent parts of it. I discuss what kinds of inferences hold between suchsentences.Finally, in section 5.6, I showed that the analysis of aspectual verbs with anyviewpoint aspect can be derived using the same principles as for other sentences.Therefore, the derivations given in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 can also be appliedto the data in this chapter. Reference to the correct part of the complement verb'sevent structure is made because the appropriate event phases are referred to throughstructure sharing in the feature structure analysis. Given the interpretations of as-pectual verbs with various viewpoint aspects, inferences can be drawn about whetheror not an event is complete, or what part of the event structure is explicitly described.Combined with the interpretation of the ordering of event phases, the analysis canbe tested by showing whether certain relationships hold between any two sentences.The fact that these inferences can be derived from the representation proposedin this thesis demonstrates that it provides a reasonably accurate reection of howevents are idealised, referred to and explicitly described by language users. The rep-resentation gives a unied analysis of event structure, viewpoint aspect and aspectualverbs.
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Chapter 6ConclusionsIn this thesis I have shown that an account of aspectual class, viewpoint aspect andaspectual verbs can be expressed in a feature structure framework, presented in thespirit of the HPSG grammar formalism. I indicated how HPSG could be extendedby incorporating new feature values to reect the aspectual categories I introduced,and showed how they should be manipulated to give the correct interpretation ofaspect.The components of the analysis are built up in a principled way. In Chapter 2,a set of event phases are motivated and constraints on their ordering are given toproduce event templates which represent the aspectual class of a phrase. The con-straints add a temporal dimension to the analysis, indicating the temporal orderingof the event phases. The event templates reect the aspectual class of a verb orverb phrase, and form the basis for the analysis of viewpoint aspect. In Chapter 3,I show that an interpretation of viewpoint aspect can be given whereby it explicitlydescribes a part of the event template. The analysis is a combination of accounts ofaspect given by Smith (1991) and Moens (1987). I demonstrate how transitions inMoens' aspectual network correspond to the interpretation of viewpoint aspect givenin this thesis. The analysis is cast in the feature structure framework, showing therelationship between the aspectual features and the syntax of the example sentences.Given the event phases and interpretation of viewpoint aspect developed in Chap-ter 2 and Chapter 3, this approach to interpreting aspect is extended in Chapter 4and Chapter 5 to account for observations made about culmination expressions andaspectual verbs.The main claim in Chapter 3 is that the perfective viewpoint aspect explicitlydescribes the whole of the event referred to, or it explicitly describes the consequentstate phase following that event. Both these interpretations reect the main char-acteristic of the perfective as a completed event. In English, the simple and perfectaspects are dierentiated by performing these respective functions. The Russian per-fective, however, can carry either of these interpretations, and the analysis reectsthis. The imperfective viewpoint aspect in Russian and progressive in English bothexplicitly describe part of the process event phase. For single event reference, if aprocess event phase (proc-phase) is not available for reference, then the imperfectiveand progressive are not felicitous. This gives a uniform analysis of the imperfective186
and progressive for single event reference.In Chapter 4, I motivate the need to provide culmination expressions with a sec-ondary level of structure which includes a process event phase (proc-phase), thusgiving an interpretation for culmination expressions in the imperfective and progres-sive. The secondary level of structure is restricted to certain contexts, and contrastswith the event structure of durative events (ie, process and culminated process ex-pressions), for which the proc-phase is always available. This representation ofculmination expressions as referring to both punctual and durative events (depend-ing on context) is motivated with linguitic data. It also lays the groundwork forextending the analysis of viewpoint aspect to aspectual verbs.In Chapter 5, aspectual verbs are shown to categorise as culmination expressions,with a corresponding event template. Aspectual verbs subcategorise for a verbal com-plement which also has an associated event template. The analysis of aspectual verbsshows the relationship between these two event templates, and the event ontologymotivated up to this point is used in making this analysis. Aspectual verbs explic-itly describe certain of the event phases, like i-bound, f-bound and culmin. Sincethese phases are punctual, the primary interpretation of culminations is appropriatefor aspectual verbs in the simple and perfective aspects. The secondary level allowsinterpretations to be given to aspectual verbs in the progressive and imperfective,while maintaining an analysis which shows the relationship between the event tem-plates of the aspectal verb and the template of the verbal complement. A similaranalysis is oered for Russian procedural forms which explicitly describe individualevent phases. This analysis of aspectual verbs further substantiates the structure ofevent templates which has already been motivated by other linguistic data.The thesis therefore oers a unied analysis of aspectual class, viewpoint aspect,aspectual verbs, and procedural meanings of Russian verbs which have an aspectualinterpretation. The analysis provides interpretations which explicitly describe theappropriate part of the event template according to the viewpoint aspect of thesentence and the meaning of any aspectual verbs or procedural forms used. A detailedenough event ontology is motivated to achieve this.The analysis also provides a basis with which to compare the aspectual categoriesin English and Russian, and this comparision could be extended to other languages.Smith makes an explicit comparison with French, Chinese and Navajo. The eventtemplates and event phases proposed in the thesis provide a medium for comparingthe viewpoint aspects. The English progressive and the Russian imperfective areshown to have the same interpretation for single event references. The simple andperfect in English are distinguished, and these viewpoint aspects correspond to theinterpretation of the perfective in Russian. The event ontology presented in thisthesis therefore provides the necessary underlying structures with which to interpretevent reference in English and Russian.Finally, certain inferences can be drawn between two sentences using dierentaspects but referring to the same event. The temporal relationships holding betweenthose references to events are reected in the analysis, and this is demonstrated at theend of Chapter 5. Although the analysis focuses on individual sentences, discussion187
about inferencing between events indicates how the analysis could be used as onecriteria for determining the coherence of a series of sentences. This suggests that theanalysis could be employed as part of an anlysis of discourse.The analysis has been presented informally in terms of feature structures, but inthe spirit of HPSG. Within the eld of computational linguistics, there are grammardevelopment environments in which the HPSG formalism suggested in this thesiscould be implemented (eg, ALE, Carpenter 1993). Such an implementation should beable to derive the inferences discussed here, and ultimately predict what relationshipholds between the parts (or whole) of events described in any two sentences.
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